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EDITORIAL NOTE

The Editorial Board of International Journal of Law & Management Studies is pleased to announce the publication of the fourth issue of the journal anticipating that the readers would have an enriching experience. The Editorial Board has witnessed a significant diversification in the scope of the journal with contributions in the areas of Company law, Competition law, Criminal Law and Contracts by inclusion of articles on cyber crimes, environmental legislations, Standard Form of Contracts among others.

Intellectual Property Rights has always been a focus area of IJLMS with contributions in the nature of Protection of Functional Designs and Character Merchandising substantiating the same. Company Law, the crux of commercial laws, has been discussed on various fronts, ranging from it’s Nature and Origin, Misrepresentation in Prospectus to the recent addition, the One-Person Company and Corporate Social Responsibility. Further contributions have been received analyzing prevailing trends in the Food market.

It is always important for the economy to realign to the needs of business organisations. As is said, it is the harmony between the business fraternity, that propels growth, and the state, that promotes welfare, that brings about economic stability and development. Growth of Business actuates Economic Growth, which, in turn ignites prosperity. Many new developments have taken place in the Commercial Law and Legal Regulation sector ranging from the development of Competition Law to the Goods & Services Tax. There are crucial areas where law interacts with business and regulates market in order to promote healthy practices and discourage those which impede progress. Many growing fields of law require attention and reformation within the modern regulation framework bringing about pioneering changes in their operation. Enacted in 2002, replacing the MRTP, Competition Law seeks to promote competitive spirit in the Indian Economy rather than merely focussing on eliminating monopolies.

The journal dedicates this issue to such growing areas of law which help in the growth and development of the economy. We also hope that the contributors and the readers would benefit from the research work presented in the journal.

Editor-in-Chief
STANDARD FORM CONTRACT- WHETHER AS STANDARD IN ITS ADAPTATION?
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION ACROSS JURISDICTIONS

ABSTRACT
The popularity of Standard Form Contracts as well as their commercial sense makes it inevitable that they will remain largely in use in at least the foreseeable future. With globalization and the expansion of private international law as a field of law, it has become increasingly significant for firms, individuals and even governments to understand how key nations across the world respond to form contract and adapt them in their legal system. This is useful both for carrying business with them and gaining inspiration regarding a change in the domestic legal system.

This essay seeks to explore the treatment of Standard Form Contracts across three principal jurisdictions- UK, India and USA. This paper will channelize itself in the direction of gaining an overview of the legislative and judicial attitude of these jurisdictions towards standard form contracts and the extent to which these countries are impeded or facilitated in their quest to regulate Standard Form Contracts by the traditions and restrictions of their legal system. The predominant focus will be on the Indian treatment of Standard Form Contracts and the extent to which the Indian Legal system has been flexible and quick to recognize and adapt itself to new legal developments such as the contracts in question.

An overview of relevant case law as well as brief outline of the significant statutory instruments will be done for each jurisdiction. After exploring the stance in each jurisdiction individually, a comparison will be drawn up and the strengths and weaknesses of each approach will be brought forth as well as a discussion on how the approach has changed over the decades. The nuances of each Judiciary’s approach, such as what elements does each Judiciary lay more emphasis on, will be brought forth. In addition to examining these national approaches, ideas of eminent jurists will be examined as well as their applicability to each system will be commented upon.

Keywords: Doctrine of Notice, Fundamental Breach, Public Policy, Standard Form Contracts, Unconscionable Term

1 Sanika M. Kulkarni, IVth Year, Symbiosis Law School, Pune
INTRODUCTION

Though there are many competing definitions, the words “standard form contract” (hereinafter referred to as “SFC”) refer to a contract (whether simple or under seal) which is made between one party which habitually makes contracts of the same type in a particular form and will allow little, if any, variation from that form. These are generally readymade computerized drafts and the other party only has to sign on it to conclude the contract. Sometimes called “adhesion contracts” they are defined by Black’s Law Dictionary as

Standardized contract form offered to consumers of goods and services on essentially ‘take it or leave it’ basis without affording consumer realistic opportunity to bargain and under such conditions that consumer cannot obtain desired product or services except by acquiescing in form contract. Distinctive feature of adhesion contract is that weaker party has no realistic choice as to its terms.

Central to the concept of protection against the inequality caused by SFCs is the idea that the two parties have unequal bargaining power. Anson has said that only when equality of bargaining power between contracting parties exists, can freedom of contract be a reasonable social ideal. He has added that seen this way, freedom of contract is merely an illusion.

Having conceptualized SFCs, their adaptation in the United Kingdom will be elaborated upon. Following that the Indian approach will be explored and then the American approach will be outlined. The focus the paper is not on the advantages or disadvantages of standard contract but the ways in which three jurisdictions- UK, India and USA have dealt with them. An evaluation regarding the three approaches as well as other novel approaches that could be taken will be undertaken before the conclusion.

2 H. B. Sales, Standard form Contracts, 16 Mod. L. Rev. 318, 342 (1953)
3 Dr. Gokulesh Sharma, Judge, The Crisis of Standard Form Contracts available at: http://drgokuleshsharma.com/pdf/STANDARD%20FORM%20CONTRACTS.pdf (last accessed, August 16, 2016)
5 Vishnu Agencies (Pvt. Ltd) v. Commercial Tax Officer, 1978 AIR 449
POSITION IN UK

The 19th century assumption in the UK was that parties contract in furtherance of their self-interest and thus they enter into the contract “freely”.6 The person who entered into a contract in ignorance of its terms (in the absence of fraud or misrepresentation) was a “fool” who the Courts would not assist.7

The case of L’Estrange v. F. Graucob Ltd.8 is a landmark case which portrays the English stance toward SFC and the Strict Contract theory which was applied to them. In this case, the plaintiff-buyer purchased a slot machine by signing on a SFC. One clause of the same declared that any express or implied condition, statement or warranty, statutory or otherwise not stated was excluded. The buyer tried to recover damages for breach of implied warranty and stated that she could not read the contract because of the size of the print. The decision was against the plaintiff and the following rule was evolved: when a contract is signed, the party signing is bound by it whether or not he has read the document, unless there is fraud or misrepresentation.

To remedy injustice that is so caused due to SFC, English courts evolved the Fundamental Breach Rule of construction according to which an exemption clause can be validly used only when the party carries forth the contract in its essence.9 However, the main issue that has been taken up with this theory is that it leads to uncertainty as parties will not know whether the rule can be applied or not until they have come to Court. The case of Karsales (Harrow) Ltd v. Wallis10 furthers the fundamental breach rule. In this case, contract for sale of a preowned car was made and a clause was contained according to which an implied warranty and condition regarding the roadworthiness, age, fitness of the car was excluded. However, there was a substantial difference between the car agreed to be sold and the one actually delivered. It was held by Lord Denning that such exemption clauses can work only if otherwise the contract is carried out in its essential parts. They cannot serve to exempt the party from the very reason that contract is made.

7Ibid
8[1934] 2.K.B. 39
9Supra Note 5
10[1956] 1 W.L.R. 936
In *Schroeder Music Publishing Co. Ltd. v. Macaulay,* plaintiff-artist contracted with music publishers who could terminate agreement at 1 months’ notice (plaintiff could not) and also were not obligated to publish any of the works of the plaintiff. The House of Lords held in this case that since there was clearly an inequality in terms of the bargaining power, a test had to be done regarding whether the restrictions only covered reasonable protection of legitimate interests. However, the present was an unreasonable restraint of trade and hence, void. In the case of *Clifford David Management Ltd. v. WEA Records Ltd.*, wherein 2 songwriters signed a SFC with the Plaintiff music publisher (who was also their manager) assigning copyright privileges for international publication. It was for duration of 5 years and could be prolonged to 10 years at choice of plaintiff. The parties had not understood the contract nor had they had it explained to them and the manager stood in a strong bargaining position *vis-à-vis* the songwriters.

In UK, there are statutes of limited subject matter such as the Railway and Canal Traffic Act, 1954 which have the ‘just and reasonable test’ for exemption clauses such as S. 7 of the aforementioned Act. A separate theory has been evolved for ticket cases, wherein by just a notice (and with no assent from passenger) railway companies cannot discharge themselves from the crux of their duty (safe conveyance) unless the notice has been brought to the knowledge of the passenger and there is express assent on his part signifying the same.

Doctrine of Informed Notice has also been evolved by the UK courts which casts a duty on the stronger party to point out burdensome/ unexpected terms to the Offeree. But when the Offeree accepts these (whether with or without objects), he is bound by them. The case is more complex when the Offeree has accepted the contract but is not aware of the standard conditions. If he has placed his signature, he is bound. Even if he has not placed his signature, he will be bound if he was aware of the conditions or if he had sufficient notice that conditions existed.

There has been some obiter regarding treatment of unreasonable conditions as invalid. However,
the degree of unreasonableness required for invalidity is not prescribed. The ambit of ‘fraud’ has been extended by judicial construction in order to vitiate the contract if the condition is so out of the ordinary that the party singing could not have the intension of being restricted by it.

**POSITION IN INDIA**

In India, the statutory remedies that a person can avail of with regard to SFC are:

- S. 31(1) of Specific Relief Act, 1963
- S. 19A (if induced by undue influence) r/w S. 16(1) of Indian Contract Act (hereinafter referred to as “ICA”)
- S. 23 of ICA

In terms of State actions, it is the duty of the State to act fairly- Article 14 mandates the State to act fairly in contracts too, especially when there is unequal bargaining power and contract is not negotiated. State power has to be exercised fairly and reasonably- when the function is administrative, doctrine of fairness ensures fair action. The judicial stance is that if a clause in a contract is unfair or irrational, it is amenable to judicial review- this applies whether the contract is a SFC or not. In the case at hand, it was held that when a government entity enters into a contract with private persons and the clauses are being arbitrary, unjust and unreasonable, its action is amenable to writ jurisdiction.

One of the most important cases in India relating to SFCs is *Central Inland Water Transport Corporation Ltd. & Anr. v. Brojo Nath Ganguly and Anr.* With relation to employee’s contract of employment, it was opined that such standard form agreements are considered as contracts even though freedom of contract is lacking. This case discussed the position under American Law as

---

19Supra Note 1  
20Gibaud v. Great Eastern Ry. (1920) 125 L.T. 76, 78.  
21The Specific Relief Act, 1963 (Act No. 47 of 1963)  
22The Indian Contract Act, 1872. (Act no. 9 of 1872)  
24Excise Commr. v. Issac Peter, 1994 4 SCC 104  
261986 AIR 1571
stated in “Reinstatement of the Law-Second” and the Universal Commercial Code, noting that the more standardized an agreement is, the more likely that the contract or a term is unconscionable. The concept of “distributive justice” was also examined with relation to the Law of Contracts.

_Lingappa Pochanna Appelwar v. State of Maharashtra_27 was referred to in this regard. The aforementioned judgment regarding property of Scheduled Tribes had promulgated the idea of greater legislative control of unfair agreements. In the _Brojo Nath Ganguly_ judgment, Article 38 of the Constitution was also viewed in the context of contractual equality. The test of reasonableness and fairness in a contract as it had evolved in the UK was analyzed, in particular the cases of _Gillespie Brothers & Co. Ltd. v. Roy Bowles Transport Ltd._28 and _John lee & Son (Grantham) Ltd. v. Railway Executive_29 as well as _Lloyds Bank Ltd. v. Bundy_30.

After a comprehensive discussion regarding the stance of UK and USA toward SFC, the Court, opined that India must not latch on to the “outmoded concepts and outworn ideologies” and must match its “thinking cap” to the present. Seminally, the Court declared that the courts will strike down an unfair and unreasonable contract, or an unfair and unreasonable clause in a contract, between parties with unequal bargaining power and will refuse to enforce the same. This principle would not apply to all contract which had slight illegality but which were so unfair and unreasonable that they “shock the conscience of the Court”.

In the same case (i.e. _Brojo Nath_) Validity of Rule 9(1) of Central Inland Water Transport Corporation Ltd. Service Discipline and Appeal Rules of 1979 was tested based on the public policy rule. This rule gave power to the Corporation to terminate service of permanent employee by giving him three months’ notice in writing or to pay him equivalent of three months’ basic pay and clearness allowance. But there were no guidelines as to how (i.e. in what circumstances) Corporation could exercise this power. This rule was set aside as it contravened Article 14 and the rule of natural justice, being arbitrary and reasonable. Following this case and the public policy ground under S. 23, a certain Clause 14 of an appointment letter was held illegal by the Court.31

\[27\] (1985) 2 SCR 224
\[28\] 1973 (1) Q.B. 400
\[29\] 1949 (2) All. E.R. 581, 584
\[30\] 1974 (3) All E.R. 757
\[31\] _BCPP Mazdoor Sangh and Anr. v. N.T.P.C. and Ors._, 2008 AIR 336
has been held in *M.H. Jagannadha Rao v. Indian Oil Corporation Limited*\(^{32}\) that only when action was patently illegal and opposed to public policy, Court’s jurisdiction could be triggered, not for some trivial illegality.

The judicial inclination is toward State action conforming to the ideals of fairness and reasonability and extending requirements of Article 14 to contractual matters in order to regulate the conduct of the State, keeping in mind the unequal bargaining power that often persists in such contracts.\(^{33}\) There is always a presumption of undue influence when there is inequality of bargaining power, economic duress and unconscionable terms.\(^{34}\) A State cannot have the privilege of being more unreasonable than did a private individual.\(^{35}\) On the other hand, it has been said that if a clause is widely used by parties whose bargaining power is more or less equal, then there is a presumption of the clauses being fair and reasonable.\(^{36}\) Supreme Court has held that an unconscionable term in a contract (in this case, of employment) is void under both S. 23 of Indian Contract Act and Article 14 of the Constitution.\(^{37}\) This includes a contract by the State (or any other entity) which by default has the “superior bargaining position”. If a party was forced by other party into renegotiating contract and the party in question had no real choice regarding the matter, his consent does not stand good as it is bogged down by economic duress.\(^{38}\)

Regarding public policy, the Courts have opined that it cannot be precisely defined but refers to a matter which concerns public good and public interest and is not limited to the policy any government.\(^{39}\) In a case before the Delhi High Court, 2 clauses of a SFC between a monopolistic multinational company and an (much smaller) Indian entrepreneur were struck down and declared illegal and void as they were deemed to be “unreasonable, oppressive, against public policy and public interest”.\(^ {40}\)

It is suspected that the “length, complexity and obtuseness” of SFCs may be because of one party

\(^{32}\)2014 (6) ALT 311
\(^{33}\)Shrilekha v. State of U.P., AIR 1991 SC 537
\(^{34}\)Supra Note 31
\(^{35}\)Ibid
\(^{36}\)Bihar State Electricity Board, Patna and Ors. v. Green Rubber Industries and Ors., AIR1990SC699
\(^{38}\)Atlas Express Limited v. Kafco, (1989) 1 All. ER 641
\(^{39}\)Oil & Natural Gas Corporation Ltd. (ONGC) v. Astra Construction Pvt. Ltd., 2013(3) ArbLR 112 (Gau)
\(^{40}\)M/s. Unikol Bottlers Ltd. v. M/s. Dhillon Kool Drinks and another, MANU/DE/0008/1995
(who drafts the contract) wishing to discourage the other party from reading it.\textsuperscript{41} In the case of \textit{Unico v. Owen}\textsuperscript{42} too, it was pointed out that the ordinary consumer hardly ever reads the fine print and even if he made the effort, he would not comprehend the jargon used which creates a need to have the agreement explained to him. While not referring to the above, in a case where the conditions of carriage were not fully incorporated in the e-tickets, but were referred to, the Court held that this was sufficient notice to bind the parties in question as the passengers could have demanded a copy and read it.\textsuperscript{43} The Judiciary has generally deprecated the practice of public sector entities in using blanket clauses that have no regard to the transaction at hand and has opined that such clauses should be omitted by the relevant entity.\textsuperscript{44}

\textbf{POSITION IN USA}

In the United States of America, primarily three remedies are available to redress the damage caused by SFCs\textsuperscript{45}:

- S. 327 of Second Restatement of Contract
- Article II of the Uniform Commercial Code
- Judicial interpretation of Unconscionable Contracts

According to S. 327, a person is taken to have adopted a form if he has assented to the same and the form is used to frame conditions regarding performance of similar agreements. If the party can show that the other party had reason to believe that a clause in the form is such that the assenting party could not consent to it, then the assenting party can bypass the application of those objectionable clauses.

Article II of the Uniform Commercial Code is also relating to SFCs and can be used by Courts to alter the contract according to the reasonable expectation of the parties. When there is a conflict of a SFC with the impression of that contract, the former is adjusted. In \textit{Berg v. Stromme},\textsuperscript{46} the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{41}Donald B. King, \textit{Standard Form Contracts: A Call for Reality}, 44 St. Louis U. L.J. 909, 918 (2000)
\item \textsuperscript{42} (1967) 50 N.J. 101
\item \textsuperscript{43}\textit{Inter Globe Aviation Ltd. v. N. Satchidanand}, (2011) 7 SCC 463
\item \textsuperscript{44}\textit{Economic Transport Corporation v. Charan Spg. Mills (P) Ltd.}, (2010) 4 SCC 114
\item \textsuperscript{45}Ronald C. Griffin, \textit{Standard Form Contracts}, 9 N.C. Cent. L.J. 158, 177 (1977-1978)
\item \textsuperscript{46}79 Wash. 2d 184
\end{itemize}
Court said that it will refuse to give effect to a disclaimed of warrant clause even though it was commercial acceptable as disclaimers will be ignored when evidence shows that item to be purchased was discussed. Also, in *Henningsen v. Bloomfield Motors*\(^{47}\) the court refused to give effect to a contract, stating it was unconscionable as the buyer was had not wholly understood what he was losing in exchange for that which he was buying.

Another case that advanced the concept of unconscionable contracts is the case of *Weaver v. American Oil*.\(^{48}\) Weaver was a gas station attendant and rented a gas station of American Oil. At the time of signature, the agent representing American Oil did not explain or even point out the important clauses of the agreement. Sometime later, when an American Oil employee came to repair gas pumps at the station that there was a fire which harmed Weaver and he filed a law suit. However, the company took shelter behind the exculpatory clause before the Trial Court. However, the Appeal Court ruled in favor of Weaver holding that the exculpatory clause in question was adhesive as well as unconscionable and for it to be binding, it needed to be known and accepted by Weaver (which it was not).

**Analysis**

SFCs across the world (or at least the three jurisdictions that have been studied so far in this essay) have more or less the same features. They mostly involve unequal bargaining power and the stronger party attempts to wedge in clauses which favor himself/itself and are disproportionately unfair to the other party. The difference lies in the ways and the extent to which the Courts have strived to protect the novice citizen or the naïve buyer.

Admittedly, there are a few statutes such as the Railway and Canal Traffic Act, 1954 in the UK which attempt to further the Reasonability test. However, these statutes are extremely subject specific and are unable to advance their tests to the broader arena of general common law. Tracing the history of SFCs in the UK shows a marked shift in the attitude of the Courts from first viewing the standard form contracts from the lens of traditional contract theory to recognizing the upcoming banes of the SFCs and evolving a myriad of theories to counteract the ill effects of SFCs.

---

\(^{47}\)32 N.J. 358

\(^{48}\)257 Ind. 458,
These theories include the Theory of Fundamental Breach and Doctrine of Informed Notice. Courts have over time, through their decisions, also laid the consequences of signature with knowledge, signature without knowledge of conditions, signature with awareness of conditions or sufficient notice. This helps in forming anticipating the consequences of actions and shows clarity in legal thought.

Though the Indian Legal System is much more reliant on Statutes than UK law, there is no Indian statute which addresses the SFC dilemma squarely. There is only the ICA and the Specific Relief Act, neither of which contemplate application to form contracts as they were enacted envisaging traditional forms of contract. Bulk of jurisprudence in India is derived from judicial interpretation and compared to the UK, there are few cases in India involving such form contract and only one case which comprehensively seeks to address them (Brojo Nath Ganguly Case). However, unlike the UK, Indian court decisions have repeatedly sought to highlight the constitutional element (particularly Article 14) to such contracts and have generally sought to first uncover (through application of Article 12) whether the entity in question is a government entity. The ideals of fairness, justice and equality, contravention to public policy as well as unconscionable contracts have been emphasized on far more zealously than in the UK.

The position of the USA toward SFC is unique because there are 2 statutes that deal exclusively with SFC and cases involving them are creatively interpreted by the Judiciary.

**Evaluation**

Since the growth of SFCs, what has plagued policymakers as well as jurists is which system to adopt to regulate them. The British, Indian and American approaches as well as their comparative strengths and weaknesses has been stated above. One jurist has suggested that an Act may be passed setting up a tribunal or commission of lawyers, business men and representatives of the sufferers of the SFCs. However, this sort of solution is not likely to be accepted in India where there is at least one judicial member (e.g. A retired judge of the High Court or Supreme Court) and where there hardly exists any kind of jury system after 1962. Another idea was to include a

---

49 *Supra* Note 18
provision in the Model Rules of Professional Conduct\textsuperscript{51} that would prohibit lawyers from drafting an agreement that had “legally prohibited terms” or “would be held to be unconscionable as a matter of law”.\textsuperscript{52} However, for this an exhaustive list of such terms would have to be drawn up (which is nearly impossible). Furthermore, lawyers cannot accurately predict what would be held unconscionable each and every time.

A potent idea is for governments or intergovernmental agencies to create standard form contracts such as the two European standard construction contracts which have been adopted.\textsuperscript{53} This contract is compulsory for projects financed by European Development Fund. This could be adapted across regions in order to ensure equivalent treatment regionally to constructors.

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

The issue of SFCs involves balancing of a lot of inherently conflicting ideologies- for example, that of capitalism vs. the socialist welfare state theory, traditional contract theory vs. new contractual jurisprudence, advancement of business interest v. protection of the novice buyer/customer/party. Each jurisdiction serves to solve this SFC puzzle armed with its own legal history and tradition. The SFC dilemma also makes it strikingly clear that a legal system needs to be flexible enough to adapt to such changes otherwise it will be left to handle them using archaic laws/pronouncements that are ill-suited to be applied to modern concepts. This will cause grace injustice as seen in the case of \textit{L’Estrange}.

Though each country’s law/legal system is created to suit its own unique needs, the occurrence of and the problems created by SFCs remain similar throughout the world, opening up a possibility to adapt each other’s practices or adapt a common practice. For instance, though Indian Judiciary is no longer bound to follow or even peruse through UK judgments, it has extensively referred to UK and even USA pronouncements in the area of SFCs in order to keep itself in pace with the changing times and modify Indian law accordingly. Like the European Union and some other organizations, there could be compulsory adoption of SFCs.

\textsuperscript{51}Model Rules of Professional Conduct (Discussion Draft 1980)
However, one thing that has become clear through the above analysis and evaluation is that a specialized approach is needed toward SFCs i.e. they are to be treated as a unique category of contracts that merit a jurisprudential evolution of concepts in order to regulate them.
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CHARACTER MERCHANDISING AND COPYRIGHT LAW IN INDIA

ABSTRACT

The topic is very appealing. The reason is the growing market of the merchandised products, ranging from a Barbie box to Batman apparel. The concept of Character Merchandising is an interesting concept. The current day situation revolves around the industry because the sales figures show that it hampers the stores in India as well.

The characters involved are protected either by the Copyright or other laws. But, a lack of a specified law makes it difficult for the legislators to legislate in this matter. Products featuring Hannah Montana or Doraemon are sold more than other ordinary products.

When dealing with the rights and duties to the owners of the characters, the copyright law governs. But, there is no strait-jacket formula, leading to excessive exploitation by the traders. They use the reputation of the popular characters to earn profits.

Till a new legislation is enacted, no owner or character will be able to exercise or claim rights over their creation. Hence, there is an urgency to bring into action a specific law dealing with the protection of such characters and to allow the public to exploit the characters to a certain extent. This extent has to be fixed so that there is no misuse of the same.

Therefore, this present article throws light on the same.
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INTRODUCTION

Being a parent to a 21st century kid, would you buy him a BATMAN T-SHIRT or an ordinary one? Or would you buy her a BARBIE DRESS or again an ordinary dress?

The answer is quite obvious. Well, this is the concept of Character Merchandising.

To understand the entire concept, many aspects have to be looked into. This paper will specifically aim at the legal aspect of the concept, emphasizing on Copyright. The reason to know and study about this is technological advancement and awareness and to recognize the loopholes. Once these loopholes are understood, logical and practical suggestions can be made.

Character merchandising is simply the commercial exploitation of a famous character or personality. It is believed that this originated in South East Asia and specifically in India. Even Ramayana merchandise proved to be a huge market.

It can be divided in three types, namely:

- Merchandising of fictional characters
- Personality merchandising
- Image merchandising

The present paper will deal with the interesting concept of Character Merchandising, linking it with the law of Copyright in India. It will also deal with Article 2(3) of the Berne Convention, throwing light of the working.

Character Merchandising is both a bane and a boon to the industry and India is becoming a large market to manufacture such merchandized products. The paper discusses the emerging trend of character merchandising in the present era, in a democratic country, like India. Character merchandising is the adaptation or secondary exploitation by the creator of a fictional character by a real person or by one or several authorized third parties of the essential personality features of a character. It is then related to various goods and services in the market which gets the customer to but this particular good/service. The characters who are used for merchandising may be Characters are either fictional or real.

Some of the many examples are:
- A birthday cake in the shape of a fairy tale castle.
- A laptop skin with the picture of the famous Batman.
- A pencil box with the picture of Big Hero 6.

**Character Merchandising**

In order to understand character merchandising, it is first important to understand the meaning of merchandising. Merchandising is any practice or plan that contributes to the sale of a product or service to a retail consumer. It helps marketing the right product or service at the right place, the right time, at the right price and in the right quantities, which increases the demand of the same, like, Kareena Kapoor advertising for Pantene Shampoo. Simply put, it is commercially using the wide appeal of a popular character for merchandising of products and services.

Merchandising of intellectual property is the marketing technique where the goods or services are such that it attracts the customers. A t-shirt depicting the MARVEL characters, a coffee mug carrying the image of Angry-bird, a toy made in the shape Transformer, are all popular and common examples of merchandising. In all these examples, Intellectual Property such as trademarks, copyrights and designs belonging to others have been used by the producer of goods/services. The producer could do that only through licensing of relevant rights.

**History**

- **Origin of Character Merchandising**

The first instance of this concept can be traced back to the era where the Disney cartoons were a much hyped issue. One of the employees set up a department for dealing with the commercial exploitation of Mickey Mouse, Minne Mouse, Pluto, etc. Slowly, the concept evolved over time, when books on famous authors started publishing. During the 20th century, films like Rambo, James Bond, Men in Black, etc became existent.

Looking at the philosophical aspect of the concept, Hegel’s theory of ‘individual property is the extension of his personality’ is quite relatable. As in, the personality of the character cannot be trespassed by anyone else. But, this will only be allowed when that character has created some sort of distinctiveness in the market.
Moreover, with the use of radio, films, television and advertising, the concept became an industry in its own right. Recently, it has, therefore, become a ‘multi-billion industries in the Western World.’

**Present Status of the Market in India**

Character Merchandising is now a $2.5 billion industry in India itself. The reason behind which is the way the characters of either the films or the books are being merchandised in the market, for the expansion of the business.

This concept is applicable to both the cartoon character and the human form, whichever type gains some distinctiveness in the market becomes exploitable. There are so many examples to prove this point of view, namely, Chhota Bheem, Donald Duck, Harry Potter, etc.

Hence, this article deals with the emergence of this industry in India, from the point of view of the legal constraints and the loopholes.

- **Types**

There are mainly *three types* of character merchandising, as given below:

- **Famous fictional human** or non-human character, either appearing in a literary work, in a cinematograph film or as an artistic work. The examples of fictional character merchandising are X-Men, GI Joe and James Bond toys, and t-shirts with images of Angry Birds, Doraemon and Disney characters.

  In India, the famous example is that of Chhota Bheem. It is widely used as designs on cakes, dresses, books, etc. Chhota Bheem has also reached international markets like Indonesia and Singapore.

- **Personality merchandising** where a famous real person, who could be a celebrity from the entertainment or sports industry or a national or international hero, or some of their essential personality features, are used for merchandising; like use of Victoria Beckham’s name in respect of perfumes; branding of Shah Rukh Khan inspired home décor; Lakme products by Sonam Kapoor and many more. This is also known as celebrity merchandising.

- The third type, which is a *hybrid* of the first two types. Here, the personality features of a fictional character from a movie or tele-series, portrayed by a real person, like character
Shaktimaan portrayed by Mukesh Khanna in the television series or Benedict Cumberbatch in Sherlock. The association between the character and the actor should be distinctive in the eyes of the public. This is *image merchandising*.

**Reasons for Growth of Character Merchandising in India**

India has seen a great increase in the industry revolving around the concept of Character Merchandising. Being a developing nations, there are a few factors which have resulted in the growth of the market. Some of this are-

- **Technological advancements** – In the form of radios, television and film. These help in portraying the concept. Also, many channels for kids’ entertainment, like Animax, cartoon Network, etc are another way of spreading awareness. Examples of the same can be pencils, mugs or T-shirts that are associated with Powerpuff Girls, Ben 10 and Chhota Bheem.

- **Effective tool** – The country’s one of the major earning is because of this industry. Being a populated country, the sales are also huge.

- **Increased viewership** – The viewers are large because of the population. Hence, the customers are also huge. This in turn results in the industry’s boost. One of the examples can be the famous movie based on the band One Direction, named ‘This is us’. This takes the show or movie to the next level. Viewers don’t tend to forget about the film or the show after watching it.

**LEGAL ASPECT OF THE METHOD**

**Legal Framework**

The biggest flaw relating to Character Merchandising is that there is no separate law which specially deals with this concept. It is only safeguarded under trade-mark, designs and copyright acts. For example: Bollywood star Amitabh Bachhan has protected his name and he prevents people from using it to earn profits.

The general notion is that the owner who is the creator or holder of the character can exercise authority over his/her work. For example, cartoon characters are the properties of the creators who drew them. Legally, characters are protected through various steps as a form of Intellectual
property rights. Pinky and Heidi are considered to be literary works, whereas Noddy is strip cartoon, protected under this law.

**Copyright**

A fictional character when introduced in a literary or as an artistic work, it is to be governed by the principles of Copyright. The authors of the works have copyright over the characters. But, if the character is a work for hire, the party commissioning the creation of the character holds copyrights, for example, the famous character of Comedy Nights with Kapil, Gutthi. Further, when a fictional character is a part of a movie or a tele-series, the producer of the series has copyrights over the character.

The copyright does not come into existence itself. To make a character protectable under the Copyright laws, it is vital to treat the character as an individual piece of work. It should be developed extensively and should have a reputation on its own. Hence, only when it becomes so extremely reputed already that it is easy to base the whole merchandising scheme around it, it is used for fictional character merchandising.

Once a work is created, it can be protected under the Copyright laws. Any sort of registration is not a compulsion. For example, *Big Hero 6* being a cinematographic work, the copyright vests with the producer of the show. Any related poster, advertisement or pictorial representation can be protected as an artistic work under the copyright law in India. So if any person uses any image from the show itself without the consent of the producer, it will amount to infringement.

The owner is granted the exclusive right to reproduce the work in any material form, issue copies of the work to the public, perform or communicate the work to the public, make or include in a cinematograph film the work, and make a translation or adaptation of the work.

---
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Under the *Copyright Act, 1957*, a cinematograph film is defined as “*any work of visual recording and includes a sound recording accompanying such visual recording*”.\(^{60}\) However, the copyright in the cinematograph film using such character i.e. film or television show as per the facts of the case, would rest with the producer.

The tests to determine whether the character being used is a distinctive character and is recognized by the general public at large are as follows:

**a. The “Especially Distinctive” or “Character Delineation” test**

This test is the basic concept which has been discussed earlier. Unless and until the character is not known separately among the public, the character cannot be protected under the Copyright law. It is based on the premise that the less developed the characters, the less they can be copyrighted. Even the manner the character acts outs can also be copyrighted under the laws.

**b. The “Story Being Told” test**

This test deals with the aspect that when the character is the pivotal part of the work and not merely a support, the character can be protected under the law.

With respect to whether the artist performing the character is granted any copyright ownership in relation to his performance of the character, the courts have held that “*there is no ‘work’ in the cine artiste’s performance which is protected by the Act. In the view that is taken of the definition of “artistic work”, “dramatic work” and “cinematograph film”, it would appear that the Copyright Act, 1957, does not recognize the performance of an actor as ‘work’ which is protected by the Copyright Act*”.\(^{61}\) The law however acknowledges that it is the artist who performs the role of the character in a cinematograph film and makes it identifiable to the public at large and therefore the Copyright Act, 1957 vests in the artist moral rights of the performer which give him the right to claim to be identified as the performer of his performance and to restrain or claim damages in respect of any distortion or modification of his performance which would be prejudicial to his reputation.\(^{62}\)

---

\(^{60}\) Section 2(f) of the Copyright Act, 1957.


\(^{62}\) Section 38B of the Copyright Act, 1957.
Lastly, with respect to the ownership in the fictional character, it is important to note that Section 38A (2) of the Copyright Act, 1957 states that “once a performer has, by written agreement, consented to the incorporation of his performance in a cinematograph film, he shall not, in the absence of any contract to the contrary, object to the enjoyment by the producer of the film of the performer’s right in the same film: Provided that, notwithstanding anything contained in this subsection, the performer shall be entitled for royalties in case of making of the performances for commercial use.” Therefore, a fictional character in a cinematograph film has its rights with the producer of the same, in absence of an agreement otherwise. But, there can be no waiver of an artist’s right to royalty.

- **Berne Convention**

Article 2 (3) of the Berne Convention says that “Translations, adaptations, arrangements of music and other alterations of a literary or artistic work shall be protected as original works without prejudice to the copyright in the original work.” Therefore, the concept of Character Merchandising is covered under this aspect in the worldwide scenario as well.

But, in India, the lack of a specific Act for protection of such characters leads to confusion. The other laws though grant protection to them, yet there is no strait-jacket formula that has to be adopted. This creates vagueness in adopting the other laws. If there existed a separate legislation, there would be lesser chaos in protection of the characters. This is thus leading to the misuse of the characters.

Inference from the available legislations does not help in dealing with the problem of protection of such characters. The industry uses the popularity of these characters to earn profits. Hence, there is an urgent need to enact some separate legislations on this topic, with regard to the ownership and other neighboring rights.

**CASE LAWS**

- Recently, there was a clash between an actor playing the role of a popular character *Gutthi* who is also the producer of the series. The clash led to the actor moving out of the series to air his own show. The first television channel issued a public statement that the character Gutthi has been created for the original tele-series and so, it has copyright over the same. The actor
issued another statement asserting his personality rights and saying that it is he who has
attained recognition as and is always associated as Gutthi. Owing to this clash of rights, none
of the parties could use the character Gutthi in their respective shows during the time of the
clash.\textsuperscript{63}

- In the landmark case of \textit{Star India v. Leo Burnet}\textsuperscript{64}, it was noted:

\begin{quote}
"The fictional characters are generally drawings in which copyright subsists, e.g., cartoon,
and celebrities are living beings who are otherwise very famous in any particular field,
e.g., film stars, sportsmen. It is necessary for character merchandising that the characters
to be merchandised must have gained some public recognition, that is, achieved a form of
independent life and public recognition for itself independently of the original product or
independently of the milieu/area in which it appears. Only then can such character be
moved into the area of character merchandising. This presumes that the character has
independently acquired such reputation as to be a commodity in its own right
independently of the goods or services to which it is attached or the field/area in which it
originally appears. It is only when this is established on evidence as a fact, that the
claimant may be able to claim a right to prevent anyone else from using such a character
for other purposes."
\end{quote}

- In a recent case of \textit{Disney Enterprises Inc. & Anr. Vs. Santosh Kumar & Anr.}\textsuperscript{65}, the Delhi
High Court held the defendant liable for selling products containing representations of
characters such as Hannah Montana, Winnie the Pooh, etc whose merchandising rights
were owned by the plaintiff. The court held that there is an intense degree of association
between the plaintiffs and the aforementioned characters which is why any reference to
these characters reminds the public exclusively of the plaintiffs.

- Very recently, Mr. Pran Kumar Sharma, the creator of the famous character Chacha
Chaudhary, passed away. Pran created this Indian superhero along with various other
captivating cartoons and with them was created history in the Indian comic and children’s
book industry.

The death of the creator generated chaos in the country regarding his works.

\textsuperscript{63}\textit{Supra} at point 3.
\textsuperscript{64} 2003(27) PTC81(Bom).
\textsuperscript{65} CS(OS) 3032/2011.
Since he was the creator of the comic strips and its characters, the copyright over his works and fictional characters will subsist for sixty years calculated from next year, as per Indian copyright laws. Post the expiry of the copyright term, the copyright will cease to exist in all the works and such works will fall in public domain for everyone to utilize the same. Therefore, it is certain that Pran’s comic strips will continue to be re-published, adapted on a broader scale and translated in several more languages by their publishers until the expiry of the copyrights in order to reap maximum benefits from such comic strips and characters within the copyright term.66

- The character of Spider-Man has existed for almost 40 years, created at Marvel Comics in the early 1960s. Before the film, it was a part of the comic books, etc. but, now it has spread worldwide. After a complex history, Variety reported that Columbia/Sony acquired the rights to produce a feature (including sequels) and rights to produce a live-action TV series for a cash advance of $10–15 million

**EMERGING TRENDS AND CONTEMPORARY CHALLENGES**

In the contemporary world, there is an increasing relationship between the Television and the characters. This is leading to a huge market worldwide.

The partnership between the famous Disney and the KK Modi Group in 1993 for sale of the Disney merchandise in 2001 has played a vital role in the growth of this industry.

The large showrooms like Pantaloons, Westside, Shoppers Stop, etc have also paved way for better and more access to merchandised products. Approximately, the growth has increased from 9 per cent (2015) to 20 per cent (2020).

Even the sports groups are extremely active in the participation of character merchandising in India. For example, Harbhajan Singh. Also, the very own Warner Bros has tied up with about 20 companies in India including retailers such as Tata group’s Trent and Primus Retail for selling merchandises of cartoon characters including Batman, Superman, Tom and Jerry and Scooby-Doo.

---

Adults seem to be taking cartoons more seriously than kids in the present era. The reason being that these are a big business sector developing in the country. The annual rate of merchandising in Indian markets range between 30-35%. Arun Sir deshmukh, the chief executive of Reliance Trends gives a rough estimate of these products at about $2.5-billion yearly.

The owners of internationally acclaimed characters like Ironman, Batman, Harry Potter, etc have also acquired statutory rights by registering the names of the fictional characters as trademarks in India. On the Indian side, the owners of fictional character Munnabhai have also registered such character name as a trademark.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

As this is a growing industry, some factors have to be kept in mind, that have been ignored. A few of which are:

- Codification of a proper law dealing with character merchandising in India.
- Copyright Law be amended to include some provisions expressly dealing with such issues.
- The Act should also include other aspects that may need protection, for example, the voice of the character, etc.
- A strait-jacket formula be laid down to differentiate between characters popular among public and those which are merely a support to the work of the creator, to bring under the ambit of providing protection.

**CONCLUSION**

There is an urgent need to protect the rights and interests of the creators who had taken strains to create a work. Though the Act provides some protection, yet that is not explicitly defined. Also, there is a need to lay down the standard to check whether a character falls in the ambit of being protected. India is an emerging business market for the concept. But, the lack of laws may lead to a downfall of the industry in India. Hence, if the need is fulfilled in time, the growth of the industry will be unstoppable and the protection will encourage for a better future.
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THE PARADIGM OF “FUNCTIONAL DESIGN”

ABSTRACT

Drawing the square of law regarding functional design is quite difficult, standing in the circle of this multi-dimensional intellectual property law jurisprudence. Functional design is a new emerging thought, and how law governs it, is a question of contemporary world. The law of intellectual property is multifarious and is looked upon from different angles. It is not certain under what head of intellectual property does functional design fall within accurately. By expanding the thought process in a simple and straight way, scope and applicability of law governing functional design is covered by patent, copyright, trademark, design, and everything that it covers. Therefore, it is difficult to determine under what head does the law governs the attributes of functional design, under the realm of intellectual property rights.

Functional design is a unique case. A functional design does not constitute to be a finished product out of the intellect. Attributing the value of property in that case is a moot point under the intellectual property law jurisprudence. There are continental differences in the thoughts about the treatment to be attributed for functional design under the international realm of this contemporary world. Intellectual property is evolving gradually and functional design is one among the many attributes of that evolution. Therefore, it is important that the law parallels this evolution to suit the needs of the present day and ensure world that for every right, remedy is ensured.

The right to property is an internationally recognized fundamental right. At what point, the coin actually flips and the legality intervenes is to be decided at this juncture, when the attributes of functional design calls for the fabric of legalism. Would functional design draw up to become another recognized intellectual property where the traits of patent, copyright trademark and design integrate? Or would functional design be fit into either of the pigeonholes of the intellectual property jurisprudence? Both are equally leveling arguments from different schools of thought. If
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Salmond was an intellectual property law philosopher, he would have thought so of making functional design yet another category of intellectual property. On the other hand, while assuming Winfield to that defence, would have argued for fitting functional design inside either of the various pigeon holes of intellectual property rights jurisprudence. Therefore, functional design is a questioning paradigm today before, international law of intellectual property rights.

**Keywords:** Paradigm Attribution, Functional Design, Intellectual Property, Tort Law, Value of Property
**INTRODUCTION**

The utility nature and scope of functional design is wide and not narrow. It is legally governed very much subjectively by the intellectual property jurisprudence. Functional design is a functional part of a particular unfinished product. The functional design is a prototype arguing that the particular product has such and such advantages and minimum disadvantages. The functional design is similar to a design. At the same time, it can be patented as well. The prototype of a work covered by the copyright laws is also a functional design in that regard. Their lineage grows gradually. Technical specifications of functional design, functional requirement, functional specifications, and functional design templates are all the multifarious phases of this functional design. Functional Design presents a challenge to intellectual property jurisprudence. How such things can be protected is quite peculiar case to solve. Design is a term which refers to the appearance and composition of something say a primary drawing or model. However, functional design is something similar to a design but not completely attributable to it. It does qualify the requisites of a design but not largely to the functionality aspect of it. This calls for the modus operandi of attributing law to it. How can law be attributed to the minute aspects of intellectual property law? This is a moot point.

Tort law is a civil law remedy. It has its origin from the Common law countries. It is uncodified but consolidated piece of multifarious rights ensuring remedies. In simple terms it is wrongful act or an infringement of a right drawing a liability exclusive of contractual liabilities. It is important to trace the root and apply law from the root. The cause of action begins from the light of how to protect the functional design. Would it be protected by a Tort law or law of contracts? It is to analyze the laws applicable. The tort law is more suitable for protecting the infringement of a wrongful act against the protection of a functional design. When Tort law is applied in the case of protecting a functional design, always there are possibilities of a contractual relationship making the functional design in question. Functional designs can be contractual as well. Functional designs might be contractual as well as otherwise. Functional design is a sense is at the converging point between applying either of the laws. It is quite difficult to differentiate the differences of why Tort

---

law is better than applying a contractual liability upon a wrongful infringement against the protection of a functional design.

There is a paradigm in law applicable to functional design. This paradigm is at the root of the finite phrase of intellectual property law jurisprudence. The law of intellectual property is both contractual and tortious at the same time. The relationship between the parties might be contractual. But the protection element which is required to be attributed to a particular functional design is very much tortious of nature. Therefore, the importance of both a contractual or tortious claim cannot be ruled out of the square of intellectual property law. The European Union has not come up with a consensus as to how can we regulate the law for functional designs. It is under the questions of thoughts. Various schools of thoughts on intellectual property strive to draw better intellectual property jurisprudence for the contemporary world of the 21st century. The lights are focused on how to protect the attributes of a prototype. Whether the correct formula could be a blend of Tort law, Contract law and Intellectual Property law?

**The “Torts” Inspiration & The “Contractual” Conception**

The idea of regulating functional design by law can be primarily looked up from two basic angles of law to understand its nature scope and applicability. The law of torts inspires not infringing the right through a wrongful act. And further, through the law of contract conception of not driving to breach the contract. Like Torts law and Contract law, functional design is also a primitive kind in itself. Like how torts law and contract law are circles inside the jurisprudence of rights duties and liabilities, functional design is a gradually developed circle from the endeavors of intellectual property jurisprudence.

Functional design’s scope is very wide. Its scope extents from, a “to do list” to a “working plan” written down in a paper, everything starts with a primitive design. An intangible idea drawn up to tangibility is a functional design. In such a case, there is high probability of risk in determining the cause of action when a functional design is called for a legal dispute. Therefore, it is important to determine the scope and bandwidth of rights and duties of parties involved within the claim. Tortious inspiration and contractual conception is something very much related to functional design, all are very much primitive by nature and purpose. Functional design of an intellectual property determines the conclusive rights and duties of a party. Further, it determines the need for
protection through an agreement considering the uncertainty of the development of that particular primitive design prototype.

It is difficult and new to see a theory applicable and similar blending with two basic primitive theories of law. A metaphor or a simile in a poem is a functional design. It is widely used however, not copied. How are the rights and duties being safeguarded within the realm? What are the role played by a tortious inspiration and a contractual conception? There is a narrow line of relationship between everything. Functional design is largely normative in nature on the other hand intellectual property is more economical and positive in its application. Therefore, the rights and duties vary according to the subject matter involved. The subject matter functional design would be backed by an agreement between parties which might have led to a dispute.

There is likeliness for a tortious act to be committed on a functional design structure of a commercial website. Once an error in functional design of something has happened, it constitutes a Novus Actus Intervenience. This would have a perpetuating effect. That is how torts law impacts upon the scope and ambit of functional design. Commission of an economic tort can also call for the law of torts. In either case the cause of action would be the functional design. The color of an agreement runs throughout the relationship between law and a particular functional design in question. The likelihood of economic losses is more when a particular functional design fails. Therefore, functional design is a naïve concept like novelty in patent law or a manuscript in copyright law. Therefore, it is time to recognize and determine this naïve design to be one among the ingredient of designs law to constitute fulfill design protection.

**QUALIFYING PROPERTY VALUE**

The intellectual property is under the utilitarian’s domain. Utilitarianism is inherent inside the fabric of property. Qualifying property value has been partial towards functional design. There is a protection given for design. However, functional design is an interdisciplinary subject matter which requires special attention both through minimum rights (*jure conventionis*) and national treatment. Tracing the history back to Article 1* of Paris Convention which objected about

---

industrial property, contemplated various multidisciplinary fields of property. All this property did have an industrial property to later evolve as an intellectual property. Although, the Paris Convention failed to define all these multidisciplinary fields and left it at the discretion of the member nation-states to determine at their discretion as to how all would go about each fields of property.

Principle of National Treatment, Independence and Priority was at a competitive imbalance to draw automatic protection for the various multidisciplinary fields of property under the international intellectual property jurisprudence. The enforcement mechanisms lack strong teeth to bite and protect every intellectual property. The contemporary scenario of functional design is primitively more like the situation of the evolving intellectual property in the 17th century. Three centuries past when we look at the Designs Act, 2000 which control and amend the law relating to the protection of design in India, which does not cover explicitly anything regarding functional design. The inclusive definition of design is an inclusive and exhaustive one limiting itself from including functional design. S. 21 of the India Designs Act, 2000 purports the application of a design at industrial and international exhibitions. The evolution of intellectual property also started with the Austrian Government securing temporary protection for the national creations and inventions exhibitions in the 17th century. Likewise, the evolution of functional design also has to be regulated at a global level.

The intellect is valued when the property is valued. To qualify the value behind functional design it is necessary and proportional that we need to impart the character of property to it. The requisite presumptions for attributing a property value to functional design are multifarious. Firstly, it can be presumed for the functional design to have a goal, secondly, the use, thirdly, the audience who will use it. Considering these three assumption in mind it is important to ask certain pertinent questions. Firstly, how is it going be used? Secondly, how it engages a user? Thirdly, how does it handle mistake? These three basic questions can determine the functional design’s property value. Once the property value is attributed functional design is also a property of the intellect which requires a protection under the realm of the intellectual property law jurisprudence.

From the unsettled position of law, functional design creates a paradigm of coming within the conglomeration of intellectual property rights. Functional design is a property having industrial
values. It is at the same time novel and artistic. Its subjective nature keeps it non-exhaustive. Therefore, it is important to draw the platform for regulating functional design under intellectual property law.

**ENDORSING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY**

The idea of functional design is to be endorsed within the square of intellectual property. The idea is not distinct from industrial property. Therefore, the circle of functional design can be integrated into the field of intellectual property jurisprudence either as a separate head or can be integrated to designs. Functional design cannot be regulated by the dictums of torts law or contract law. Even though, the presence of infringement of a right and an agreement are inherent in the fabric of functional design. Functional design cannot be dissected and understood. As the word “function” has a diverse and multifarious connotation in the contemporary world. Therefore, it is difficult to narrow down the meaning of the word “function”. The word “design” is regulated by law. But functional design has to be understood as a whole and not by dissecting the phrase. When the phrase is dissected and understood the two words are separate from each other imparting an entirely different connotation. The law cannot be partial towards the fundamentality of functional design.

The laws of functional design are limited to jurisdictions. It has to be recognized universally. The World Intellectual Property Organization, World Trade Organization, convention and referral rules have a model role to play in understanding deliberating the role and attributes of functional design. The evolution is complete when functional design is globally drawn to shallow out the uncertainty of its treatment. India per say does not have an express legislative framework on this regard even though, the legal precedents have dealt with it differently. From opinion to opinion to persuasiveness should the law move in order to fulfill the purpose of affirming the blanket of law? It is always answered in the negative. The law should be full and complete. It should not be supplanted. Therefore, in the light of the potential of intellectual property law jurisprudence in completing the law of functional design standing within the four walls of the intellectual property jurisprudence.

Before, bringing functional design into the realm of intellectual property it is important narrow down and pull out the purpose of drawing a separate law for regulating functional design. This is
important to explain the statement and reason why functional design has come into existence. The purpose behind functional design is primary to understanding and very primitive. Illustratively, a flow chart representing an operation, its role is very much limited and subject to change and betterment. But it does have a value attached. This value can be an inherent novelty or a primitive manuscript. Then the question why functional design should not be governed by copyright or patent widens itself. Thus, intellectual property law cannot escape from endorsing functional design as an intellectual property. It is obliged to regulate and protect the idea and reason behind functional design. It is difficult to differentiate functional design objectively or define it separating it from the square of intellectual property law. After endorsing the attributes of functional design it is equally important as to how it is regulated. This regulation should be prospective and should not override or defeat the purpose of bringing functional design under the realm of intellectual property.

**Paradigm Conclusion**

Functional design is a paradigm of structure. Functional design is wide and naïve. Its aliveness has not been controlled by legalism. It’s a utility model. It has to be regulated. In the process of regulation, the best applicable law would be recognizing functional design as a separate field within the realm of intellectual property right. Making functional design dependent would be reducing its utility and minuteness. Although it is more inclined towards the ideas and lineage of designs it can be separated from design and kept as an independent discipline as its application is beyond the scope and applicability of Designs Act. The Designs Act 2000 does not incorporate the blending of Novus Actus Intervenience with a functional design. Functional design is normative and wider from the scope and fathom of designs. Therefore, the modus of attributing law to it should be in a manner where the principle of self-determination is not violated.

Narrowing down the law is a problematic brief. Functional design is a minute aspect within the intellectual property law regime. Law has to narrow down its wide wings from design to define the key term of functional design. Law has to understand depth of its applicability. Functional Design is neither legally defined nor illustratively explained in any legal statute. The idea of functional design is a challenge before the intellectual property realm. By analyzing every subjective and exhaustive definition of functionality and design it would be easier to blend both
together and work out a proper full and complete legal definition for functional design. The moot point whether defining would be enough is yet another question. Fabricating anything with the color of law would attribute rights, duties, remedies and liabilities. Therefore, that argument also holds valid.

Yet another issue is how can functional design be protected? Functional design can be given protection voluntarily. The necessity and proportionality of registering a copyright or patent is very not mandatory. It’s an additional protection in this competitive era. Therefore, if the maker wishes to have a protection for his functional design could have. Keeping registration of functional design mandatory would be breeding abuse of dominance. Through functional design, a primitive tangible expression of a structure is tried to be protected. This scenario can reduce the competitors’ breathing space in the field. Thus, it is better to keep the registration very much a voluntary act. This voluntary act draws the applicability and role of Torts law and Contract law into the realm of intellectual property right. Both are initiated from the acts or omissions out of a voluntary act. Arguendo, Torts law inspires intellectual property law through functional design and the Contract law’s conception arrives when there is a breach of an agreement with respect to the functional design being the subject matter. Therefore, the correct formula to deal with functional design would be the blend of Torts law, Contract law and Intellectual Property law.

Under the utilitarian domain of intellectual property functional design being a primitive has its least effect upon utilitarianism of intellectual property. The interdisciplinary subjection of functional design protects the base of an individual’s creativity and originality of his structure. The competitive imbalance created out of national treatment and priority is minimized. Functional design is not distinct. It stands within the realm of industrial property. It does have a novelty and obviousness attached to it. Its structure makes it simpler to understand the idea. That is creativity and innovation. That ought to be protected. Like how that primitive idea of comparative explanation has gradually developed into a regime of comparative law. Functional design therefore, ought to be endorsed by industrial property and subsequently intellectual property. Functional design is in a sense the integrating nucleus of intellectual property and industrial property.
The applicability of functional design is universal and is not limited to structures and patterns in intellectual property jurisprudence. It extends from primitive structures to Boolean patterns of trade commerce and intercourse. Therefore, functional designs fathoms cannot be measured in Richter magnitude scale. Thus should be blanketed with law to protect it from the gray shadows of lawlessness.
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JURISDICTIONAL DILEMMA IN TRANSNATIONAL BANKRUPTCIES

ABSTRACT

The menace of transnational bankruptcies has perforated the corporate governance regimes all around the world. The globalized economy, created by the technological revolution and series of steps taken by the International community, has made the globe a singular market hereby firms interact with the market without any inhibitions of geographical limits. Globalization has created a dire need for prudential norms which would facilitate methodical liquidation without wounding a major chunk of the economy. This paper is an attempt to illustrate the effect of the transnational bankruptcy and the hurdles faced in the creation of effective structure to tackle the problems of transnational bankruptcy, the authors further suggest a regime of collective approach by the states to curb the menace.
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INTRODUCTION

It is not oblivion that a company might have substantial operations in number of countries such as Apple Inc., Reliance Ltd., P&G or Alphabet Inc. which has its presence in almost all the countries on the map of the world. Their customers, suppliers and creditors are spread in complex labyrinth in different states and their provinces. They have provided employment to huge populations and religiously follow the regime of Employee Stock option policy and corporate social responsibility. They are Transnational Corporations and exemplify globalization in true sense; and crash of these firms would trigger calamity across the globe. This complex labyrinth of the jurisdictions where these transnational corporations have their processes in raises two pertinent questions: Firstly, which Jurisdiction would be a feasible one to represent the interests of their widely distributed creditors in different jurisdiction. Secondly, which jurisdiction would be able to cater to the rights of the stakeholders such as creditors without compromising with the interests of the diverse employee base?

The regimes which govern such instances of transnational bankruptcies are convoluted arena of law which is immature and incoherent. The numbers of reported transnational bankruptcies cases have increased drastically. There is a vast incoherency in the structure governing the bankruptcy in different states around the world, but states have endeavored to unify the bankruptcy regimen. The Phenomenon of transnational bankruptcy is not a novelty but it is now that newfangled efforts have been made towards collaborated mechanism for dealing with bankruptcies.

71 The terms company, corporation, firm along with their plural forms have been used interchangeably all throughout this paper.
72 Parent company which owns Google.
74 See, for the increasing number of bankruptcy case, Paul L. C. Torremans, Cross Border Insolvencies In Eu, English and Belgian Law 218 (K.J.M. Mortelmans ed., 2002).
76 Leif M. Clark & Karen Goldstein, Sacred Cows: How to Care for Secured Creditors’ Rights in Cross-Border Bankruptcies, 46 TEX. INT’L L.J.
MANAGING TRANSNATIONAL BANKRUPTCIES

Legal systems majorly implement concerted gratification existing claims from residual assets belonging to debtor if it fails to do away with its liabilities.\textsuperscript{77} The ways of mitigating the defaulter’s fiscal issues leis in voluntary restructuring negotiations,\textsuperscript{78} insolvency proceedings,\textsuperscript{79} and administrative processes.\textsuperscript{80} The structure of dealing with the bankruptcy all throughout various jurisdictions vary drastically and happen to be paradoxical to each other. Further, the legal order for reestablishment in various jurisdictions might not be benign.\textsuperscript{81} Beyond contradistinctive outlook on the objective of bankruptcy, a labyrinth of discord and disunity exists among jurisdictions on the ways bankruptcies should be managed. These factors lead to totally imperceptible outcome probabilities momentous on the manner each jurisdiction chooses to interpret it laws. The Transnational corporations affecting plethora of jurisdictions with different laws substantially increments the price of doing business.

As the bankruptcy laws vary in their innate objectives and application to the cases in different jurisdiction,\textsuperscript{82} yet they can be clustered under two heads i.e. \textit{Territoriality} and \textit{Universality}, with each having their own sets of pros and cons.

\textbf{TERRITORIALITY}

Territoriality is one of the major evils to transnational bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{83} The notion of territoriality in International law is based upon the sovereign rights of a state to administer disputes within its borders. It is a ‘Grab Rule’ of insolvency disputes.\textsuperscript{84} In relevance to law of bankruptcy of transnational companies, territoriality indicates that the bankruptcy courts of a country have command over those portions of the company that are within its limits and not those segment that

\textsuperscript{78} Supra note 8, at 21.
\textsuperscript{79} Supra note 8, at 26.
\textsuperscript{80} Supra note 8, at 21–29.
\textsuperscript{81} E. Bruce Leonard, Co-ordinating Cross-Border Insolvency Cases, Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP Toronto, Canada, June 11 - 12, 2001
\textsuperscript{82} Supra note 7, at 517.
\textsuperscript{84} Leah Barteld, Cross-Border Bankruptcy and the Cooperative Solution, Brigham Young University International Law & Management Review, Volume 9 | Issue 1, Article 3.
are exterior to them.\textsuperscript{85} States can essentially implement laws against individuals within their own boundaries save as there is a treaty obligation to the contrary.\textsuperscript{86} There are no such international agreements accessible at present. The law of insolvency is to a great extent dealt by the territoriality rule of Public International law.\textsuperscript{87} If a company is in receivership, there is an acceptable conviction that it will only be subject to local laws and procedures.\textsuperscript{88} There are no extra-territorial jurisdictions in such an issue. The home creditor can be advantageous in this framework. The assets and resources are dispensed and distributed in accordance with the laws of the home country where the holdings exist. This is also economical for the creditor. The defaulter on the contrary may find it favorable if the assets are located in a dissimilar jurisdiction from where it acquired the liability. The creditors therefore frustrate the defaulters’ interest by offering collateral within the local jurisdiction.

But this has now become challenging for the transnational businesses spreading their network beyond the territorial borders. The facet of international cooperation within territoriality is robust but the psychological restrain of favoritism is also inevitable.\textsuperscript{89}

\textbf{Universality}

In cases where the corporations initiate bankruptcy suit in a jurisdiction with universality structure, the outcome would be disparate. Under universality structure bankruptcy is an unified doings that may aggrandize to all assets and every one with a vested interest and the settlement should commensurate to the debtor’s market.\textsuperscript{90} The epicenter of the issue becomes that there should be one single process for every stakeholder;\textsuperscript{91} all the assets of the debtor from its homeland is brought

\textsuperscript{85} See Generally, Gary Lawson, Territorial Governments and the Limits of Formalism, \textit{California Law Review} Vol. 78, No. 4 (Jul., 1990), pp. 853-911

\textsuperscript{86} \textit{Infra} Note 18.

\textsuperscript{87} See generally, Harmonizing Choice-of-Law Rules for International Insolvency Cases: Virtual Territoriality, Virtual Universalism, and the Problem of Local Interests, Penn Law: Legal Scholarship Repository, University of Pennsylvania Law School

\textsuperscript{88} \textit{Supra} Note 18.

\textsuperscript{89} \textit{Supra} Note 15.


\textsuperscript{91} \textit{Supra} Note 18.
in one jurisdiction, with no qualms about other jurisdiction for the purpose of resolution of the bankruptcy. The Universality structure proves to be cheaper, swift and result oriented.

The cons are in sphere of both the assets and the interests of the stakeholders globally. It is true that universality eradicate the issue of the impugned tangible properties falling under different jurisdictions but the dilemma continues for intangible properties, this lead to development of adapted universality which subscribes equal weight on both the sides of scales consisting universality on one and territoriality on other. The adapted universality has body and soul of universality but habits of territoriality. This structure though is capable of one fixed forum, creates the problem of forum shopping. The adapted universality structure provides the forum as the one of corporations home jurisdiction which is also its epicenter of main interests, the issue of forum shopping one solved, the next pertinent question arises of the choice of law, which at occasions be a different issue altogether, under the adapted universality structure it is the courts discretion to choose a la for application to the transnational bankruptcy cases.

**Experience of Cooperation**

To curtail the menace created by transnational bankruptcies lawyers, jurists and authors have developed fixes to curtail the cacophony with ingenuity. Various states have successfully concluded contracts to cooperate in the cases of transnational bankruptcies to provide a predictable outcome of the bankruptcy litigation; unfortunately, these advents have been region centric and failed to garner appeal globally.

---

94 Alexander M. Kipnis, Beyond UNCITRAL: Alternatives To Universality In Transnational Insolvency, DENV. J. INT’L L. & POL’Y, VOL. 36:2
CONTRACTUALISM

Another scheme towards transnational bankruptcy is to ascertain and choose a country whose law will be applicable by entering into an agreement.\textsuperscript{98} Many transnational corporations decide on the applicable laws in the contracts which can be fitting for both the parties. Autonomy to contract forms the basis of this framework. However, in the essence of international law the independence to enter into a contract may be subject to certain limitations.\textsuperscript{99} A defaulter may not be in a position to haggle an economically favoring contract due to the creditors’ dominant position. The domino effect is a facsimile dispersion of jurisdictional tragedy favoring the creditor.\textsuperscript{100}

TREATY

International treaty law encompasses rights and obligation states explicitly and willingly recognize among themselves.\textsuperscript{101} A treaty can have multiple state parties to it. One of the foremost amicable endeavors towards bankruptcy proceedings that crossed the geographical frontier was the operation of treaties in such disputes. The adoption of treaty law in various territories is the basis and expanse of its jurisdictional application.\textsuperscript{102} This scheme of cooperation between states although significant, was ineffective in cases where the treaty was entered into only between an insignificant number of states confining its effect to limited territorial application. Thus, treaties did not result in an efficient way of solving the existing dilemma.

UNCITRAL

UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency (Model Law) adopted in the year 1997 is the most efficient mechanisms for dealing with cases of transnational insolvency at present.\textsuperscript{103} The Model Law is aimed at adequate and proficient administration of transnational bankruptcy to

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{98} Robert B. Kovacs, A Transnational Approach to the Arbitrability of Insolvency Proceedings in International Arbitration, available at: https://www.iiiglobal.org/sites/default/files/transnationalapproachtothearbitrabilityofinsolvencyproceedingsininternationalarbitration.pdf
\item \textsuperscript{100} Irit Mevorach, Cross-Border Insolvency of Enterprise Groups: The Choice of Law Challenge, Brooklyn Journal of Corporate, Financial & Commercial Law, Volume 9 | Issue 1, Article 6.
\item \textsuperscript{102} See generally, https://www.bis.org/publ/oten06c.pdf [Last accessed: 10th August, 2016].
\item \textsuperscript{103} http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/insolvency/1997Model.html [Last accessed: 10th August, 2016].
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
safeguard the interests of all creditors and other concerned persons, including the default. It was devised to solve the concerns of the increasing network and globalization of transnational corporations. The Model Law encompasses a number of sizeable solutions to the complexity in dealing with such disputes.\textsuperscript{104} The problem of national jurisdiction although still prevalent, the law encourages cooperation and coordination between states extensively.\textsuperscript{105} At present, 23 states have adopted the Model Law. It covers numerous fiscal hurdles faced by the businesses that deter investment. ‘The Centre of main interest’ approach towards solving a jurisdictional issue has been widely accepted but it negates the supposition of a creditor having the centre of main interest, which is more or less the tight spot of all other arrangements.\textsuperscript{106} The progress of bankruptcy administration has not kept swift with the necessity and demands of such administration. Confronting the problem of jurisdiction, the Model Laws have in a procedural and substantive manner covered the scope of such problems. However, it leaves scope for uncertainty towards issues such as the law applicable and hence is inept and not comprehensively dependable.

**CONCLUSION**

Transnational Insolvency has remained an unsettled question in law. There have been concordant efforts through various frameworks to resolve this debate. However, none of them have broadly been able to cover all the aspects related to it. The co-operation and coordination of states towards closing the obstacles of jurisdiction such as in treaty of friendship and comity have resulted in an agreement between states that are suitable to an extent in promoting investment and transnational business but it fails at accomplishing the much desired outcome of a uniform law. Objection to jurisdiction apart, the procedural law applicable is also disputed. The improved transnational cooperation by virtue of better financial arrangements has enhanced international relations but the burden of solving transnational bankruptcy dispute favoring any particular state may result in sour political and business relations. There is, thus, a need to lessen


\textsuperscript{105} Steven J. Arsenault, Leaping Over the Great Wall: Examining Cross-Border Insolvency in China Under the Chinese Corporate Bankruptcy Law, IND. INTL & COMP. L. REV, Vol. 2 1:1

\textsuperscript{106} Morshed Mannan, The Prospects and Challenges of Adopting the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross Border Insolvency in South Asia (Bangladesh, India and Pakistan), Master of Laws Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of LLM in Advanced Studies in International Civil and Commercial Law, 27 July 2015
the growing tension of transnational disputes with a uniform legal system promoting the interest of all the interested parties in the present-day commerce.
ABSTRACT

We cannot imagine a day without internet. Earlier, in 90’s less than 1, 00,000 people were present in cyber space and now, 500 million people are hooked up to surf the net around the globe.

Success in the field of human activity results in crime and, where there is crime, one needs the mechanism to control such crime. As such crimes are no more bound by space, time or to a particular group of people and cyberspace is one such place where one can express criminal tendencies.

Cybercrimes as defined by United Nations in a broader sense is an illegal behavior committed by computer system or network: including crimes like illegal possession and distributing data by means of computer system or network.

And, phishing is one such form of identity theft which is done online with the aim of stealing sensitive information like online banking passwords and credit card information from users. Phishing scams are on a great rise and are able to grab great attention of public as, such attacks are escalating in number and sophistication. According to study by Gartner, about 57 million US internet users are able to identify the receipts of e-mail lined with phishing scams out of which about one million have been estimated to have tricked giving sensitive information. And, email phishing is one common way of phishing with which one can become the prey of phishers. As, now-a-days mostly the communication around the globe is done through e-mail and cyber criminals crafts such e-mails to look convincing, sending them to millions of people around the globe with no particular target in mind thus, causing financial loss of billions of dollars both to the consumers and e-commerce companies.
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The need of the hour, is to enact new laws that paves balance with the crimes of the new technological era with the help of well qualified IT professionals and law enforcement personnel as each has half of the key to defeat the cyber criminals.

And, this paper introduces you to the new yet common kind of crime in the cyber world called phishing along with ways in which it is committed, to what extent it is prevalent along with the reasons for its growth, legislation in India, US and UK governing such crime with the magnitude of problem including recent case studies both Indian and International and suggesting ways in which such crimes may be prevented.
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INTRODUCTION

With the passage of time Internet has been transformed to a marketplace where, businesses and consumers have come together to interact. Unfortunately, it also gave people new means to carry out unscrupulous activities and provided the world with the new genre of criminals called as cyber criminals. And, it is more evident with the emergence and growth of phenomena known as “phishing”.

Phishing is a type of social engineering attack where hackers use spoofed emails to trick people so that they show their sensitive information or compel them to install malware on their computer. And, people perceive such mails to be associated with the original brand while, in reality it is the deed of cyber con artists. Instead of targeting directly these cyber criminals target the people using these systems. It doesn’t really matter how many security measures one has taken until one doesn’t fall for a phish.

The word phishing developed around 1995, when scammers in the cyberspace were using e-mails to “fish” for passwords and sensitive information from the users of cyberspace. Earlier Phishers used to copy codes from the AOL 108 website and designed pages that look similar to the actual webpage to mislead people and send spoofed mails with the a link to this deceptively similar page asking the user to disclose his password.

It may simply look as a spam but, it has resulted into damaging consequences in terms of loss of sensitive information, identity theft, loss of national security secrets, loss of sensitive intellectual property etc. Such attacks are not just limited to emails rather it has become more pervasive and sophisticated spreading to SMS, instant messaging, multiplayer games and social networking sites. Some major categories of phishing include:

SPEAR PHISHING

Such attacks target a particular group. In such kind of attacks, instead of sending random mails to thousands of people, spear phishers attack a particular group having something common in them like belonging to same organization. Spear phishers when attack high level targets, they call such

---
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attack as whaling. In late 2010 and early 2011 Australian Prime Minister’s office, the Canadian government, HB Gary Federal and Oak Ridge Natural Lab became the prey of spear phishers.

**PHONE PHISHING**

Such attacks are done from phone in the form of sending messages to the people claiming it to be from the bank asking the user to dial phone number for the problem they are facing with their bank accounts. And, as traditional phone equipment have dedicated lines, so, VOIP\(^\text{109}\) is easily manipulated by the phisher. Once, the victim dials the number provided by VOIP service and owned by the phisher, voice prompts that direct the victim to enter his bank account number and PIN\(^\text{110}\). And, since spoofing of caller ID is not prohibited by law, it can be easily used to deceive the victim to be from a trusted one.

**CLONE PHISHING**

Cloned email is created by phisher by getting information in the form of content and recipient addresses from a legitimate email that was earlier delivered then; he replaces the original one with the links directing the person to the malicious one. The phisher even spoofs the addresses depicting it to be from the original source. And, the modified email appears to be the updated version as a trapping strategy.

**REASONS FOR GROWTH**

- **Unawareness amongst People:**
  According to the experts, the main reason behind the increasing cases of phishing, is the lack of awareness amongst public especially in the rural areas. The users are unaware of the fact that the phishers are targeting their personal information and so they don’t take due precautions while conducting online transactions.

- **Lack of Awareness about the Policies of Banks and Financial Institutions:**
  The phishers count on the lack of awareness among the consumers about the policies and procedures used by the banks and other financial institutions for contacting them for issues related to account maintenance and fraud investigation.

---

\(^{109}\) Voice Over Internet Protocol

\(^{110}\) Personal Identification Number
• **Technical Sophistication:**
  The phishers make the use of advance technology which has already been used successfully for activities like spam, electronic surveillance etc. The phishers are developing new techniques to counter the awareness among the customers. These new techniques involve URL obfuscation which is used to make phishing e-mails and so that the websites appear to be more legitimate, and take the advantage of vulnerabilities in web browsers that allows downloading and executing malicious code from a hostile website.

**ANATOMY OF PHISHING ATTACKS**

Phishers perform three roles for attacking the victims. Firstly, mailers send large number of fake e-mails through botnets which directs the victim to fake websites. Secondly, collectors set up fake websites that directs the victim to disclose his confidential information. And finally, cashers using such information achieve payouts.

**SPOOFED EMAILS**

One of the most commonly used techniques on internet is e-mail. Not only, have we used it for our official communication but also to keep ourselves in touch with our relatives and friends. And, social techniques are used by hackers for sending phishing mails rather than technical tricks. Like, pretending to create administrator’s warning about the new attack and compelling the user to install the attached malware. Another instance is by notifying the user that there had been multiple failed logins for their accounts and they should verify their accounts or bear the consequences. Even appealing to the greedy nature of people is an ancient technique to the cyber world. The most common of them is scam of getting rich quickly transmuting into e-mail accounts these days.

Here are few warning signs that your email is an attack:

- If your email creates for you a sense of urgency. Be careful as this is the most common of all techniques used by hackers
- Be careful about spelling mistakes as most businesses proofread their mails before forwarding them.
• Never click on the link. Instead, one should copy the URL\textsuperscript{111} from the mail and paste it on the browser or simply type the destination name on the browser.

• Be careful on opening any attachments. One should open those attachments which he is expecting.

• Be careful of emails with salutations addressed as “Dear Customer”. If it is from the original source or bank they will address you with your name.

• If you place your mouse over the link then your mouse will show you the destination where you would go if you click that link but, if it doesn’t show you the destination then, it is clear indication of fraud.

• If you receive any suspicious email from your known contacts, you should first call and ask them about it instead of opening such mail send to you from their account as it might be possible that their account is hacked and they have no idea about it.

**DESIGNING FAKE WEBSITES**

Scammers often use free web space, register a new domain name. And, while registering new domains criminals by getting names similar to the site they are impersonating. Like for instance, if impersonating Flipkart, phisher might register it as flipkart-login.com. Even, homograph attacks are being done by criminals that exploit the visual similarity of characters. The most common of all techniques is putting the domain name in front. And, relying on the lack of understanding of common man of URLs they make no attempt to disguise the destination site.

In the beginning when such attacks just started, the scammers created web pages by hand which were poor in quality, having misspellings and hotlinks to images similar to original sites. But, now phishing has become more advanced and, now phishing sites use toolkits which help phisher specify as to what legitimate site he should copy and when to direct the stolen data that helps in generating the needed content.

When such attacks started, the law enforcement and industry were not able enough to knob such attacks. However, countermeasures in the form of blacklisting were employed but, criminals

\textsuperscript{111} Universal Resource Locator
introduced new technique known as fast flux which were large pool of proxies and domain names to hide the location of the phisher. And, with fast flux it became very difficult to blacklist the site.

**Monetizing Stolen Information**

Another phase of phishing is stealing the information. Sometimes information is stolen directly and sometimes cyber criminals follow convoluted path like social networking sites.

For instance, in online games, the criminals transfer the virtual gold of the victim to accomplice and then, for real money they sell the stolen gold. Such attacks are very common. However, in terms of social networking sites such attacks are indirect. For instance, attack maybe in the form of notification from victim’s friends that he is in trouble and needs money.

Another form of attack is to steal one’s password and break into victim’s other accounts as people often reuse the old passwords.

Earlier, the information was stolen directly by criminals but, now-a-days they work underground. Another instance is about the jobs that involve working from home such jobs involve money transfer to the mule’s account, with funds coming from a hacked account. The mule wires money from a different account coming in other country, keeping small commission for him. Such activities are illegal and people around the world are indicted about it.

**Indian and International Case Studies**

**India**

In India, phishing is a new concept which stayed unheard in the past years. Banks like ICICI, UTI, HDFC\(^\text{112}\) etc have suffered phishing attacks where the modus operandi used was similar. Some of the recent phishing scams in India are as follows:

**UTI\(^\text{113}\)**

In the case of UTI, the change of the bank’s name from UTI to Axis Bank was taken as an undue advantage by the perpetrators by informing the email users that the bank’s name has been changed

\(^{112}\) The Housing Development Finance Corporation Limited

\(^{113}\) Unit Trust of India
and hence the customers need to provide their financial information so that it could be updated in
the new server. It was revealed by the investigation reports that these fake emails have been sent
from Lagos, Nigeria and the logo of UTI’s site was used by the phishers to deceive the customers.

RBI\textsuperscript{114}

The phishers didn’t even spare RBI. A fictitious e-mail disguised as originating from RBI was sent
to the customers, promising its recipients prize money of Rs 10 lakhs within 48 hours by providing
them a link which directed the user to a website that appeared to be identical to the website of RBI
and had the same logo and web address. The users were asked to reveal their personal information
like password, I- pin number and savings account number. However, a public notice was issued
by RBI clarifying that it was a phishing attempt to defraud the customers.

ICC\textsuperscript{115} World Cup

One of the biggest sporting events also underwent a phishing attack. The phishers had specifically
targeted the internet users of India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, which were the host countries of
world cup. India was their main target and the Modus Operandi was the same as was being used
in banking scams. The fraudsters lured the victims by designing a fake website which looked
similar to the original one and displayed special offers and packages for the grand finale of the
event. The site asked for credit card details for booking tickets and packages along with their
personal information which was used to operate the victim’s online banking account and led to
huge financial losses to the victim.

In the ICICI bank case\textsuperscript{116}, the adjudicating officer directed the bank to pay compensation to the
customer for the unauthorized withdrawal from his account. According to the bank, the incident
was a phishing attack and the customer had fallen prey to a phishing fraud by providing sensitive
information to the phishers. However, the bank was held liable under Section-85 of the Information
and Technology Act, 2000 for not exercising due diligence. It was highlighted in the judgment that
the bank failed to appropriately authenticate its e-mails to its customers in the form of Digital

\textsuperscript{114} Reserve Bank of India
\textsuperscript{115} International Cricket Council
\textsuperscript{116} Umashankar Sivasubramanian v. ICICI Bank, Civil jurisdiction Petition No. 2462 of 2008, Tamil Nadu
Signatures, special attention was also drawn towards the procedures and systems of the bank before and after the commission of the bank and the lack of KYC duty of the bank was also highlighted.

**US Phishing Scams**

In 2013, a huge data breach affecting 110 million customers is thought to have originated from a phishing attack.

The breach has been initiated from Fazio Mechanical Services, which is a heating ventilation and air conditioner contractor in Pittsburgh. The systems of target were said to be connected to the firm’s systems for providing contract submissions, project management services and electronic billing services.

The target firm suffered a loss of million dollars and it fired its CEO and CIO as both of them took computer security too lightly and did a little to minimize the risks.

**Phish Phry**

Around 100 people were charged by US and Egyptian authorities for making the use of phishing scams for stealing the bank account details from thousands of people and transferring about $ 1.5 million into fake accounts.

Operation Phish Phry involved a two-year investigation which resulted in the discovery of a group of phishers who targeted the US bank holders. The charges were so grave that the bank charges alone could land them in jail for 20 years. It was called the largest international phishing case ever conducted by the FBI.

**UK**

In 2015, it was reported by 1,00,000 people in UK alone, that they were receiving phishing e-mails which means that around 8,000 phishing mails were received by people per day and half of the time, phishing attacks apparently work, which is shocking.

Amongst the people who reported a phishing scam, the majority said that it came in the form of an e-mail while the others were contacted by calls, texts and other ways.
The Action Fraud team said that the most common phishing scam came from phishers who purported themselves to be a bank with the Self-Assessment tax deadline in January end which was followed by online payment merchants including PayPal, utility companies etc. According to the police, out of all the reported scams, 31 percent contained a malicious hyperlink, which if clicked, would install a malware into the victim’s phone or computer or ask him to provide sensitive information.

It was estimated by the Met Police’s Action Fraud Unit that a fraud worth € 59 m had been prevented in the United Kingdom after convicting three men who launched sophisticated phishing scams for being able to access the bank account of customers in 14 countries.

Around 2,600 phished pages mimicking bank websites were identified by the MET Police Central e-Crime Unit, the Serious Organized Crime Agency and the US Secret Service.

The phishers were traced in the UK, where they were staying in luxurious hotels in London while still continuing to scam victims. They were caught red handedly in the hotel itself, using their laptops for logging into servers which were storing compromised banking data.

The officers later discovered that the servers had details of 30,000 bank customers, out of which 12,500 were in UK and around 70 million customer’s e-mail id’s had to be used in phishing scams.

The phishers were convicted for a term of 20 years. According to the investigating officer, it was the biggest case that the PCeCU had dealt with to date and was apparently the biggest phishing scam so far in the UK.

**REGULATIONS IN INDIA AND INTERNATIONAL**

**Indian Legislation**

Phishing being a cybercrime attracts penal provisions under the Information Technology Act, 2000 as amended in 2008 by introducing new provisions to deal with phishing activity. The following sections are applied to phishing under the IT Act, 2000
Section 66

Victim’s account is compromised by phisher by fraudulently effecting some changes by either deleting or altering the data electronically in the victim’s account residing in the bank server. Thus, making it punishable with an imprisonment which may extend to three years along with the fine of five lakh rupees or both.

Section 66A

The camouflaged e-mail containing the fraudulent link of the organization or bank to mislead the recipient about origin of such e-mail clearly attracts this section with an imprisonment which may extend to three years and with fine.

Section 66C

However, in e-mail phishing, the imposter disguises himself as the banker by using the logo or trademark of the organization or bank. Thus, attracting this section with an imprisonment which may extend to three years and with the fine which may extend to one lakh rupees

Section 66D

The imposter through e-mail phishing containing link to fake website of bank personates the bank to cheat on innocent people. Thus, attracting this section with an imprisonment which may extend to three years and with the fine which may extend to one lakh rupees

However, the phishing scam is made bailable under section 77B of the IT Act, 2000 as there is always an identity conflict as to the correctness of identity to know who is behind the alleged scam.

US Legislation

The US Congress has enacted statute for phishing attacks named The Anti-Phishing Act, 2005.

The Act introduced two crimes to the present federal laws:

Criminalizing the act of sending phishing e-mail whether or not the recipient has suffered the actual loss
Secondly, by criminalizing the act of forming phishing website whether any visitor suffered any actual damage.

If anyone is convicted under the law of phishing then, he is liable for an imprisonment up to five years with the fine of $250,000. So, in this way the act helps in fighting against phishing attacks by prosecuting phishers without showing any specific loss and also, permitting businesses to carry forward easily.

**UK Legislation**

Fraud laws are being reformed by UK government for an offence covering the perpetrators of such attacks. The provision is push of measures to clarify existing laws in the new fraud Bill introduced by House of Lords.

The main feature of the bill is to strengthen the existing law and to ease the prosecution process. The offence can be committed in three ways by false representation, abuse of position and failing to disclose information. Judges will be able to impose sentence up to ten years for any of the three offences which means imposter committing phishing attacks could be subject to extradition laws.

**Counter Measures**

Someone rightly said that prevention is better than cure. As experts consider it more of a user problem than technical problem and the responsibility lies with the user as to where they are browsing and what information they are giving and to whom. So, now the question arises what can organization and individuals do to protect themselves from the risk of phishing attack? The first line of defence is:

**Make it Invisible**

To prevent an attack done to end user is filtering phishing e-mails, blocking fake websites and taking down fake websites. Fette et al developed the first e-mail phishing filter in 2007 that was able to identify URLs using different domain names.

**Education**
The most important component to win battle against phishing and online scams. And, such education should start from primary level as the technology is rapidly spreading. So, the future generation should be made aware of such risks which they might face in cyberspace. One should follow the SLC Rule which means:

- **Stop**: Don’t react to phish ploys of “upsetting” or “exciting” information.
- **Look**: Look closely at the claims in emails along with the lines and web addresses
- **Call**: Call or e-mail the company in question to verify whether that mail is authentic or not.

**Anti-Virus Technology**

Though such scams are not usually considered as “virus problem” if a worm infects the user, in them, installs Trojan horse that captures the period dates, the antivirus technologies are effectuated. One should implement the best security practices.

**Browser Enhancements**

Latest versions of Chrome, Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Netscape and Opera offer security features aimed at controlling phishing attacks and other online fraud.

**Communication**

Companies should communicate with their customers to keep them informed about scams and other threats. They should make clear policies and inform customers about how information is gathered and disseminated.

**Stringent Penal Punishments**

Earlier, the laws were not effective enough to deal with such advanced crimes in cyberspace. But, now the government from various parts of the world have implemented statutes that deal with such problem and have enforced strict punishments to the cyber criminals.

**Two factor Authentication**

The most promising of all technologies to prevent phishing scams is two factor authentications. It is an encrusted approach which uses two ways to verify the user. This technology use OTP which is the One Time Password that expires with the single use. Such passwords are generated between
the user and the bank. Login is authenticated by not only the user credentials but also with the One Time Password. However, if password is stolen it doesn’t matter since it expires with the single use.

**CONCLUSION**

Phishing is the fastest growing internet crimes in India and the techniques used by the fraudsters are becoming sophisticated day by day. In spite of the growing number of phishing cases, most of the internet users are unaware of the concept of phishing, many of them are even unaware of the word phishing!

There is no silver bullet which could be used for preventing phishing attacks. No single technology can be used to secure our personal information by keeping it away from these phishers. However, by observing most of the phishing scams in India and other countries, it could be concluded that the fraudsters succeed in phishing attempts because of uninformed and credulous customers who without realizing that they are being trapped, innocently pass on the information asked by the phishers.

Strategies could be adopted to make phishing more difficult to be executed but a well-crafted phishing attack has a greater chance of being successful. A lot of efforts need to be taken to stop the spread of phishing attacks and make them non profitable and less appealing for the new phishers.

By conducting more research and developing anti-fraud technologies, educating computer users and prosecuting the phishers, this threat could be curbed but this will have a little impact in the number of schemes. There is a need to educate the consumers about the online threats and vulnerabilities. The companies should make sure that they report the online frauds and scams and educate their customers about scams which may affect them.

Although many technological solutions are available which could be used for protecting oneself from phishing but the best and easiest way is to increase user awareness. Definitely, a person who is familiar with the phishing and possible intentions of the phisher is less likely to fall prey to the attack.
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ABSTRACT

Crimes have increased to a large extent throughout the world. This keeps governments, police departments and intelligence units on their toes to curb this distress. But while these disturbing occurrences take place around the globe. Imagine you are in your house, the doors are locked, the windows are shut and the curtains are drawn, but, you feel that you are not alone. You run into the same dead ends, where you are being watched time and again. The feeling of helplessness and terror shadows you.

Technology around the world has grown over the years but has also introduced new insecurities, which may make you feel exposed within the secured four walls of your house. Your online data on various forums is not only viewed and scrutinized, but leads to people snooping around your life making it uncomfortable for you. This is known as cyber stalking. Where the stalker has no fear of being physically touched whether he or she may be your neighbor or may be half way across the world, as the convenience of the internet allows the stalker to harass his or her target without having to leave their respective niche.

This article aims to project the presence of cyber-stalking throughout India, alongside the laws that have been introduced to curb the practice with a glimpse into the past and the outlook of present cases within the country.

Keywords: Cyber-crimes, Cyber harassment, Cyber stalking, India, Legislations
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INTRODUCTION

When your morning paper’s headlines read as, “A 35-year-old man will serve three months in jail for sending obscene pictures and videos via email to a woman he met on a social networking site”\(^\text{118}\), you wonder how safe are you? What has the world come to? Whether it is safe for your loved ones to access social media sites?

Yogesh Prabhu’s case was one of Maharashtra’s first conviction under cyber-stalking by the additional chief metropolitan magistrate MR Natu, under section 509\(^\text{119}\) of the Indian Penal Code and section 66 (E) (punishment for violation of privacy) of the Information Technology Act, 2008.\(^\text{120}\)

How did this happen? Like any social forum that provides for online chatting, the two parties in this case also started chatting online. But due to certain suspicious behavior and disturbing occurrences the lady stopped talking and blocked him. However, this did not stop here, Prabhu, continued to keep an eye on her profile and her whereabouts, which in simple words is called as cyber stalking.

The internet over the years has surged into businesses, communities, and the lives of individuals, altering the way that people communicate, study, work, and interact. People throughout the world can communicate in real time on a variety of devices such as cell phones, tablets, or computers. A photo, video, text message, or email may be viewed by a single individual, shared with another or “go viral” and spread to hundreds of thousands of users in a matter of minutes.

Technology is constantly improving, which in turn instigates the way that people interact by promoting global communication and allowing individuals to connect with others more readily. However, the Internet and related technology have also become mediums for misconduct, where some conveniently without using any physical means take advantage of easy communications via


\(^{119}\) Section 509 of the Indian Penal Code, ‘Whoever, intending to insult the modesty of any woman, utters any word, makes any sound or gesture, or exhibits any object, intending that such word or sound shall be heard, or that such gesture or object shall be seen, by such woman, or intrudes upon the privacy of such woman, shall be punished with simple imprisonment for a term which may extend to one year, or with fine, or with both.’

\(^{120}\) C.C. No. 686/PS/2009 JUDG
the Internet as well as the personal information available online can threaten, harass, intimidate, and cause harm to others.

1. **Cyber Stalking**

In its most basic definition, cyber stalking entails “the repeated pursuit of an individual using electronic or Internet-capable devices”.\(^{121}\) It is the repeated pursuit that may include any unwanted electronic communications, which may be threatening, coercive, or intimidating. It is ultimately a crime that creates a sense of fear, terror, discomfort, stress or anxiety in the victim. Cyber stalking of being repetitive in nature may cause in the victim to lose a sense of control over his or her own life, never knowing as to when the stalker may appear or contact again. The capability of the stalker to contact the victim at any time from any distance undermines the victim’s sense of security and can lead the victim to be in constant experience of fear. The fact that cyber stalking does not involve any sort of physical contact may create a misconception that it is more benign than physical stalking. But this may not necessarily be true, online harassment and threats may be a prelude to more serious behavior, including physical violence.

1.1. **Identifying Cyber Stalking**

The evolution of technology has given the power of being anonymous on the internet which allows a stalker to tamper with his or her victims. These manipulative personnel’s first try to gather information upon “easy victims” through various means, and monitor their victim’s activities. Once the stalker finds a loophole for him or her to pursue, they may create false online accounts on social networking and dating sites to establish contact, or post messages to online bulletin boards and discussion groups with victim’s personal information, such posts may be lewd or controversial. These personnel’s may also attack by hacking into their victim’s online account and create a menace.

Cyber stalking can be a onetime affair or something that the stalker derives pleasure from performing repeatedly. It may occur due to obsessive problems, where he or she can either not

take rejection in a relationship\textsuperscript{122} or enjoy upsetting people through heart breaks. Some stalkers may also be delusional in nature and could be suffering from mental illness like schizophrenia, due to which they suffer from having false beliefs that keeps them tied to their victims, and in certain cases idolize their victims as well. It is not uncommon for stalkers to have revenge as their vendetta while they harass the other person.

Earlier, there was a certain profile of cyber harassers—mostly in the age group 11-25 years, and educated. Now, more and more people who are not very educated, but are mobile-literate are getting involved in such crimes. Some are so tech-savvy that they demand money in bitcoins now. This is converging into a phenomenon of social media extortion.\textsuperscript{123}

1.2. Cyber Stalking in India

The first cyber stalking case registered in India was as early as 2001. The Delhi Police had registered the case under cyber stalking, where a lady named Ritu Kohli, came forward to express her distress regarding some person who was using her identity to chat over the internet, and was also deliberately giving her telephone number to other chatters encouraging them to call Ritu Kohli at odd hours on a website with the URL www.mirc.com. As a result of which, Mrs. Kohli received an estimate of 40 calls, national as well as international, during odd hours within 3 days. This case was registered under Section 509 of the Indian Penal Code.

Cyber stalking had not been categorically specified in words of law. But while the Indian Information Technology Act, 2000 did not directly address stalking, the prevalent occurrences were dealt as an ‘intrusion on to the privacy of individual’, through Sections 72\textsuperscript{124} (breach of confidentiality and privacy) and 72A\textsuperscript{125} (punishment for disclosure of information in breach of confidentiality and privacy).

\textsuperscript{122} State of Tamil Nadu v. Suhas Katti
\textsuperscript{123} Pavan Duggal, Supreme Court Advocate, http://www.livemint.com/Politics/St93190XdGylvicIGWwnX0l/For-victims-of-cyber-stalking-justice-is-elusive.html
\textsuperscript{124} Section 72 of Information Technology Act 2000 (amended 2008), ‘Penalty for breach of confidentiality and privacy.-Save as otherwise provided in this Act or any other law for the time being in force, if any person who, in pursuance of any of the powers conferred under this Act, rules or regulations made thereunder, has secured access to any electronic record, book, register, correspondence, information, document or other material without the consent of the person concerned discloses such electronic record, book, register, correspondence, information, document or other material to any other person shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine which may extend to one lakh rupees, or with both.’
\textsuperscript{125} Section 72 A of Information Technology Act 2000 (amended 2008), ‘Punishment for disclosure of information in breach of lawful contract. -Save as otherwise provided in this Act or any other law for the time being in force, any person including an intermediary who, while providing services under the terms of lawful contract, has secured access to any material containing personal information about another person, with the intent to cause or knowing that he is likely to cause wrongful loss or wrongful gain discloses, without the consent of the person concerned, or in
lawful contract) read with Section 441 of the Indian Penal Code, which deals with offences related to criminal trespass. Along with the Information Technology Act, 2000, the Indian Evidence Act as well as the Indian Penal Code was used for legislating such crimes, a few Sections that were often used were Section 507, 508 and 509.

According to National Crime Records Bureau data, the number of cases for obscene publication and transmission in electronic form under the Information Technology Act, 2000, had risen since 2007, when 99 cases were reported. The number rose to 105 in 2008, 139 in 2009, 328 in 2010, 496 in 2011 and 589 in 2012. The figure more than doubled to 1,203 in 2013.\textsuperscript{126} In 2014, 758 crimes were reported, in which 491 people were arrested.\textsuperscript{127} Online harassment and cyber-crimes had not been given the kind of priority in India that was required, until 2013.

2. **Amends Made in 2013 in India**

There had been no direct laws pertaining to regulating cyber stalking in India, prior to February 2013. The Information Technology Act of 2000 was used to regulate the cyberspace; as the mere focus of the country was only on financial crimes and had neglected interpersonal criminal behavior such as cyber stalking.

It was in 2013 that the Indian Parliament made amendments, as suggested by the Verma Committee to the Indian Penal Code. They introduced cyber stalking and voyeurism as criminal offences along with other offences, after 2012 Delhi gang rape case\textsuperscript{128} that generated international coverage and was condemned by the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women, who called on the Government of India “to do everything in their power to take up radical reforms, ensure justice and reach out robust public services to make women’s lives more safe and secure.”\textsuperscript{129}

\textsuperscript{126} http://www.assocham.org/newsdetail.php?id=4821

\textsuperscript{127} http://www.livemint.com/Politics/St93190XdGypieGWwnX0I/For-victims-of-cyber-stalking-justice-is-elusive.html

\textsuperscript{128} State v. Ram Singh and Another, 114 SC 2013

Now, the Indian Penal Code defines stalking under Section 354 D as:

1. Any man who—
   i. follows a woman and contacts, or attempts to contact such woman to foster personal interaction repeatedly despite a clear indication of disinterest by such woman; or
   ii. monitors the use by a woman of the internet, email or any other form of electronic communication, commits the offence of stalking;

Provided that such conduct shall not amount to stalking if the man who pursued it proves that—
   i. it was pursued for the purpose of preventing or detecting crime and the man accused of stalking had been entrusted with the responsibility of prevention and detection of crime by the State; or
   ii. it was pursued under any law or to comply with any condition or requirement imposed by any person under any law; or
   iii. In the particular circumstances such conduct was reasonable and justified.

2. Whoever commits the offence of stalking shall be punished on first conviction with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years, and shall also be liable to fine; and be punished on a second or subsequent conviction, with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to five years, and shall also be liable to fine.\(^\text{130}\)

2.1. What has the new law brought?

Prior to 2013, cyber stalking was not explicitly recognized by any law in the country, whether in physical or electronic form. Cases were legislated mainly via the Information Technology Act, 2000, as well as the Indian Penal Code and the Indian Evidence Act.

The Ordinance of 2013, defined stalking as, ‘Whoever follows a person and contacts, or attempts to contact such person to foster personal interaction repeatedly, despite a clear indication of disinterest by such person, or whoever monitors the use by a person of the internet, email or any other form of electronic communication, or watches or spies on a person in a manner that results in a fear of violence or serious alarm or distress in the mind of such

person, or interferes with the mental peace of such person.’\textsuperscript{131} The person if convicted as guilty shall be imprisoned for not less than one to three years.

Previously, cyber stalking practiced only to annoy the victim without it resulting in any serious offence like severe defamation, sexual crimes or identity theft, was treated as a bailable offence. But the present law, disregards the reason or intent for stalking by clearly defining the elements of the offence and making stalking itself a punishable offence. But the offence has not remained gender neutral. The clause, “or watches or spies on a person in a manner that results in a fear of violence or serious alarm or distress in the mind of such person, or interferes with the mental peace of such person, commits the offence of stalking”, that was given in the ordinance has been omitted from the Act.

The punishment for those liable is imprisonment up to three years for the first offence, and shall also be liable to fine and for any subsequent conviction would be liable for imprisonment up to five years along with fine.

\textbf{2.2. How is Cyber Stalking to be reported?}

To tackle the issue of cyber-crimes, the Criminal Investigation Departments of various cities have opened up Cyber Crime Cells at different locations all over India. The Information Technology Act of India clearly states that when a cyber-crime is committed, there is global jurisdiction over it; hence, a complaint can be filed at any of these Cyber Cells.

The complainant is required to provide certain information as asked for along with an application addressed to the head of any cyber-crime investigation cell while filing their complaint.\textsuperscript{132}

If not through Cyber Cells, one can also file complaints by filing a F.I.R. in the local police station. In case of non-acceptance of complaint, one may always refer the complaint to the commissioner or judicial magistrate of the city.

Mandatory legal assistance is to be provided to a woman who approaches a police station with an allegation regarding cyber stalking. The complainant’s statement is taken down in private, to respect her privacy.

\textsuperscript{131} \url{http://indiacode.nic.in/acts-in-pdf/132013.pdf}
\textsuperscript{132} \url{http://www.thanepolice.org}
3. **Applicability of Cyber Laws in India**

While cases like Yogesh Prabhu, Infinity e-Search BPO, SMC Pneumatics (India) Pvt. Ltd. v. Jogesh Kwatra and may others have been reported and taken to court. But there are still dozens of online harassment cases that go unreported. People most of the times suffer in silence. It is important for a victim to have a strong support system while going through something so disturbing in life. Social media as a platform for shaming is like standing on a crowded public street being jeered at by all, except on a public street, people are not continuously posted, while the same cannot be said for online as it is a continuous space growing bigger by the second. Earlier this year, a case was brought up in the state of Tamil Nadu, where a 21-year-old girl was being continuously harassed by a man on Facebook. The reason being that she had rejected his proposal for marriage. The continuous embarrassment without support, led her to hang herself as she could not take the shame and injustice anymore.

Taking another example of a recent situation, this was also cited by the BBC news133, about an activist Kavita Krishna who had tweeted some remarks over a feud that involved the Prime Minister of the country. Following her tweet, she was attacked online with graphic threats on Facebook. Upon her showing these threats to the police, they showed little or no encouragement towards finding out the culprits.

In most cases the police are not able to either collect the electronic evidence or preserve it or produce it or prove it. Many a times cases that are brought up are not registered because the police are unsure as to whether they will be able to crack it. According to a study, *Cyber Law and Information Technology*, by Talwant Singh, additional district and sessions judge, Delhi, as published in delhcourts.nic.in, a survey indicates that for every 500 cyber-crime incidents that take place, only 50 are reported to the police and out of that, only one is actually registered.

4. **Shortcomings in Indian Cyber Laws**

India is a diverse country which is evolving at a fast pace. Even the not so educated are mobile literate. With technology democratizing the social media; India has now around one billion mobile subscribers and an estimated 500 million Internet users. But it is surprising to see how laws in a country which provides equal rights to all, has failed to do so by sanctioning gender.

---

biased laws in the amendments made in 2013 to the Indian Penal Code. Where they have segregated crimes that can only be committed by a man against a woman.

Even after the amendments made to recognize cyber stalking, most of such cases go unreported, either by police or by families themselves, because of the belief that these acts of harassment are regrettable but not really punishable. It is in the implementation of these laws where the problem lies.

**CONCLUSION**

When used properly, new technologies, social networking sites, and electronic devices are beneficial tools. However, in the hands of a potential criminal, these tools can be used to exploit and cause harm. While the Indian legal system is trying its best to protect its citizen and make amendments, it is necessary that people themselves must also adhere to some safety measures that can help avoid them from being the victim. Firstly, with awareness comes caution, therefore it is required to be vigilant about what is happening around you. Your personal information shared online should be to the minimum limit. It is of utmost importance that privacy setting and security setting which are provided for is utilized. Interaction with strangers must not be encouraged without taking necessary cautions. The option of parent control should be applied for young teenagers as well, to reduce unfortunate accidents taking place. People must report any suspicious activities as soon as possible to the authorities. It is high time that the country gives cyber stalking the attention it requires in order to reduce the harm it causes to our society.
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**ABSTRACT**

This paper mentions about the various developments in Company legislation in India which ultimately led to the enactment of Companies Act 2013. Prospectus is the sole of every Company. Based on this document which is contractual in nature, the public decides whether to subscribe for the shares or not. Hence, it is of utmost importance that the prospectus must show a clear and an honest picture about the Company. However, if there are misrepresentations in the Prospectus, then stringent actions must be taken against those responsible for it and the interests of the shareholders must be protected. This paper attempts to delineate various aspects of misrepresentations in Prospectus under Part I of the Act. This paper focuses on the wide applicability of liability provisions in respect of any misstatement made in the prospectus issued by the Company in order to invite public to subscribe for the share capital. The Companies Act, 2013 provides those responsible for the drafting and issue of the Prospectus can have civil liability as well as criminal liability. The last part involves critical analysis of the Act of 2013 and the recommendations by the Companies Law Committee. The paper is concluded with the author's views that 2013 Act is a step to make the governance in India transparent, accountable and one that safeguards the interest of the stakeholders and other legal professionals.

**Keywords:** Liability, Mis-representation, Prospectus, recommendations, SEBI.
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INTRODUCTION

The enactment of the Companies Act, 2013 is one of the most significant reforms in India. The aim of enactment of the Company Act was to bring Indian Company Law as per the global standards. The Act went through rigorous review processes in the Parliament during which extensive public consultations were held. The Act incorporated recommendations from various Committees like the Naresh Chandra Committee, Dr. J.J Irani Committee\textsuperscript{135} etc. the Act introduced significant changes in relation to accountability, disclosures, corporate governance etc. The Ministry of Corporate Affairs constituted the Companies Law Committee (the ‘CLC’) under the Chairmanship of the Secretary, Ministry of Corporate Affairs which subsequently led to the enactment of Companies Act, 2013. The 2013 Act has introduced significant changes in the provisions relating to governance, disclosure norms, acquisitions, merger norms etc. This Act also includes corporate social responsibility particularly when there is mis-representation in Prospectus.

The issue of a prospectus has been regarded as the most practical and important matter connected with the formation of a company because it is the means by which the necessary capital to work the company is acquired.\textsuperscript{136} Thus, a prospectus is an offer to the public to subscribe to a Company’s share capital. Any offer by the promoter to his relatives and friends is not an offer to the public.\textsuperscript{137} To determine whether an offer is made to the public, the test is not to whom the offer is made but who can accept the offer.

WHO CAN ISSUE A PROSPECTUS?

The prospects of a company must be truthfully presented. Exaggerated claims must not be made. It should present full, accurate and fair picture of the state and prospects of the Company.\textsuperscript{138} Section 23 explicitly provides the ways in which a public company or a private company can issue securities through a Prospectus; through private investment or through rights issue or bonus issue.\textsuperscript{139} A Public Company can issue a prospectus in order to invite the subscription of his shares.

\textsuperscript{135} Dr. J. J. Irani Committee Report on Company Law, (2005)
\textsuperscript{136} LECTURE V: PROSPECTUS, LECTURES ON COMPANY LAW (17th ed. 1975)
\textsuperscript{137} Sherwell v. Combined Incandescent Mantles Syndicate, (1907) W.N. 110.
\textsuperscript{138} H.C Johri, Commentaries on Companies Act, 1956 (Vol. 1, 2006)
\textsuperscript{139} Section 23 of the Companies Act, 2013.
and debentures. Also a Private Company who intends to convert into a public company can intends to offer shares and debentures of the Company to the public can issue prospectus. **Section 26** provides that every prospectus issued on behalf of a public company or on behalf of any other person who has been engaged in formation of a public company shall be dated and signed.  

**POWERS OF THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE BOARD**

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has the powers relating to matters in the prospectus, return of allotment, redemption of preference shares and any other matter specifically provided in this Act. The matters must relate to the issue and transfer of securities and non-payment of dividend, by listed companies or those companies which intend to get their securities listed in any recognized stock exchange in India. In **Kalpana Bhandari v. SEBI**, SEBI denied its jurisdiction where one of the two Companies was not listed in any recognized stock Exchange. 

**PROSPECTUS AS THE BASIS OF CONTRACT**

Prospectus is the basis of contract between the Company and the person who invests in the Company’s shares and debentures. The issue of prospectus is an offer to the general public to be accepted by it. Thus, when offer is accepted it becomes a contract. The general principle of law is that a contract to take shares is voidable if it was induced by misrepresentation, whether fraudulent or innocent. If there is a material misstatement in the prospectus which induced the shareholder to take shares, he can if he applies within a reasonable time, get his contract rescinded. Earlier, the relief of recession was available when the following conditions were satisfied:

(a) The statement which induced the shareholder to take the shares must be a fact and not just an expression of opinion.
(b) The statement so inducing is misleading in the form and context in which it is included.
(c) The statement in question must have been actually relied upon by the shareholder.

---

140 Section 26, the Companies Act, 2013.
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(d) The shareholder must start proceedings for the rescission within a reasonable time and before the company goes into liquidation.\footnote{SHANTILAL MOHANLAL SHAH, LECTURES ON COMPANY LAW 83 (17th ed. 1975).}

The right of rescission is lost when the parties cannot be relegated to their original position. The ground for rescission is that a contract for shares is rescinded ab initio.

The Supreme Court in \textit{N. Parthasarathy v. Controller of Capital Issues}\footnote{\textit{N. Parthasarathy v. Controller of Capital Issues}, (1992) 72 Comp Cas 651} two directors mentioned in the Prospectus retired before allotment, but the applicants were not put on notice of this change, held, the contract could be repudiated.

\textbf{MIS-REPRESENTATIONS IN PROSPECTUS}

The term ‘misrepresentation’ is not defined anywhere in the Company Act, 2013. The term ‘misrepresentation’ has been defined under Section 18 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 as

(1) The positive assertion, in a manner not warranted by the information of the person making it, of that which is not true though he believes it to be true.

(2) Any breach of duty which without an intend to deceive, gains an advantage to the person committing it, or any one claiming under him by misleading another to his prejudice or to the principle of anyone claiming under him;

(3) Causing however innocently, a party to an agreement to make a mistake as to the substance of the thing which is the subject of the agreement. When there is misrepresentation the contract may be avoided.

In \textit{Hindustan General Insurance v. Punam Chand Chajjar}\footnote{\textit{Hindustan General Insurance v. Punam Chand Chajjar}, AIR 1971 Cal 285}, it was held that there is no reason why a subscriber should not be allowed to opt out of the contract and seek ‘setting aside of allotment’, it goes without saying that the right to rescind the contract must be exercised promptly on discovering that the statement contained in the prospectus was untrue. In \textit{Venkataramaya v. Indian Indus Bank Ltd}\footnote{\textit{Venkataramaya v. Indian Indus Bank}, Ltd AIR 1930 Mad. 325} held the contract could be repudiated because the directors mentioned...
in the Prospectus retired before the allotment, but the applicants were not put on notice of this change.

**Section 28 (2)** defines prospectus as any document issued by the Company by which the offer of sale to the public is made shall for all purposes be deemed to be a prospectus and all laws and rules made there under as to the contents of the prospectus and as to liability in respect of mis-statements in and omission from prospectus otherwise relating to prospectus shall apply as if this is a document issued by the Company.  

**Penalty and Fine**

**Section 36** of the Act provides for punishment for fraudulently inducing persons to invest money. Any person who knowingly or recklessly makes statement, promises or forecast which is false, deceptive or misleading, or conceals the facts to induce the person to enter into an offer shall be liable under **Section 447**.

Section 447 punishes any person who is found to be guilty of fraud shall be punished with imprisonment for a term not less than six months and can extend to a period of ten years. He can also be involved in crime which is not less than that involved in fraud. The amount can extend to three times the amount involved in fraud. The Companies Act, 2013 explicitly defines ‘fraud’ as *fraud in relation to affairs of a company or a body corporate, includes any act, omission, concealment of any fact or abuse of position committed by any person or any other person with the connivance in any manner, with intent to deceive, to gain undue advantage from or to injure the interests of the company or its shareholders or its creditors or any other person, whether or not there is a wrongful gain or a wrongful loss.*

Under this Section, the **penalties** are as follows:

1. Imprisonment for a period of not less than six months which may extend to ten years.
2. Fine not less than the amount involved in fraud, which may extend to three times that amount.

---

148 Section 28(2) of the Companies Act, 2013.
149 Chapter XXIX, Section 447 of Punishment for Fraud, Companies Act, 2013.
3. When the fraud in question involves public interest then the imprisonment shall not be less than three years.

**LIABILITY OF A DIRECTOR**

The Companies Act, 2013 defines ‘director’ as director appointed to the Board of a company. The Board of company consists of the directors of the company. Every director, promoter and every other person who authorizes the issue of prospectus incurs liability towards those who subscribe for the shares in good faith. Generally, the liability is to pay for the damages to the aggrieved party. The new Act has enhanced the liabilities of the directors and imposes stringent punishment in breach of any punishment. As observed by Halsbury, L.C. in *Lennard’s Carrying Co. Ltd. v. Asiatic Petroleum Co. Ltd.* - a corporation is an abstraction with no mind of its own, so there must be an agent who is the directing mind and will of the corporation’. The director need not see the prospectus but he must authorize the issue. The new Companies Act, 2013 provides for the duties and responsibility of director of a public company. A director is the mainspring of the Company and vitally concerned with its management. The position of directors is difficult to define, to some extent they are agents and to some extent they are trustees of the company. There are different types of directors: independent director, alternate director, women director etc.

Section 166 of the Act provides that the Director of the Company should act in good faith in order to promote the objects of the company, for the benefit of the Company and the best interest of the stakeholders of the company. The liability of the director towards the company arises when (a) they have acted in an ultra vires manner, e.g. they apply funds to the company to objects not sanctioned to the company’s memorandum. The directors are also liable when in good faith they have misinterpreted the memorandum which is ambiguous in nature. (b) when they are guilty of negligence, (c) from the breach of trust and (d) from misfeasance. The Company has a right to initiate legal action against the director in case of breach of their duties.

---
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This Act imposes strict penalty upon the directors for omitting to comply or contravene with the provisions of the Act. The person contravening such provisions is described as ‘officer who is in default’ under Section 2(60) of the Act which penalizes or punishes the whole time directors, key managerial personnel, any person under immediate authority of the board, transfer agents, merchant bankers and all those mentioned under the Section.

**LIABILITY OF THE DIRECTOR UNDER OTHER STATUTES**

Under **Section 141 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881** the person committing any offence under Section 138 is a Company and is liable to be proceeded against and punished accordingly. Under the Consumer Protection Act, in *Ravi Kant v. National Consumer Disputes*, Under Section 27 of the Act, the State Commission imposed a sentence of one year simple imprisonment and fine to the directors and the Company. In *Byford leasing ltd v. Union of India*, the Court held that under Section 27, the Board of Directors can be proceeded against they being the in charge of operations of the Company.

**CIVIL LIABILITY FOR MIS-STATEMENTS FOR PROSPECTUS**

**Section 35** of the Act prescribes civil liability on the directors, promoters and other persons who issue mis-leading statements in the prospectus. A Promoter maybe liable for providing mis-statements in the Prospectus. In *Phosphate Sewage Co. v. Hartmound* and *Offl. Receiver v. Lewis*, a promoter is a person who as principal procures and aides in procuring incorporation in a company. In *Vali Pattambirama v. Sri Ramanuja Ginning Factory (P) Ltd*, the Court observed that the word promoter has not been defined in the Companies Act. It is said it is not a term of law but of business. This Section 35 (1) states that any person who subscribes for the securities based on any statement which is misleading in the prospectus and has sustained any loss or damage as a consequence thereof, the Company, the director, any person who has authorized

---
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himself to be named in the prospectus, the promoter, is an expert\textsuperscript{161} are liable to pay compensation to any person who has suffered loss or damage.

In \textit{Ali Jawad Ammer Hasan Indo v. French Biotech Enterprise Ltd.}\textsuperscript{162}, six attractive and convenient schemes with incredible returns were offered to invite the public to subscribe to the capital. The Petitioner filed a writ petition under Article 226 of the Constitution\textsuperscript{163} for investigating into the affairs of the company because large funds approx. 35 Crores of company’s funds had disappeared. The Court accepted the petition – under Article 226, the court can issue appropriate directions for not only enforcing any of the rights conferred by Part III but for purpose dealing in public interest where a large number of investors are defrauded. Thus, for unreasonable hopes held out in the Prospectus, Writ Petition was accepted for direction.

However, \textbf{a statement of mere promise of future likelihood is not misrepresentation of ‘facts’}. In \textit{Shiromani Sugar Mills Ltd. v. Debi Prasad},\textsuperscript{164} the statement that the MDs and the promoters and their Directors have already promised to subscribe share. “the Company would start its work soon”. These statements did not imply the existence of facts which were really non-existent, there was therefore no fraudulent misrepresentation. There can also be instances when there is incomplete picture in the statements by omitting to state what ought to have been stated. Sub-section (a) of Section 26 requires statement in the Prospectus such matters and setting out reports as may be prescribed.

In \textit{Mrs. Bhupinder Kaur Singh v. Registrar of Companies}\textsuperscript{165}, the Prospectus mentioned that money that would be used shall be used in leasing business. However, the funds were not used in leasing activities. So it was alleged in the criminal complaint that false statements were made. The Court however held that there is no criminal liability but civil liability on the part of the Company to compensate those who on good faith applied for the shares.

\textsuperscript{161} Section 26 (5) of the Companies Act, 2013
\textsuperscript{162} \textit{Ali Jawad Anwer Hasan Indo v. French Biotech Enterprise Ltd.}, (1999)96 Comp Cas373 (Bom)
\textsuperscript{163} Article 226 of the Indian Constitution
\textsuperscript{164} (1950) 20 Comp Cas 296(All)
\textsuperscript{165} \textit{Mrs. Bhupinder Kaur Singh v. Registrar of Companies}, [1010] 159 Comp Cas 92 (Delhi)
If the Prospectus omits such statements or reports, the Prospectus being incomplete may make it untrue. In *David v. Britannic Coal Co.*166 it was stated that omission of matters which the Promoters are duly bound to disclose is equivalent to mis-statements and the Promoters should be liable to pay damages.

**Inaccurate statement would be an ‘untrue statement’** - Inaccurate quotation from reports would be an ‘untrue statement’.167

In *R. v. Kylsant (Royal Mail’s case)*168, the statement that dividends had been paid was in itself true. The fact that the dividends had been maintained only by drawing out of secret reserves and not out of profits was not disclosed. Held, the Prospectus gave false impression of the Company’s position.

In *Smith v. Chandwick*169, the House of Lords held that when the statement has two separate meanings and the applicant happens to go by the wrong meaning, the Director will not be heard to say that he should put the other meaning.

In *Karberg’s Case*170 the Court observed that- A statement that something will be done is not a statement of an existing fact so as to amount to ‘promise’ in a contract.

In *Bentley v. Black*171 the Court observed that there must be mis-statement of an existent fact. A calculation of future profits is not a statement of facts.

In *Aaron’s Reers v. Twiss*172, Lord Halsbury stated that ‘If by a number of statements you intentionally give a false impression and induce a person to act upon it, it is not the less false although if one takes each statement by itself there may be a difficulty in showing that any specific statement is untrue.’

---
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VICARIOUS LIABILITY OF THE COMPANY

In addition to the contractual and statutory liabilities, directors are liable if they are parties to a fraud or to the commission of any other tort causing injury to any person. This is based on the principle of vicarious liability. The company is vicariously liable for the torts committed by its agents or servants in course of their employment. However, the principal cannot be held responsible for every act done by an agent. In *Patang Rao v. Prithviraj* it was held that the principal will not be liable for the unlawful acts of the agent.

LIABILITY OF FOREIGN COMPANIES

Chapter XXII of the Act, applies to Foreign Companies. Criminal liability – under Section 391(1) of the Act 2013 foreign companies will in addition to the punishment set out in Section 392 also be subject to criminal liability as provided in Section 34 and 36 as are applicable to Indian companies.

Civil liability- in so far as the civil liability is concerned, Section 391 of the Act follows the provision of Section 35 of the Act, regarding misstatements in Prospectus applicable to companies incorporated under the 2013 Act. The provision shall apply to a foreign company, whether incorporated or to be incorporated outside India.

TEST OF WHETHER A STATEMENT IS MATERIAL

In *M.K Srinivasan Re*, the intention of making the issue was to employ the money for taking over the Promoter’s own business. Concealment of fact was considered dishonest. Criminal Prosecution was allowed. Mere non-disclosure of material facts would not be a ground for action for misrepresentation.

In *R. v. Kylsant*, Lord Kylsant was prosecuted for showing false profitability. The Company was incurring losses and the dividends were paid from other sources. The prospectus only showed payment of dividend for the past few years. The Prospectus contained false impression to intending
investors of materials upon which they can exercise judgment about existing position of the Company.

In *Progressive Aluminum Ltd v. Registrar*\(^ {177}\) the Progressive Ltd was promoted by two promoters and Company. In the Prospectus it was stated that PCL is a large construction company engaged in construction activity for two and a half decades. Although the truth was that it was the persons who were manning the firm and not the Partnership firm that had the experience. The Registrar gave a notice to the Ltd alleging that the statement made in the Prospectus is untrue. The Court held that there was no such false representation by the Ltd Company. There was no mala fide intention luring the public for subscribing to shares of the Company under any false representation.

**Effect of approval of offer document by SEBI, RBI and by Stock Exchange** - In *Yugantar v. UOI*\(^ {178}\) the offer document was approved by SEBI, the Court held that Bank’s statement in the Prospectus was not misleading or deceptive.

**Exceptions to the Liability**

There may be cases wherein a person is induced to purchase shares, not by the statements in prospectus but by an oral statement of fact made by an authorized agent of the company. In such a case, the person must show that the statement was made by the director or an agent of the company while acting within the scope of his authority.\(^ {179}\)

Every person who is a Director of a Company at the time of issue of the Prospectus; has authorized himself to be named and is named in the Prospectus as the director; is promoter of the company; has authorized the issue of the prospectus; - shall be liable to pay any compensation to that person who has suffered loss due to subscribing for the securities of the Company acting on any statement included or omitted in the Prospectus which is misleading. But a such a person will not be liable if the prospectus is issued without his consent or knowledge or authority.

**Section 34** provides an exception that the person will not be criminally liable if he proves that such statement or omission was immaterial or that he had reasonable grounds to believe, and did up to

\(^{177}\) *Progressive Aluminum Ltd v. Registrar*, (1997)89 Comp Cas 147 (AP)

\(^{178}\) *Yugantar v. UOI*, (1997) 27 Corp. Law Ad. 132(Del)

\(^{179}\) *Hilo Manufacturing Co. v. Williamson*, (1911) 28 T.I.R. 164; Mair v. Rio Grande Rubber Estates (1913) A.C 853, at pg. 872
the time of issue of the prospectus believe that the statement was true or the inclusion or omission was necessary.

Section 35(2) provides that no person shall be have criminal liability for mis-statements in prospectus if he proves that

1. No consent to issue the prospectus
   If the person proves that he withdrew his consent before the issue of prospectus which was issued without his consent.

2. Notice issued within reasonable time
   He must prove that the prospectus was issued without his consent and must give a reasonable public notice that it was issued without his consent or knowledge. In Person v. Simpson\textsuperscript{180}, it was held that the notice advertised in some of the principal newspapers in which the Prospectus was advertised would be reasonable public notice.

In Diwan Chand v. Gujranwal Sugar Mills Co. Ltd\textsuperscript{181}, misrepresentation was alleged to have been made by the Company Secretary. Since he was not authorized to make representations, it was held that the inducement was caused by a person not authorized to make representations.

**Actions by the Affected Persons**

The liability to compensation is to every person who subscribes for any securities on the faith of the Prospectus. Section 37 provides aid to the aggrieved persons affected by the misleading statements or inclusion or omission of any matter in the prospectus. They may file a suit or can take any other action under Section 34, Section 35 or Section 36. It must be noted that the nature of liability is to pay compensation. Generally the amount of compensation is the difference between the Shares which would have had but for the untrue statement and the true value of the Shares at the time of allotment.\textsuperscript{182} In Peek v. Derry\textsuperscript{183}, the amount of compensation was the difference between price paid for the shares and their real value on the date of purchase. If the

\textsuperscript{180} Pearson v. Simpson, (1903) 2 KB 197
\textsuperscript{181} Diwan Chand v. Gujranwal Sugar Mills Co. Ltd., 19370 7 Comp Cas 203 (Lah)
\textsuperscript{182} SHANTILAL MOHANLAL SHAH: LECTURES ON COMPANY LAW (1975).
\textsuperscript{183} Peek v. Derry, (1887) 37 Ch D 541
market value is the result of fraudulent representation itself, then the intrinsic value of the share may be taken as the measure of damages.\textsuperscript{184}

**CLASS ACTION SUITS**

This is a new concept under Section 245 of the Companies Act, 2013. Under this Section, a group of shareholders can together bring an action against the Director and the Company for their fraudulent and wrongful act or omission on behalf of the affected parties.\textsuperscript{185}

**ENTITLEMENT TO COMPENSATION**

Only such persons who apply for the allotment of the securities on the faith of the prospectus purporting to contain an untrue statement are entitled to be compensated for the loss or damage sustained by reason of untrue statement. In *Kisan Mehta v. Universal Luggage Mfg. Co. Ltd.*\textsuperscript{186}, M filed for suit for injunction to restrain the Company from issuing the Prospectus alleging that it contained false statements. The suit was dismissed holding that ‘only a person who has suffered loss or damage on the faith of the Prospectus is entitled to a remedy.

**CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

The Companies Law Committee (CLC) believes that the recommendations made by it are effective and necessary for proper and effective implementation of the Companies Act, 2013. Taking the suggestions of all groups, the Committee has made suggestions relating to declaration of dividend, changes to the provisions relating to accounts and audit to improve transparency and the quality of information in relation to the financial position of the Company, recommendations on corporate governance, recommendations to encourage a positive environment for the new start-ups.

1. **Matters to be stated in a prospectus** - The Author is of the view that the offer documents i.e. the Prospectus being too long, too detailed, repetitive is difficult to comprehend. It must be noted that SEBI is in the process of simplifying the contents of the document of the prospectus by amending the provisions of SEBI (ICDR) Regulations, 2009. The

---

\textsuperscript{184} S. Chatterjee v. Dr. K.L. Bhave, AIR 1960 M.P. 323
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Committee is of the view that Section 26(1) of the Companies Act, 2013, should be modified to empower SEBI to prescribe the contents in consultation with Ministry of Corporate Affairs. The MCA and SEBI must work out the minimum disclosures to be included in the prospectus so that the objective of reducing the size of the prospectus to be achieved.

2. **Civil liability for misstatements in prospectus** - The Committee is of the view that the experts (who can be identified in the prospectus) who prepare misleading statements and on which the directors are relied upon must also be liable. Thus, Section 35 of the Act must be amended.

3. **Punishment for fraud** - Section 447 of the Act lays down the punishment for any person found guilty of fraud. The frauds which includes only one percent of the company’s turnover or an amount of ten shall come under the ambit of Section 447. The Author is of the view that Section 447 is too broad and has provisions for severe punishments for minor infractions. Thus, this Section must be amended. The Committee has recommended that this section has a lot of potential to be misused and may have a negative impact on attracting the professionals in the post of directors.

4. **National Company Law Tribunal** - The New Act proposes to set up a National Company Law Tribunal in order to ensure speedier and effective remedy to the aggrieved party. Furthermore, Section 245 gives the right to the shareholders to take action to restrain the company from conducting its affairs if they find it prejudicial to the interests of the Company.

5. **The concept of class action suits** - considering the best interest of the shareholders, this is a welcome provision but there are chances that this provision might be misused. Furthermore, India is a developing country and may find it difficult to implement this provision successfully.\(^\text{187}\)

---

CONCLUSION

The Companies Act, 2013 is one of the most significant legislations in the history of Indian legislation. This Act seeks to make governance efficient, transparent, accountable and beneficial to the stakeholders through the duties and liabilities of the directors. The changes brought in the form the Act are evolutionary rather than revolutionary. The Companies Act, 2013 has no doubt a very innovative legislation with respect to the director’s duties. The new Act has brought a number of positive changes like greater clarity on director’s duties, greater freedom to negotiate liability agreements with auditors, greater engagement with the shareholders etc. with respect to director’s liability, the new Act quite explicitly lays down the director’s duties and liability when they act ultra vires or do not perform their duties properly. In India, there are very few cases dealing with the director’s duties hence some developments are hoped for in the future. From the above features of the new Act, the Author won’t be wrong in saying that 2013 Act is a step to make the governance in India transparent, accountable and one that safeguards the interest of the stakeholders and other legal professional. “Law leaves no one if the law is proved against him.”.
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UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

ABSTRACT

The law for corporate social responsibility or CSR law came into effect on April 1, 2014. In the very scope of such a short interval, the entire landscape of CSR in India has acquired a life of its own. Companies eligible under section 135 of the Companies Act 2013 have embraced the law and initiated a variety of CSR projects across the entire spectrum as defined within schedule VII of the Act. This paper seeks to study the scheme of CSR in its current framework with respect to similar international provisions, the effect of this legislation on the corporate sector and the effectiveness of this provision. The author also suggests ways to address the issues pertinent to this legislation without causing industrial concerns.
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INTRODUCTION

The concept of CSR originated in the 1950’s in the USA but it became prevalent in early 1970s. During this period the US had lots of social problems like poverty, unemployment and pollution. This in turn led to a fall in the price of the dollar. During this upheaval various companies decided to step in and take responsibility for the problems. This phenomenon would reach its peak during the 1980’s when Corporate Social Responsibility became a matter of utmost importance for diverse groups demanding change in the business. During the 1980’s to 2000, corporations recognized and started accepting a responsibility towards society. The ultimate aim of Corporate social responsibility (CSR) focuses on the wealth creation for the optimal benefit of all stakeholders – including shareholders, employees, customers, environment and society.

There are some models which describe the evolution and scope of social orientation of companies. Notably Carroll’s model.

CARROLL’S MODEL

Carroll has defined CSR as the complete range of duties business has towards the society. He has proposed a 3-d conceptual model of corporate performance. According to Carroll, a firm has the following four categories of obligations of corporate performance. -

- **Economic**: The firm being an economic entity, its primary responsibility is to satisfy economic needs of the society and generation of surplus for rewarding the investors and further expansion and diversification.

- **Legal**: The laws of the land and international laws of trade and commerce has to be followed and complied with.

- **Ethical**: Ethical responsibilities are norms which the society expects the business to observe like not resorting to hoarding and other malpractices.

- **Discretionary**: Discretionary responsibilities refer to the voluntary contribution of the business to the social cause like involvement in community development or other social projects pertaining to health and awareness of the masses.
The definition of CSR however depends summarily on who is asked. For example, The EC defines CSR as “the responsibility of enterprises for their impacts on society”. To completely meet their social responsibility, enterprises “should have in place a process to integrate social, environmental, ethical human rights and consumer concerns into their business operations and core strategy in close collaboration with their stakeholders”\(^\text{189}\). The WBCSD defines CSR as “the continuing commitment by business to contribute to economic development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as of the community and society at large.”\(^\text{190}\)

**Indian Perspective**

Indian corporations, like those in other countries, have had a long tradition of being engaged in social activities that have gone beyond meeting a corporation’s immediate financial objectives. However, since the late nineties, CSR activities have increasingly come under the lens both of policy makers as well as of corporations’ stakeholders as governance issues acquired increasing prominence. At the policy level, the formal focus on CSR started in India with the issuance of the Corporate Social Responsibility Voluntary Guidelines in 2009 by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA, 2009) that culminated in the enactment of Section 135 of the Companies Act 2013 (MCA, 2013)\(^\text{191}\) making CSR spending as well as CSR disclosure mandatory for specific types of companies. Significantly while CSR issues have been gaining in prominence across countries, India became the first country, and at the time this article is written, the only country to have made CSR activity mandatory for large and profitable companies incorporated into law. In all other countries CSR efforts by corporations have been kept largely voluntary, with only a select number of countries mandating corporations to disclose such activities.

Not surprisingly, therefore, Section 135 in India has generated largely polarized opinions among policy makers, corporates, industry associations, social sector organizations, and last but not the least, academicians. On one hand, the institution of mandatory CSR has been lauded in policy circles as a “historical opportunity” that could be a “game changer” for India where corporates would work hand in hand with the government and civil society to bring about “national regeneration” through sustainable development. Unorthodox as it may seem, some have argued

\(^{190}\) http://www.wbcsd.org/work-program/businessrole/previous-work/corporate-social-responsibility.aspx
\(^{191}\) http://www.mca.gov.in/SearchableActs/Section135.htm
that for a developing country like India, mandatory CSR may be an instrument to pursue a “middle path” between a liberal and a regulatory state so as to balance growth with social stability. On the other hand, critics of mandatory CSR, primarily corporates and business associations have pointed out that making CSR activities mandatory is essentially an exercise in outsourcing government social responsibility to the private sector and making the latter pay for the failures of the former. Further, when such activities are not clearly defined, mandatory CSR will create perverse incentives for corporates to camouflage activities to meet mandatory requirements or find ways to bypass the law.

The first formal attempt by the Government of India to put the CSR issue on the table was in the issuance of Corporate Social Responsibility Voluntary Guidelines in 2009 by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA, 2009). Prior to this, the importance of CSR was discussed in the context of corporate governance reforms, such as in the Report of the Task Force on Corporate Excellence by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA, 2000). While the report made a business case for CSR as well as highlighted the social benefits stemming from it, the discussion was recommendatory in nature and there were little actionable points. It is in the Voluntary Guidelines of 2009 that the core elements of a CSR policy were spelt out that included care for all stakeholders, ethical functioning, respect for workers’ rights and welfare, respect for human rights, respect for the environment and activities to promote social and inclusive development. The Guidelines specifically drew a distinction between philanthropy and CSR activities, and highlighted the voluntary nature of CSR activities that go beyond any statutory or legal obligations. The Guidelines of 2009 were followed in 2011 by the National Voluntary Guidelines of Social, Environmental & Economic Responsibilities of Business, also issued by the MCA (MCA, 2011).

These guidelines were reportedly based on the inputs received from ‘vital stakeholders’ across the country and laid down nine principles for businesses to function in a responsible manner to promote inclusive economic growth at the national level. As in the case of the 2009 Guidelines, the 2011 Guidelines were voluntary in scope wherein corporates were urged to adopt all the nine principles, and to report their adherence to the guidelines based on an ‘apply-or-explain’ principle. Interestingly, while one of the implementation strategies suggested in the 2009 Guidelines was to earmark “specific amount related to profits after tax, cost of planned CSR activities, or any other suitable parameter,” no such suggestion was included in the 2011 Guidelines.
With the enactment of Section 135 of the Companies Act, 2013, as observed by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs in the Report on the Standing Committee on Finance (LSS, 2010), India became the first country to include provisions on CSR in Company Law and make CSR expenditure mandatory for corporates based on pre-specified criteria. In the rest of the world, however, CSR is still a voluntary exercise left to the discretion of the corporates. What is mandatory at most is the compulsory reporting of CSR activities undertaken by corporates in a growing number of countries, although this too is not the case across all countries. Thus, in countries such as Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands, Denmark, France, Australia and China, either government regulations or stock exchange regulations or both require corporates to disclose their CSR activities through sustainability reporting. The distinguishing feature of Section 135 is that it not only makes the reporting of CSR activities mandatory, but goes a step further to mandate CSR activities in the first place.

**Defining CSR**

The dilemma on the relevance of CSR in corporate activity is inextricably linked with defining the scope of CSR for a corporation. A review of the existing literature on CSR reveals that there is a diversity of opinions and ambiguity on the elements that constitute socially responsible behavior on the part of corporates. Arriving at an agreed-upon definitional construct for CSR is important, first from the point of view of the entity which is responsible for CSR, i.e., the corporation, and second from the point of view of the entity that is impacted by CSR, i.e., the society at large, and finally from point of view of the entity that seeks to connect the firm and society, i.e., the regulator. In any national context, the debate on the extent to which CSR activities should be regulated should at least begin with a consensus among these three entities on what constitutes CSR.

Further, as Amaeshi et al. (2006) point out in the context of Nigeria, CSR in low income countries are predominantly focused on socio-economic issues of poverty alleviation, health-care provision, promoting education and infrastructure development, in contrast to the CSR priorities in Western countries such as issues related to business ethics, fair trade, green marketing, climate
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change and socially responsible investments. Likewise, the domain of CSR in India as outlined in several public policy documents as well as in the initiatives of corporates and various industry associations is defined around socioeconomic activities geared towards meeting the development goals of the country, while not necessarily sacrificing the economic objectives of the corporates.

The definitions of CSR as presented in the literature and the theories of CSR that underline the rationale for corporates to act in a socially responsible manner, howsoever conceptualized, largely views CSR as voluntary in nature. A corporation decides its optimal CSR as part of its business strategy and subject to market pressures. Such market pressures can emanate from market players, namely, consumers and investors, and from stakeholders and civil society organizations. The government’s role in such a scenario is seen to be only limited to endorsing, facilitating and partnering socially responsible behavior of corporates through policy instruments such as tax exemptions for CSR activities, through award schemes and facilitating information dissemination and training, guiding corporates to adopt and implement CSR best practices through standard setting, issuance of voluntary guidelines and certification systems, and forging partnerships with the private sector to promote and execute the CSR agenda including public good provisioning to meet developmental objectives.

Economists and policy analysts have been generally cautious on the issue of whether companies should be mandated to spend resources on CSR activities. At the very basic, economic efficiency dictates that CSR should be kept voluntary and companies would undertake it if the perceived benefits at the margin outweigh the opportunity cost and thereby adds value to the company. It is in this spirit, that countries in general have avoided regulating CSR through mandated spending, and instead have chosen to influence CSR activity through mandatory reporting of such activities, leaving the decision to engage in socially responsible activities to the discretion of the corporation and the forces of the market.

Mandated CSR spending is also seen as an implicit corporate tax which would add to the already high tax burden on corporates and reduce the global competitiveness of Indian companies, and that companies for which CSR makes good business sense would undertake such expenditure anyway, mandated or. With regard to the latter, similar in spirit to the debate between voluntary and mandatory disclosure that if CSR makes good business sense and the market values it, then
managers would build in the optimal level of CSR in their business strategy to signal to the market the social contribution of their companies in line with shareholder expectations. Further, if all firms, efficient and inefficient were undertaking CSR to the same extent, the information content of CSR will become weak and the market will be unable to distinguish the efficient firms from the inefficient ones. Mandated CSR, rather than been seen as filling in governance gaps, is also seen as the abdication of government’s responsibility in providing public goods to meet development goals based on “democratically determined priorities”. Since the year 2008, in a span of just five years, India has transited from a regime of CSR being a purely voluntary activity with voluntary reporting, to a CSR regime of voluntary activity with mandatory reporting (years 2012) to a regime of mandatory activity with mandatory reporting (year 2013). In the earlier years’ firm level CSR decisions were primarily determined by market pressures from consumers, investors, stakeholders and civil society organizations with the government playing the role of a facilitator through information dissemination, issuance of CSR guidelines, encouraging dialogue and fostering public-private partnerships. In the latter years, pursuant to Section 135, the Government has assumed a more proactive and direct role by making CSR reporting and CSR spending mandatory for all firms. The latter role of the government is increasingly in line with the more involved role that states are taking in guiding CSR in emerging economies such as China.

**BUSINESS SENSE**

Examining the empirical evidence on the relationship between corporate social performance and corporate financial performance, a meta-analysis of 122 empirical studies conducted up to 2001, mostly with respect to the US, concludes that there is predominant evidence of a positive association between a company’s social performance and its financial performance. With regard to developing countries, the number of empirical studies is too few to derive any definitive conclusions. A couple of existing studies with respect to Thailand and India does, however, show that CSR has a positive effect on firm valuation.

The results make intuitive sense. CSR activities may lead to temporary reduction in short term accounting profit, but may create market value in the long run. The stock market may reward companies with virtue and ethics leading to lowering of cost of capital and ultimately to higher valuation of the company. Admittedly, these regression results need to be further tested within a
more elaborately specified empirical model, but the initial statistical tests do suggest a strong link between CSR and company performance, both in accounting and market measures.

While the new provisions of Section 135 will certainly lead to an increase in the amount of CSR spending by Indian companies’ manifold compared to their existing level, it does recognize that mandated CSR may impose some economic costs on these companies and its shareholders. Accordingly, the provisions of section 135 try to provide a number of flexibilities to ensure that these costs CSR do not hurt the companies and their shareholders disproportionately to substantially reduce the net social welfare gain.

Most economists would like to view the mandated CSR provisions of Section 135 as an implicit tax on the companies. While this is true to a large extent, there is one key difference namely that the current CSR provisions work like a centralized tax with decentralized utilization with project implementation undertaken by private parties. Under explicit taxation there is no guarantee that the money collected by the government will be spent on CSR and not be appropriated for other uses. The implicit tax in contrast, gives companies control over the disbursement over their own funds in a directed manner, with greater incentives to choose the right projects that have synergies with their lines of business operation (which the rules allow for), and greater incentives to monitor its efficient utilization. The upside of such a decentralized mechanism of social spending is that it can lead to better project delivery and reduced fund leakages that are widely perceived to be challenges for the large scale government welfare schemes.

**CHANGES INCORPORATED**

To formulate and monitor the CSR policy of a company, a CSR Committee of the Board needs to be constituted. Section 135 of the 2013 Act requires the CSR Committee to consist of at least three directors, including an independent director. However, CSR Rules exempts unlisted public companies and private companies that are not required to appoint an independent director from having an independent director as a part of their CSR Committee and stipulates that the Committee for a private company and a foreign company need to have a minimum of two members that must be constituted within the purview.
A company can undertake its CSR activities through a registered trust or society, a company established by its holding, subsidiary or associate company or otherwise, provided that the company has specified the activities to be undertaken, the modalities for utilization of funds as well as the reporting and monitoring mechanism. If the entity through which the CSR activities are being undertaken is not established by the company or its holding, subsidiary or associate company, such entity would need to have an established track record so to say of three years of activities which are necessary to adhere to the stipulations. Companies can also collaborate with each other for jointly undertaking CSR activities. A company can build CSR capabilities of its personnel or implementation agencies through institutions with established track records of at least three years, provided that the expenditure for such activities does not exceed 5% of the total CSR expenditure of the company in a single financial year.

The CSR Rules specify that a company which does not satisfy the specified criteria for a consecutive period of three financial years is not required to comply with the CSR obligations, implying that a company not satisfying any of the specified criteria in a subsequent financial year would still need to undertake CSR activities unless it ceases to satisfy the specified criteria for a continuous period of three years. This could increase the burden on small companies which do not continue to make significant profits.

The report of the Board of Directors attached to the financial statements of the Company would also need to include an annual report on the CSR activities of the company in the format prescribed in the CSR Rules setting out inter alia a brief outline of the CSR policy, the composition of the CSR Committee, the average net profit for the last three financial years and the prescribed CSR expenditure. If the company has been unable to spend the minimum required on its CSR initiatives, the reasons for not are to be specifically addressed. Where a company has a website, the CSR policy of the company would need to be disclosed on such website.

The company can implement these CSR activities on its own, through its non-profit foundation or through independently registered non-profit organizations that have a record of at least three years in similar activities. This provision has led to a boom in the number of NGOs that can implement these CSR activities. A recent article in the Times of India reported that there are over 2m operational NGOs in India.
Choosing the right one from such a large number of NGOs won’t be easy. Some organizations such as Samhita Social Ventures are trying to facilitate this process by setting up online portals to assist. These portals group the NGOs across different sectors such as education, sanitation, women’s welfare, water, livelihood, and children and also seek to provide a qualitative evaluation of the NGOs.

While the larger companies typically have CSR teams to carry out evaluations and monitor the spends, the SMEs without a specialist team assigned for this activity might find it difficult to plan and monitor the spends. The government regulations allow such SMEs to pool their CSR funds with other companies to achieve scale and share a collective implementation process.

NGO evaluation portals and the pooling of resources by SMEs could help to streamline the CSR investments, and questions will continue to be asked about the government’s role in mandating such investments. Even as this debate continues, the more important question that the Indian businesses need to answer is how do we align these governments mandated CSR activities to handle India’s socio-environmental challenges while enabling better long term profits for the business?

**INDIA AND THE WORLD**

Globalization has influenced trade all over the world; companies have looked for new opportunities in doing business outside their home country. In recent years Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has gained growing recognition as a new and emerging form of governance in business. It is already established in a global context, with international reference standards set by the United Nations, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) guidelines and International Labour Organization (ILO) conventions. With brand value and reputation increasingly being seen as one of a company’s most valuable assets, CSR is now seen as building loyalty and trust amongst shareholders, employees and customers.

The purpose of the OECD MNE Guidelines is to offer a balanced, multilaterally-endorsed, and comprehensive Code that expresses the shared values of adhering governments. They are “recommendations jointly addressed by governments to multinational enterprises” that provide “principles and standards of good practice consistent with applicable laws”. By providing a clear
set of expectations, the Guidelines seek to encourage the positive contributions multinational companies can make to economic, environmental and social progress.

The Guidelines comprise a set of voluntary recommendations in all the major areas of corporate citizenship, including employment and industrial relations, human rights, environment, information disclosure, combating bribery, consumer interests, science and technology, competition, and taxation. They form part of a broader OECD investment instrument, the Declaration on International Investment and Multinational Enterprises, which is designed to promote direct investment and international economic development and growth. Implementation of the Guidelines involves a unique combination of binding and voluntary elements. Adhering governments commit to promote them among multinational enterprises operating in or from their territories.

The instrument’s distinctive implementation mechanisms include the operations of National Contact Points (NCP), which are government offices charged with advancing the Guidelines and handling enquiries in the national context. NCPs also support a unique mediation and conciliation procedure – called “specific instances” – involving claims that the Guidelines have not been respected. Since 2000, some 160 such specific instances have been considered by the NCPs. This process may be engaged whether or not a company has recognized the Guidelines.

The Guidelines were expressly designed to strengthen the existing international normative framework. Among other norms, they reference the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development and Agenda 21, and the Copenhagen Declaration for Social Development. The Guidelines can readily be used in conjunction with other instruments. Explanatory materials have been developed to outline their relationship with the UN Global Compact, the Principles for Responsible Investment, and with the GRI Guidelines.

The UN Global Compact is directed primarily to the business sector, but is a multi-stakeholder initiative and engages all kinds of societal actors, including public agencies, labour and civil society organizations. Companies participating in the Compact initiate their involvement by expressing their support in writing at CEO level. Among other things, each participant commits to integrate the principles into organizational strategy, culture and operations; to publicly advocate...
the UN Global Compact and its principles; and to publish annually a “communication on progress”, a description of the ways in which it is supporting the Global Compact and its ten principles. Since its launch in July 2000, the initiative has grown to over 5,000 participants, including over 3,600 businesses in 120 countries around the world. It is widely regarded as the world’s largest global corporate citizenship initiative.

**THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS:**

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that “every individual and organ of society” has the responsibility to strive “to promote respect for these rights and freedoms” and “by progressive measures, national and international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and observance”1. As important “organs” of society, businesses have a responsibility to promote worldwide respect for human rights. The ILO Conventions establish norms covering all aspects of working conditions and industrial relations. Some of the most important cover12 core labour standards (i.e. basic human rights in the workplace). These include the right to freedom of association, the right to organize and to collective bargaining, and freedom from forced labour. ILO conventions are binding on all countries that have ratified them.

**THE ILO TRIPARTITE DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES CONCERNING MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES AND SOCIAL POLICY:**

It is a global instrument designed to provide guidance to government, employer and worker organizations in areas of employment, training, conditions of work and industrial relations. All core labour standards are covered. Although it is a non-binding instrument, its implementation is nevertheless the object of regular reviews.

**THE ILO DECLARATION ON FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES AND RIGHTS AT WORK:**

It is based on the core labour standards outline in the ILO Conventions. The Declaration is not binding but applies to all ILO member states. As part of a strategy to help countries to have well-functioning labour markets, it provides for a mechanism for annual review of the efforts made by member states that have not yet ratified the core labour standards. The Declaration also reinforces the application of core labour standards in private voluntary instruments. The 1992 Rio Declaration sets out 27 principles defining the rights and responsibilities of states in relation to human
development and well-being. The Agenda 21 agreement provides guidance for governments, business and individuals on how to contribute to efforts to make development socially, economically and environmentally sustainable. Its Chapter 30 recognizes the value of promoting “responsible entrepreneurship”.

**The Millennium Development Goals**

It identifies a series of government-agreed targets and timetables in relation to issues such as poverty reduction, improvement of child health care and education, and the promotion of gender equality.

**The Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development (2002)**

It says that the private sector has “a duty to contribute to the evolution of equitable and sustainable communities and societies”, and that “there is a need for private sector corporations to enforce corporate accountability”. Its Plan of Implementation notes the need to “enhance corporate environmental and social responsibility and accountability”. The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and Convention on Biodiversity were also signed by a majority of governments.

**The 2005 World Summit Outcome**

It reiterated the importance of full respect for existing labour, human rights and environmental commitments and encouraged “responsible business practices, such as those promoted by the Global Compact”.

**UN Convention Against Corruption (2003)**

It ratifies countries undertook to criminalize an array of corrupt practices; develop national institutions to prevent corrupt practices and to prosecute offenders; co-operate with other governments to recover stolen assets; and help each other to fight corruption.

**Conclusion**

In India, till very recently, the focus was on charity, which is not really CSR. Sustainable CSR programmes mean a cohesive mix of economic, legal, ethical and philanthropic tenets. In today’s changed business scenario, there is an increased focus on giving back to society and creating a
model which works long term and is sustainable and it is imperative that the best practices for inclusive growth are shared with the stakeholders. Getting multinationals to comply with local laws is not an easy task. Many countries, north and south, do not direct sufficient resources to enforcement. Management practices that evade regulations persist. Furthermore, labor laws can indeed be difficult to interpret. But suppliers, companies, and countries can’t point to these difficulties to elude legal accountability. Legal compliance will be hard to achieve, whether within the CSR rubric or not, but extracting legal compliance from CSR has the advantage of bringing to light a range of workplace and wage issues that companies are required by law to attend to. Finally, the author of this paper hopes that the companies’ attitude towards CSR is more on transformation rather than giving information in web sites. CSR has gone through many phases in India. The ability to make a significant difference in the society and improve the overall quality of life has clearly been proven by the corporates. Not one but all corporates should try and bring about a change in the current social situation in India in order to have an effective and lasting solution to the social woes. Partnerships between companies, NGOs and the government should be facilitated so that a combination of their skills such as expertise, strategic thinking, manpower and money to initiate extensive social change will put the socio-economic development of India on a fast track.

The most enlightening is the recent corporate takeover in Kizhakkambalam where an Indian garment manufacturing company called Kitex has taken over the administration of a small village called Kizhakkambalam by winning the local body elections held in November, 2015. Mainstream political leaders and environmental activists feel that this can lead to a dangerous precedent because corporate body can have a hidden agenda in taking over the administration of political bodies. Former Indian MP Sebastian Paul says that “the company was at loggerheads with the former panchayat on issues like environmental pollution so we don’t know what their vested interest is in taking over the panchayat. They also employ a big segment of the population there and also give out dole to locals.” Environmentalists like C.R. Neelakantan point out that the Kitex group has become active in social service only after they were involved in court cases connected with water and land pollution.

Thus the way forward is one that must be taken after proper deliberation and conduct.
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COMPANY LAW: ITS ORIGIN AND CURRENT STATUS IN INDIA

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this article is to give the reader a complete overview of the origin of company in India and its current status. The author has briefly summarized how codified company law came into effect. After summarizing its origin, the author has given a brief insight in the latest Companies (Amendment) Bill tabled in the parliament after the recommendations of the Company Law Committee.
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“I don’t believe in a law to prevent a man from getting rich; it would do more harm than good. So while we do not propose any war upon capital, we do wish to allow the humblest man an equal chance to get rich with everybody else”

~ Abraham Lincoln.

The word ‘Company’ is an amalgamation of the Latin word ‘Com’ meaning “with or together” and ‘Pains’ meaning “bread”. Originally, it referred to a group of persons who took their meals together. A company is nothing but a group of persons who have come together or who have contributed money for some common person and who have incorporated themselves into a distinct legal entity in the form of a company for that purpose.¹⁹⁵

At first, incorporation seems to have been used only in connection with ecclesiastical and public bodies, such as chapters, monasteries, and boroughs, which had corporate personality conferred upon them by a charter from the crown or were deemed by prescription to have received such a grant. At the same time in the commercial sphere the principal medieval associations were the guilds of merchants, organizations that had few resemblances to modern companies but corresponded roughly to the trade protection associations. The first type of English organization to which the name company was applied was merchant adventures for trading overseas. Royal charters conferring privileges on such companies are found as early as the fourteenth century, but it was not until the expansion of foreign trade and settlement in the sixteenth century that they become common. The earliest types were the so called regulated companies which were virtually extensions of the guild principles into the foreign sphere and which retained much of the ceremonial and freemasonry of the domestic guilds. This process can be traced in the development of the famous East India Company, which received its first charter in 1600, granting it a monopoly of trade with the Indies. But even after that until the second half of the seventeenth century differentiation between the two types of company (unincorporated partnerships and incorporated companies) was not firmly established.¹⁹⁶

The concept of corporate form was brought in for the first time in United Kingdom wherein the body corporate could be brought into existence either by a Royal Charter or by a special Act of Parliament. Both these methods were very expensive and dilatory. Consequently, to meet the growing commercial needs of the nation, large unincorporated partnerships came into existence, trading, however, in corporate form. Rules of law were not being developed by that time which gave a chance to fraudulent promoters to exploit the public money. The English parliament, therefore, passed an act known as the Bubbles Act of 1720, which, instead of prohibiting the formation of fraudulent companies, made the very business of companies illegal. This Act made no attempt to put joint stock companies on a proper basis so as to promote the interest of the industry and trade and also to protect the investors. An almost frenetic boom in company floatation’s, which led to the famous South Sea Bubble, marked the first and second decades of the eighteenth century. Most company promoters were not particularly fussy about whether they obtained charters (an expensive and dilatory process), and those who felt it desirable to give their projects this hallmark of respectability found it simpler and cheaper to acquire charters from moribund companies, which were able to do a brisk trade therein.\textsuperscript{197}

The history of modern company law in England began in 1844 when the Joint Stock Companies Act was passed. The Act provided for the first time that a company could be incorporated by registration without obtaining a Royal Charter or sanction by a special Act of Parliament. The office of the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies was also created. But the Act denied to the members the facility of limited liability. The English Parliament in 1855 passed the Limited Liability Act providing for limited liability to the members of a registered company. The act of 1844 was superseded by a comprehensive Act of 1856, which marked the beginning of a new era in company law in England. This Act introduced the modern mode of creating companies by means of memorandum and articles of associations.\textsuperscript{198}

India has got the independence from British control 1947 but the process of making & strengthening corporate laws had already begun before that. With the advent of various enactments in England various laws were getting enacted in India too that resulted in acts such as Joint Stock

\textsuperscript{197} Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{198} Ibid.
Companies Act, 1850 of India, Joint Stock Companies Act, 1857 of India, Companies Act, 1866 of India, Indian Companies Act, 1913 but the biggest of all procedural act of independent India came into being in 1956 to be called as Companies Act, 1956.199

A brief historical background of Companies Act is given below:

**Joint Stock Companies Act, 1850**: Based on the premises of Joint Stock Companies Act, 1844 of England this act provided for registration of joint stock companies in India & the three Supreme Courts (Madras, Bombay, and Calcutta) were authorized to give order for registration.

**Joint Stock Companies Act, 1857**: The act introduced the concept of limited liability but the benefits were not extended to banking & insurance companies. The right was afterwards granted through an amendment act.

**Indian Companies Act, 1913**: Based on the Companies Act, 1908 Of England the concept of Private Limited Company was materialized. This act went through many amendments.

**Companies Act, 1956**: Based on the recommendations of H.C. Bhabha Committee the biggest of all procedural laws in country was enacted on April 1. 1956 divided into XIII parts with 658 sections, 6 tales & 15 schedules. Companies Act, 1956 repealed all earlier Companies Acts.

**Companies Act, 2013**: Based on the recommendations of J. J. Irani committee companies bill came into existence in the year 2008 that went through critical evaluations & after due considerations took the shape of Companies Act, 2013. The bill was passed on 18th of December, 2013 by Lok Sabha & Rajya Sabha passed the same bill on 8th of August, 2013. The bill then got presidential assent & was gazetted to become an act. Companies Act, 2013 (the ‘Act’) not only repealed the Companies Act 1956 but also provides for so many unheard concepts. The act comprises of 29 chapters, 470 clauses & 7 schedules.200 Remarkable changes were introduced in company law in India by the Companies Act, 2013. Major changes were made in relation to accountability, investor protection, corporate governance and disclosures.
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The Act introduced significant changes in the company law in India, especially in relation to accountability, disclosures, investor protection and corporate governance. In view of the extent and scope of changes, the stakeholders took some time to come to terms with the new regime with the new provisions, and encountered some difficulties in the process. Several representations were made to the Government on the practical difficulties faced during implementation. Though a few immediate amendments were made in May, 2015, the Government continued to receive representations that the Act needed further review. The Hon’ble Minister of Corporate Affairs, at the time of consideration of the amendments in the Rajya Sabha in May 2015, also underscored some of these concerns and committed to constitute a ‘Committee in which we have the representatives of the Company Secretary institute, the CA institute or some Chambers, plus somebody from the Department, a broad-based Committee, will be constituted to go into this whole question for the next few months as to where the shoe pinches’. In view thereof, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (the “MCA”) constituted the Companies Law Committee (the “CLC” or the “Committee”) under the chairmanship of the Secretary, Ministry of Corporate Affairs vide an office order dated 4th June, 2015.201

After extensive consultations with stakeholders and exhaustive deliberations, the Committee on February 1, 2016 issued a report202 proposing changes in 78 Sections of the Act which along with consequential changes, would result in about 100 amendments to the Act and approximately 50 amendments to the Rules. The Committee has endeavored to reconcile the competing interest of the various stakeholders keeping in mind the difficulties and challenges expressed by them and also being mindful of the government’s objectives of furthering the ease of doing business. The Report prepared by the Committee recommends several changes to the Act which are necessary for its proper and effective implementation. While some of the changes suggested are for the purpose of removing ambiguities in the provisions, other recommendations are more substantial in nature.

In relation to definitions of certain terms used in the Act, the Committee recommended changes/improvements to the definitions of Associate Company, Debentures, Financial Year,
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Holding Company, Interested Director, Key managerial personnel, Net worth, Related Party, Small Company, Subsidiary Company and Turnover amongst others. These modifications have been proposed to remove ambiguities and make the definitions more objective. The amendments proposed to the provisions relating to incorporation of companies relate to allowing unrestricted object clause in the memorandum of association, and certain filing and registration related requirements. These amendments have been proposed to make the process of incorporation simpler and provide greater flexibility for carrying out business.

While the changes proposed in relation to these provisions are expected to help businesses in raising capital, they also take into account the interests of all stakeholders by ensuring that adequate disclosures and appropriate safeguards against misuse are retained. The amendments relating to provisions dealing with registration of charges are aimed at providing some relaxations so as to facilitate the ease of doing business. The recommendations of the Committee relating to declaration and payment of dividend are aimed at harmonizing the provisions in the Act and Rules to provide correct interpretation and for addressing some loopholes to ensure that businesses do not misuse the provisions to pay out dividend out of the company’s capital. The Committee has also suggested changes to the provisions relating to accounts and audit to improve transparency and the quality of information in relation to the financial position of the company. These recommendations also address ambiguities in relation to calculation of profits for determination of a company’s ‘corporate social responsibility’ obligations. 203

Based on the recommendations of the Committee Report and suggestions from various ministries and departments, the Government of India on March 16, 2016 proposed the Companies (Amendment) Bill, 2016, (the “Bill”) in the Lok Sabha to amend the Companies Act, 2013. The Bill covers all major changes recommended by the Committee.

---

**Major Changes Proposed in the Companies (Amendment) Bill, 2016:**

1. **Simplification of the private placement process discarding the filing requirement of offer letter details of the offer:**

   As per the recommendation of the CLC, the Bill proposes to carry on private placement based on the Board’s resolution. For issue non-convertible debentures, a prior special resolution only once in a year has been prescribed. They are pure debt instruments and if issued within the prescribed limit of the Board’s power, there should be no requirement for the shareholder’s approval. Accordingly, the proviso to Rule 14(2) of Companies (Prospectus and Allotment of Securities) Rules, 2014, many be amended.

   The Bill has proposed in the improvement in the process by discarding the filing requirement of offer letter and details of the offer. The Committee recommended discarding filing of the Private Placement Offer Letter in Form PAS-4 with the Registrar. The Registrar is informed by the virtue of the filing of the Board’s resolution under Section 117 of the Act. Private Companies are exempted from filing the Board’s resolution with the Registrar. However, Board’s resolution relating to the private placement of non-convertible debentures shall be filed with the Registrar. This is to sort out the information gap arising out of the proposal to dispense with the requirement to file copy of details of the offer along with Form PAS-4. However, the return on allotment in Form PAS-3 shall be filed within the prescribed time of 30 days of allotment in Form PAS-3.

2. **Authentication of documents by any employee of the company authorized by the Board in place of present requirement of authentication by key managerial personnel or officer authorized by the Board:**

   The term “officer” under the Act is defined as “Officer includes any director, manager or key managerial personnel or any person in accordance with whose directions or instructions the Board of Directors or any one more of the directors is or are accustomed to act.”

   It is an inclusive definition. It is possible to rank employees other than director, manager or key managerial personnel as officer. The Company Law Committee recommended in favour
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of diluting the rigidness of Section 21 that requires key managerial or officer of the company to authenticate the documents may be done by ‘any employee of the company authorized by the Board’. The spirit of Section 21 of the Act, on the contrary, is to improve corporate governance by ensuring senior level employee in the organizational hierarchy to authenticate documents, proceedings, and agreements/contracts. The relaxation of the requirements would encourage the Board go down the organizational hierarchy to by-pass the penal provisions of the Companies Act, 2013. The Bill has accepted this recommendation and proposed to substitute the words “an officer of the company” in Section 21 of the Act, with “an officer or employee of the company”.

3. **Incorporation of companies with unspecified object clause to carry out lawful activities:**

Section 4(1)(c) and Schedule I of the Act require the Memorandum of every company to state “the Objects for which the Company is proposed to be incorporated and any matter considered necessary in furtherance thereof.” The Committee observed difficulties in the approval of name of a company and the allotment of Corporate Identity Number for a company with multiple objects. The UK Companies Act, 2006 provides that a company’s objects will be unrestricted, unless the articles specifically restrict them. In view of these, the Company Law Committee recommended for incorporation of companies with generic object clause. Therefore the Bill proposed to substitute Section 4(1)(c) with the following text, “that the company may engage in any lawful act or activity or business, or any act or activity or business to pursue any specific object or objects, as per the law for the time being in force.”

4. **Amending definitions of Associates and Subsidiary:**

Section 2(6) of the Act defines the term “associate company”, in relation to another company, to mean a company in which the other company has a significant influence, but is not a subsidiary company of the company having such influence, and also includes a joint venture company. The Explanation to Section 2(6) defines the phrase “significant influence” to mean...
control of at least twenty per cent of the total share capital, or of business decisions under an agreement. The term “total share capital” has been defined in Rule 2(1)(r) of the Companies (Specification of Definitions Details) Rules, 2014, to mean the aggregate of (a) paid-up equity share capital; and (b) convertible preference share capital. The term “significant influence”, in the Explanation to Section 2(6), refers to ‘total share capital’ which includes preference share capital. Replacing ‘total share capital’ with ‘total voting power’ would be consistent with accepted principles. The Committee, therefore, recommended that the Explanation to Section 2(6) should read as “For the purposes of this clause, ‘significant influence’ means control of at least twenty per cent of the total voting power, or control of or participation in taking business decisions under an agreement.”

Further, even though the Act makes references to the term “joint venture” as an inclusive part in the definition of the term “associate company”, it would be appropriate to define the term. Definition of ‘joint venture’ as contained in the Indian Accounting Standard (IndAS) 28 was considered as a comprehensive definition for the purpose. The Committee, therefore, recommended that the term “joint venture” may be assigned the same meaning as under Indian Accounting Standard (IndAS) 28 as part of the Explanation to Section 2(6) itself.212

The Bill accepted the recommendation of the CLC and has proposed to modify the definition of associate company, subsidiary and joint venture.

5. **Relaxation of auditors’ independence norm in respect of financially independent relatives:**

Section 141(3)(d) of the Companies Act, 2013213, states that a person is not be eligible for appointment as an auditor of a company, if he, his relative or partner holds any security, gives a guarantee or is indebted to the company for specified amounts. The Committee received suggestions expressing the difficulty in the applicability of the provisions of Section 141(3)(d) as the auditors do not have any control over the financial matters of the relatives who are not

---


213 See: Section 141 of Companies Act, 2013.
financially dependent on the auditor. Therefore the Committee recommended that the term “relative” be restricted to only financially dependent relatives.\(^{214}\)

Accordingly, the Bill proposed to add the following Explanation to Section 141(3)(d) of the Companies Act, 2013. “For the purposes of this clause, the term “relative” means the spouse of a person; and includes a parent, sibling or child of such person or of the spouse, financially dependent on such person, or who consults such person in taking decisions in relation to his investments.”\(^{215}\)

6. **Dispensing with the annual ratification of the appointment of auditors:**

Section 139(1)\(^{216}\) provides that the shareholders at the ‘Annual General Meeting’ (AGM) shall appoint an auditor of a company, for a consecutive period of five years, and that his appointment shall be ratified every year at the AGM. The first proviso to the said sub-section requires the company to place the matter relating to such appointment, for ratification by the members in each AGM. During the consultation, clarity was sought for cases where the shareholders choose not to ratify the auditor’s appointment as per Section 139 (1). A clarification was also sought for cases where the auditor was unwilling to continue at any stage before the completion of his five-year term; whether this would be treated as a casual vacancy. The Committee felt that the objective of Section 139(1) is to ensure independence of auditors and any decision taken by the shareholders not to ratify any appointment during the period of five-years would be akin to removal of the auditor and provisions of Section 140(1) should come into play. Explanation to Rule 3 of Companies (Audit and Auditors) Rules, 2014, provides for such a situation and requires that the Board shall appoint another individual or firm as the auditor (s) after following the procedure laid down in this behalf under the Act. There is an inconsistency due to the two provisions, wherein removal would require a special resolution and approval of the Central Government while removal through non-ratification would need a resolution. The Committee felt that it would be advisable to omit the provisions with respect to ratification, as it defeats the objective of giving five-year term to the auditors. This would also remove the inconsistency in the Act.

\(^{214}\) *Ibid.*


\(^{216}\) See: Section 139 of Companies Act, 2013.
This recommendation was accepted and accordingly it is proposed in the Bill to omit Section 139(1) from the Companies Act, 2013.

7. **Investment made in a company through an investment company:**
   The Committee felt that the layering restrictions on investment companies under Section 186(1) of the Act may become too obtrusive and impractical in the modern business world. Regulatory concerns arising out of earlier scams were also noted. The Committee noted that while companies that became a subsidiary of another investment company due to any corporate action such as the non-subscription of a rights issue from the layering requirements, etc. could be exempted, it would not address the core issue that there may be several legitimate business justifications for use of a multi layered structure, and such restriction hampers the ability of a company to structure its business. The Committee felt that sufficient safeguards have been built into the oversight mechanism of SEBI and Stock Exchanges, and the recommendations on Beneficial Ownership register requirements should dispel the regulatory concerns. Keeping this in mind, the Committee recommended that the restrictions on layering as contained in the section be omitted. 217

8. **Prohibition on forward dealing and insider trading of securities:**
   The Companies Act 2013 vide Sections 194 and 195 restrict forward dealing by directors and KMPs and insider trading by any person including directors and KMPs respectively. The aforesaid provisions are seemingly applicable in respect of both private and public companies. Prima facie, Section 195 seems to be applicable to private companies and restricts insider trading. However, it can be argued that since the securities in private companies would not be marketable, as a market in securities in the absence of an alternative market platform would mean a stock market on which securities of different companies are listed for the purpose of trade, they would not qualify as securities within the meaning of Section 195, and thus would exclude private companies from the ambit of the said provision. On the same basis, it would be unjustified to apply the insider trading regulations to private companies. It can also be argued, on the basis of legislation in some jurisdictions, that there are valid reasons for including the insider trading prohibitions in company law in addition to securities law, and these flow from the fiduciary responsibilities of the directors who may abuse their position and

---

use confidential information, which have come to them through their position, for personal profit and not act in the best interests of the company. However, insider trading prohibitions can be problematic in the context of the rights of first refusal that are frequently contained in the shareholders’ agreements of private companies. The Committee deliberated on the issues involved and noted that SEBI regulations are comprehensive in the matter (and also apply to companies intending to get listed), and in view of the practical difficulties expressed by stakeholders, recommended to omit the relevant provisions of the Act.\textsuperscript{218} Accordingly the Bill has accepted the recommendation and has proposed to omit Section 194 and 195 of the Act.

9. Relief from unspent CSR contribution:
Section 135 (1) requires every company having a net worth of Rupees Five Hundred Crore or more; or a turnover of Rupees One Thousand Crore or more; or a net profit of Rupees Five Crore or more, during any financial year, to constitute a ‘Corporate Social Responsibility Committee’ of the Board, consisting of three or more directors, out of which at least one director has to be an independent director. Rule 5(1) of CSR Policy Rules, 2014, allows unlisted companies, private companies, and foreign companies, to have the Committee with less than three directors, and without Independent Directors, where they were not required to be appointed. In this regard, the Committee recommended that, the composition of CSR Committee for companies not required to appoint Independent Directors be prescribed as ‘having two or more Directors’.

The High Level CSR Committee, in it’s of the report\textsuperscript{219} have suggested clarity to be brought in with regard to ‘any financial year’ as used in Section 135(1) for determining whether the threshold of specified net worth or turnover or net profit is met to constitute the CSR Committee. The Committee recommended that the words “any financial year” be replaced by the words ‘preceding financial year’.

Rule 2(1)(f) of CSRP Rules, 2014, requires dividend income, etc. to be excluded while calculating the net profit for the purposes of CSR spending. This would lead to an incongruous situation, wherein companies which were not required to spend on CSR, would nevertheless, be required to constitute CSR Committees. Thus, the Committee recommended for this

\textsuperscript{218} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{219} Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Government of India, Report of the High Level Committee, September 2015
inconsistency to be removed by providing prescriptive powers to exclude certain sums from net profit in Section 135(1) itself.\textsuperscript{220} The Bill therefore proposed to add the following explanation to Section 135(5) of Companies Act, 2013. ‘For the purposes of this section “net profit” shall not include such sums as may be prescribed, and shall be calculated in accordance with the provisions of section 198.’\textsuperscript{221}

10. **Relaxation of the punishment for fraud:**

Section 447\textsuperscript{222} of the Act lays down the punishment for any person found guilty of fraud to imprisonment not less than six months but which may extend to ten years and fine not less than the amount involved in fraud but which may extend to three time the amount involved. Further, in case the fraud involves public interest, the minimum imprisonment shall be not less than three years.

Section 447 of the Act lays down the punishment for any person found guilty of fraud to imprisonment not less than six months but which may extend to ten years and fine not less than the amount involved in fraud but which may extend to three time the amount involved. Further, in case the fraud involves public interest, the minimum imprisonment shall be not less than three years.\textsuperscript{223} The Bill therefore proposed the following amendments to Section 447. After the words “guilty of fraud”, the words “involving an amount of at least ten lakh rupees or one percent of the turnover of the company, whichever is lower” shall be inserted. After the proviso, the following proviso shall be inserted, “Provided further that where the fraud involves an amount less than ten lakh rupees or one per cent of the turnover of the company, whichever is lower, and does not involve public interest, any person guilty of such fraud shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to five years or with fine which may extend to twenty lakh rupees or with both.”\textsuperscript{224}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{220} Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Government of India, *Report of the Companies Law Committee*, February 2016
  \item \textsuperscript{221} Companies (Amendment) Bill, 2016, Available at: http://www.prsindia.org/uploads/media/Companies,%202016/Companies%20bill,%202016.pdf (Accessed on July 26, 2016)
  \item \textsuperscript{222} See: Section 447 of Companies Act, 2013.
  \item \textsuperscript{223} Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Government of India, *Report of the Companies Law Committee*, February 2016
  \item \textsuperscript{224} Companies (Amendment) Bill, 2016, Available at: http://www.prsindia.org/uploads/media/Companies,%202016/Companies%20bill,%202016.pdf (Accessed on July 26, 2016)
\end{itemize}
The Bill has been proposed in accordance with concept of ‘ease of doing business in India’ and to bring Indian Company Law in sync with the global standards. These proposals indicate that the authorities continue to address the practice challenges being faced by the companies while implementing the Act. If the proposed Bill is passed and is enacted as Law, there will be a massive change in way the corporate world works in India.
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E-COURTS IN INDIA

ABSTRACT

Indian judicial system was set-up by the British in mid-19th century, that is, based on English Legal System. Since there has been a modification with respect to powers, but no such amendment to the judicial system is able to reduce the pendency of cases at all the three levels of the Indian Judiciary. Consequently, the cases are delayed and justice is existing for name sake only in a number of cases (not in all cases), especially in criminal cases where the rape victims or the family of the victims have to wait for donkey’s years for justice. A major reason is dearth of judicial officers, that is to say, poor judge population ratio. Apart from this other reasons are sluggish staff, delay in filings, bribery to the staff of court, poor support to court by police authorities and other state authorities etc. One of the main remedy to reduce pendency and some of the reasons increasing such pendency is to make the processes available online. This has been considered as a major judicial reform by the central government and the courts as well. Thus, like all other organs of democracy, Judiciary is also endeavoring and persevering earnestly to transform itself by implementing tools and means of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). Now as the technology is improving and the size of equipment is shrunk, experimentation in some American Courts (e-courts) provide to be fruitful, therefore the same has been adopted in India. In India the ICT in subordinate judiciary (courts below district and sessions court) is facing resistance as the lawyers and judges there are not computer friendly. Thus, E-Courts help in reducing burden on judges, lawyers, leading to decline in the pendency of cases.
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**HISTORY/TIMELINE**

The 35th Chief Justice of India (CJI), Justice Ramesh Chandra Lahoti, made a proposal to the Central Government under the letter dated 05.07.2004 addressed to the Minister of Law and Justice for constitution of an E-Committee to assist him in formulating a National Policy on computerization of Indian Judiciary and advise technological, communication and management related changes. Assent to the committee was given by union cabinet in 28.12.2004. Accordingly, the committee was constituted and the first chairman of the committee was G.C. Bharuka, former Judge of High Court of Karnataka. The committee had other three members which were member-judicial (rank of a district and sessions judge), member-technical (rank of Director General, Technical, minimum qualification, M.Tech) and member-management/Human Resource (Joint secretary of Government of India) and other support staff like stenographer, clerks etc. The committee begun to work and is now also working on computerization of courts in the country. The main tasks of the committee involve formulate, implement and monitor the computerization policy of the Indian judiciary. Also, the support work of the committee includes training of judges; ensure means for smooth running of the computer systems and to work on any other matter as suggested by CJI. The computerization was started with the Supreme Court of India, followed by all the 24 High Courts and later done in district and sessions court, but some courts subordinate to district and sessions courts are yet to be computerized. Still none of the court in the country can be called as an E-Court as all the elements of e-courts are not covered.

Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Azad (2007), the former President of India, initiated the e-Judiciary system as a national policy and an action plan for the embedding, and implementation, of ICT within the entirety of India’s judiciary. Also Dr. Pranab Mukherjee said — In order to speed up delivery of justice, the Plan provision for Department of Justice for 2011-12 has been increased three-fold to 1,000 crore for e-courts. The Government approved the computerization of 14,249 district & subordinate Courts under the project by March 2014 with a total budget of Rs. 935 crores. Current chairman of the e-committee is Justice Madan B. Lokar and Mr. Ashok T. Ukrani, Member

———
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(Judicial), Dr. H. K. Suhas, Member (Technical), Mr. A. Ramesh Babu, Member (Management / Human Resources)\textsuperscript{231}.

**NEED/REQUIREMENT**

E-courts project was initiated with the main object to reduce the pendency of cases. Apart from this to conserve environment as a lot of paper is used in the courts in filing of petitions, recording of evidence, rejoinders, giving copies thereof etc. Also, to streamline the day-to-day activities of the courts, ICT in court will be helpful. To make the system more transparent for litigants is another object of e-courts. To provide access to legal and judicial databases to the judges (magistrates as well) makes the requirement of e-courts all the more evident. Furthermore, such nexus of courts at the three levels can improve the efficiency and communication. Thus, e-court project was launched and is now considered as an important part of e-governance (initiated by National e-governance, the department of IT, Ministry of communication and IT, Government of India) division, government project\textsuperscript{232}.

**POLICY AND ACTION PLAN**

National Policy and Action Plan for Implementation of Information and Communication Technology in Indian Judiciary (NPAPIICT) prepared by the e-Committee of Supreme Court of India in 2005 and approved by the Chief Justice of India. The whole project implementation has been divided into three phases for the implementation purposes for which phase I has been completed; phase II is continuing and phase III will start soon. All the 3 phases involve certain set of activities which are to be followed to make the existing courts, e-courts in the true sense. The policy and action plan is a five year project\textsuperscript{233}. In Phase I of the policy and action plan (e-court integrated mission mode project), basically involves preliminary steps for computerizing courts, and also steps essential for next two phases like training of judicial officers in the use of Ubuntu-Linux Operating System (for their laptops). This has been achieved by training 218 judicial officers from all over the country as Master Trainers in different locations around the country\textsuperscript{234}. The

\textsuperscript{231} http://doj.gov.in/e-book.pdf; Short report on e-courts by ministry of Law and Justice
\textsuperscript{232} http://arc.gov.in/11threp/arc_11threport_ch4.pdf; Indian Government ‘s report on e-governance
\textsuperscript{233} http://supremecourtofindia.nic.in/ecommittee/PolicyActionPlanDocument-PhaseII-approved-08012014-indexed_Sign.pdf
\textsuperscript{234} http://karnatakajudiciary.kar.nic.in/noticeBoard/e-Newsletter-V1.pdf; Karnataka Judiciary Official sites
phase also involves setting up of Judicial Service Centre at all computerized courts which would serve as a single window for filing petitions by lawyers and litigants, as also obtaining information on ongoing cases and copies of orders and judgments etc. E-committee has also initiated the process re-engineering in High Courts to give a fresh and simplified look to procedures and rules which would also help in ironing out creases and easy implementation of the phase II. One of the most of important of phase is creating National Judicial Data Grid which was created on 7th August 2013 (launched by the CJI) and this will be further improved in a phased manner\textsuperscript{235}.

Phase II of the policy and action plan started on 16th July 2015 after receiving assent from the union cabinet and the duration for its completion is 2 years but which may extend to 3 years as well\textsuperscript{236}, which as per the initial plan had to be launched on April 1, 2014\textsuperscript{237}. The phase involves enhancement of computer infrastructure in courts as compared to phase I. The thrust in Phase II of the Project will be on software applications (including mobile phone applications) and will be citizen-centric. FOSS without any licensing / subscription charges will only be considered for adoption for which the complete source code with build and installation procedures can be made available to the courts. Further it involves hardware implementation of computer to District and Taluka courts, and District Level Legal Services Authorities ad their software integration with the courts under which they fall, that is to say their information to be available online on the respective courts’ website. The phase for maintain and enhancing the ICT involves setting up of computer laboratory in state level judicial academies. Other activities to be implemented the phase involve computerization in library which involve availability of law e-journals, Integrated Library Software Management is there to cater to all functions of a library that is acquisition, circulation, catalogue generation; solar energy for power back-up so that e-courts are not only effective but also efficient in terms of use of electricity; discontinuation of manual registers; scanning and digitization of records; court record room management automation, e-payment of court fees etc\textsuperscript{238}.

The main point is 1670 crore rupees (only for phase II) have been allotted which is more than the

\textsuperscript{235} http://164.100.47.132/LssNew/psearch/QResult16.aspx?qref=5570; Site of National Judicial Data grid
\textsuperscript{236} http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=123318; Official Press Release of the phase II
\textsuperscript{237} http://supremecourtofindia.nic.in/ecommittee/PolicyActionPlanDocument-PhaseII-approved-08012014-indexed_Sign.pdf; Phase II of the plan
\textsuperscript{238} http://proudtechnologies.com/E-courtupdatedetail.aspx?var1=26; Only the Phase II of the article is to be considered in this context
earlier limit of the plan. Phase III would of 1 year of the year project and would include use of advanced ICT tools, intensive training, warehousing and mining tool customization to crystallize change management, Biometric facilities, Gateway interface with other agencies. Up gradation of centralized facility Digital Archive and also other activities to computerize courts expected to come by 2017 (as per the initial plan). The phase will soon come into its manifestation stage and is the advanced stage of the project. The inconsistencies which exist in the legal system of the country exist in the five-year plan as well, evidenced by the delay in the implementation of the plan. Also, one of the root causes of the delay is resistance shown by the judges and lawyers. Political turbulences (change in government) are also major reason for the long and torturous delay. The change can be witnessed as a result of May 2014 election.

**COMPONENTS**

**E-CCMS Web 1.0** (Web Based Court Cases Monitoring System): The Web-based Court Cases Monitoring System (E-CCMS Web) facilitates the monitoring of court cases of any type pending in different courts. It can provide the latest information about any pending case. It assists officers to track cases, prepare cause-lists in advance, and maintain a complete history of cases including follow-up action taken.

**E-Litigation** - This project was started to help the Law & Judicial Department in India to monitor the court cases that were being handled by the various government department in Delhi. It offers a facility for the online process of engagement of counsels for court cases. The SMS facility to Government Counsels has been incorporated into the system.

**Integrated Software for Judicial Functions of High Courts:** This project provides a complete workflow solution for High Court, including filing, refilling, and scrutiny, detailed entry of the case, case grouping, cause list allocation, generation, and case status. Besides this, case status, cause list & judgments on the website http://highcourtdelhi.gov.in can be accessed. Litigants and

---


lawyers can also access the status of their cases through 6 touch screens installed in the High Court building.

**E-Filing system**- The High Court of Punjab and Haryana, in Chandigarh is the first high court to start the e-Filing system. Previously, the Supreme Court of India had also started e-filing through which lawyers can file litigation after submitting the petition in soft copy in compact disc (along with e-payment of court fee, if any).

**E-Cause List** Cause lists are the scheduling of cases to be heard by the Courts on the following day. The National Information Centre Division in the courts maintains the Cause lists of the Supreme Court and 24 High Courts. With the help of e-Cause lists advocates are able to download their cause list as soon as lists are generated every evening. E-cause lists have had a significant impact by (a) helping to prepare the case, (b) advocates can generate a customized cause list with their own case list, (c) the general public can check the listing of a case. (d) it saves money, time and effort of advocates and parties.

**Case status** This service allows both the advocates and the people to know the status of a case whether pending or disposed of. It provides daily orders and gives the latest information which includes party names, subject category, disposed of details, advocate, the waiting position, the date of the next hearing and the last date of listing.

**Kiosks** -Kiosks can be there in facilitation centers in courts which would also be helpful in remote areas and villages. This can be done with the help of tie-up with Bank-ATMs. Litigants can save their time and cost.

**E-mail communication systems**- Installing e-mail communication systems would help inter and intro court communication, thereby saving the time of judges like the order form superior court can reach to the subordinate court easily. This is already being carries out in Delhi District courts. Judges are required to fill an application form to get the court’s e-mail id and allotment of the digital signature.

---
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IVRS systems and SMS facility: Progress and status of pending cases can be made available on IVRS for enquiry. This facility is already operational in the Apex Court. Automated SMS response system to give details of cases on the basis of case ID. This is tested in Delhi District Courts. This would save time of people, accurate information would be available, no need to come to court complexes to enquire about a case. Europe and US are lagging behind in this field.

Dictation Capturing System: There should be dictation capturing systems for judges in the courts like dragon natural speaking software, Dictaphones etc.

Recoding of evidence: Though the court admits electronic evidence and the provisions for the same have been made in the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, like sections 22A, 34, 35, 39, 65A, 65B, 81A etc. of the act. IT Act, 2000 has provisions for it (like sections 92, 93 etc). In Anvar versus Basheer Ahmed, latest rule of admissibility of electronic evidence was laid. However, admissibility of electronic evidence is something different from making the whole procedure of recording any evidence electronically; which sends the copies thereof to the parties. In Anvar versus Basheer Ahmed, latest rule of admissibility of electronic evidence was laid. However, admissibility of electronic evidence is something different from making the whole procedure of recording any evidence electronically; which sends the copies thereof to the parties. In Anvar versus Basheer Ahmed, latest rule of admissibility of electronic evidence was laid. However, admissibility of electronic evidence is something different from making the whole procedure of recording any evidence electronically; which sends the copies thereof to the parties.

Constitutional Basis of E-courts

E-courts helps in reducing the burden on courts, thereby giving them more time to deal with cases of greater importance and expeditious trial is one of the main principles of a fair trial and not providing an expeditious trial challenges the fundamental right to life as enshrined in Article 21 of the Constitution of India, 1950. Speedy trial is an essential ingredient of reasonable, just and fair procedure guaranteed by article 21 and it is the constitutional obligation of the state to set up such a procedure as would ensure speedy trial to the accused. The state cannot avoid its constitutional obligation by pleading financial or administrative inadequacy. Inordinate delays violates article 21 of the constitution for more than 11 yrs. the trial is pending without any progress for no faults of the accused-petitioner. Expeditious rights are a basic right to everybody and cannot be trampled upon unless any of the parties can be accused of the delay. Delay in trial unnecessarily

---

244 AIR 2015 SC 180
245 http://www.nic.in/state/Punjab?page=1&qt-states=1
248 Article 21- Protection of life and personal liberty No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law
confers a right upon the accused to apply for bail. Under sections 482 read with 483, Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 lays that every possible measure to be taken to dispose off the case within 6 months from today. No adjournments to be granted until unless circumstances are beyond the control of judiciary. It is the responsibility of the judiciary to keep a check on under trial prisoners and bring them to trial. Overcrowded courts, inadequate resources, fiscal deficiency cannot be the reasons for deprivation of a person\textsuperscript{249}.

Therefore, as part of it, the procedure of bringing about technology was introduced. It is one of the magnificent aspect of the transformation of the judicial system.

**VIDEOGRAPHY/VIDEO-RECORDING**

When motion picture cameras came into vogue, the cost of recording proceedings was prohibitive and outweighed the utility. Moreover, the sheer size of equipment, the glaring lights and the cables were nuisance, and the objection of the judges and lawyers (as to disturbance on that account) was justified. Many members of the legal community thought it would interfere with the decorum of court proceedings. This is how, till early 1990s, still cameras, microphones and tape recorders and motion pictures and television are kept out of courtrooms, the world over. Now the size of technology has shrunk, one can see video recording by the way of cameras everywhere, except in the courts. There are numerous uses of video coverage in courts like use of excerpts from trials from news programming, use the recording to aid judicial proceedings and processes, sending picture by closed circuit to another room where people can watch without causing disturbance in the courtroom, the tapes can be material for the use of criminologists to study the behavior of the accused at a later stage etc. The two main objectives it will serve are, first, give a more accurate record and second, prevent improper conduct before the courts. In criminal courts, in particular, the accuracy in recording the spoken word of the witnesses assumes greater importance. The cameras should be placed throughout the court complex (which is being done) and in the court rooms at all the four corners. The existing wooden witness box should be replaced by new ones, equipped with two cameras on each of the side focusing on statements of the witnesses. Statements of witnesses are lifelines of the case and cameras proximate to witnesses would ensure clear and proper recording of statements without any disruption. The cases can be presented in a lucid

\textsuperscript{249} Hussainara Khatoon (IV) v. State of Bihar, (1980) 1 SCC 98 at 107
manner and it can be easily identified how much time of the court is wasted and in what process of the proceeding, if the proceedings are recorded leading to better case and litigation management. Also, the general ambiance of the court complex will be improved in terms of cleanliness and discipline as the courts’ staff and employees would know that they are being observed by the cameras, though it may not be the primary purpose for their installation. Installation of cameras and video cameras is one of the important steps that need to be taken to achieve the object of e-courts. Currently this issue is under debate and various dignitaries (CJI, CJ of High Courts, and Chairman- Law Commission of India) had a discussion on it.\(^{250}\)

**E-ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADRS)**

Online arbitration is similar to traditional arbitration. However, online arbitration basically relies on information technologies to carry out the arbitral processes. The arbitrator or arbitrators are usually appointed electronically by the parties or by an institution chosen by the parties. The hearing and submission of relevant arguments and evidence as well as the rendering of an arbitral award is done electronically. Online mediation is the online form of traditional mediation. Just like in traditional or offline mediation, a neutral third party with no powers to impose a binding decision on the parties assists the parties to reach an amicable settlement of their dispute. However, the only difference is that communication between the parties and the neutral third party in the dispute resolution process is carried out with the aid of information communication technologies. Most times, the entire mediation proceedings may not require the physical meeting of the parties. Negotiation is a dispute resolution mechanism that involves direct communication between disputants with the aim of arriving at a mutually-accepted agreement without the assistance of a third party. In an online negotiation, information technologies are adopted to aid parties reach a mutual settlement of their dispute without any form of third-party interference. Courts can integrate these ADRs to take follow up after giving (by court) or choosing (by parties) of the particular ADR mechanisms and give the update of such proceedings on their respective site.

E-POLICE STATION

Recently a few police stations became online functional as well. Delhi Police station was the first to come online and others police stations are coming as well, but they only relate to theft of vehicles as of now. The police stations should start an online registration of FIR system and the FIRs so registered should reach the magistrate’s desktop or laptop (e-mail ID allotted to him, for which he has to fill a particular form), and presence of accused can be obtained within 24 hours of his arrest (As per article 22 of the constitution of India, 1950) and section 57 of the CrPC, 1973. This would improve the present scenario and would reduce to large extent extra-judicial killings. Therefore, support of police stations is indispensable for the appropriate functioning of the e-courts.

DRAWBACKS

There are quite a few drawbacks of e-courts which cannot be overlooked, but the benefits of such courts can outweigh them to a great extent. Some of these drawbacks include low personal touch of the judge with cases, loses of jobs to the courts ‘staff as replaced by the machines, lawyers who are not computer friendly face difficulties, chances of hacking are always there when computers are involved, costs involved are exorbitant, in case of e-ADR processes people may not agree as not having faith on the online appointed arbitrator, mediation may not be successful as making it online would reduce personal skill application of the mediator as he tries that the parties reach a compromise etc.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA)

USA has been working on the e-courts project for past 30 years and is a way ahead of India. Comparatively USA has more online services available in context of court related matters juxtapose appointment of legal counsel, string of arguments, information about the bankruptcy laws, pretrial and probation services etc. India is in the infancy stage of the development. USA has now lately developed in October 2015 revised opinion columns where revised opinions. Internet sources cited in opinions etc have been introduced. There is a need to provide the arguments
available online in order to reduce paper wastage in India. Transition in USA was slow and gradual one251.

**UNITED KINGDOM (UK)**

UK’s e-court system is not a purely governmental set up but involves partnerships with lawyers, barristers etc. and is a kind of private court which offers speedy justice in case of civil disputes within a period six weeks after the notification of the case. It is more like a private court as UK refers it so, unlike the e-courts in India. There is a full online procedure to guide the litigant to a file case online addressing all possible queries252. Therefore, UK is much advanced and different in its functioning as compared to India.

**FUTURE PROSPECTS**

The e-courts in future will have better speed, low pendency and increase number of judges will help in achieving this. In the near future the phase III of the National Policy and Action Plan for Implementation of Information and Communication Technology in Indian Judiciary will be implemented ensuring that all the flaws of phase I and Phase II are rectified or completed, as the case may be. India is a country which is modernizing at a very fast pace in terms of transport, communication and so in courts. This would help in creating a paperless (reduce wastage of paper) environment. All Supreme Court judges including the CJI and CJIs of all 24 High Courts held a three-day long conference starting from 4th April 2015, on how to improve the judicial system of the country and reduce the pendency. Hence this shows the judicial activism would definitely improve the judiciary’s performance and make it more effective and efficient. Such steps have often proved to be helpful as seen from past performance.

Also, the changes made in the Supreme Court of India and High Courts of the respective states, which are successfully implemented and yielded desired results, will be soon implemented in the district and sessions court and courts subordinate thereto. Bringing all the activities in line would take some time as implementing such a system took almost 30 years in U.S.A. Thus, the process...

251 http://www.supremecourt.gov/ - official site of US Supreme Court
252 E-courts website of UK https://e-court.uk.com/about/index.php
of the judicial transition from traditional form to the e-form would take time. Present is a good prologue to the future of judiciary in India.
OVERCOMING CHALLENGES IN THE TAXATION OF DIGITAL ECONOMY: DOES EQUALIZATION LEVY HELP EQUALIZE THE BURDEN?253

ABSTRACT

This research paper explores the fundamentality of the International Tax Legislations in the light of the first of its kind Digital Economy Tax provisions introduced in India, with effect from 1st June, 2016. This work is divided into five sections.

Recently, major companies like Facebook, Apple and Google were in the news for being involved in a major tax avoidance situation, commonly known as the “Double Irish Arrangement.” The first section of the paper gives a basic introduction as to the tax avoidance tactics adopted by small or major enterprises and the need to have a balanced and reformed Digital Economy Tax machinery.

The second section of the paper discusses the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) report introduced by the OECD, in compliance with the G-20 economies. Action I of the Agenda is specifically discussed in detail, in this section.

The third section of the Paper introduces the concept of ‘Equalization Levy’ that was adopted by India in February, 2016. Introduced in the form of Chapter VIII in the new Finance Bill, 2016, the regulations have been framed in line with the Report on Action 1 of BEPS Project. With the constantly evolving digital economy and e-commerce businesses running nationwide, Equalization Levy aims to complete the lacunae that the already existing direct tax legislations fail to address.

The fourth section of the paper discusses the drawbacks of this levy in terms of its constitutional validity being a major question in the minds of several taxonomists. The literal interpretation and unqualified language used in Chapter VIII has given rise to various doubts and an ambiguity
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regarding the nature of the Equalization Levy itself. Concepts like the ‘doctrine of pith and substance’ and ‘double taxation avoidance rule’ are discussed here.

The paper concludes the discussion on whether Equalization Levy, along with its drawbacks and shortcomings, is a good move on the part of the Finance Ministry to undertake and whether it would help overcome the challenges that are posed almost on a regular basis in the digital service sector.

**Keywords:** Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS), Doctrine of Pith and Substance, Double Irish Arrangement, Double Taxation Avoidance Rule
INTRODUCTION

Often known as the Internet Economy, the digital economy refers to the economical service sector which is related to digital computation of technologies. It is a “widespread and transformative process” that has been established by the Information and Communication Technology.\textsuperscript{254} The development of the digital service sector is such that over the last half a decade, the expanding business of mobile application enterprises has contributed towards the employment of about 500,000 people in the United States of America.\textsuperscript{255} Furthermore, the digital economy has managed to incur a contribution of almost 8 percent of the GDP of certain major economies of the G-20 countries.\textsuperscript{256} This service sector has managed to incur a technological innovation with every new digital business model and networking scenario. The growth rate of digital economy has consistently been approximately 10% a year, which is greater than the progressive growth of the global economy as a whole. In 2014 alone, the business incurred due to internet advertising was calculated to be approximately $135.4 billion. According to a report given by the Boston Consultancy group, digital economy can be referred to as the driver of innovation.

Recently, major companies like Facebook, Apple and Google were in the news for being involved in a major tax avoidance situation, commonly known as the “Double Irish Arrangement.” One of the most exploited International Taxation Avoidance schemes, this arrangement allows the companies to invest their intellectual property rights in an Irish registered company that is under the control of a country that levies tax at a very low rate. Usually, these Irish companies are located in tax havens such as Bermuda, Bahamas or the Cayman Islands. After that, this company transfers over the patents right license to a third company, which is also a subsidiary based in Ireland. The royalty paid to the first Irish Company is a deductible expense and since no tax is levied on them, when that company transfers the income to the licensee company, the tax that has to be paid on it is very low. Therefore, the Parent company is not required to pay income tax from the other two companies since the income was earned overseas. The companies based in the United States more often than not, take advantage of the flexible tax law provisions in this regard, under which they

\textsuperscript{254} Centre for Tax Policy and Administration, BEPS, http://www.oecd.org/ctp/bepsfrequentlyaskedquestions.htm
\textsuperscript{256} Ibid
can avoid paying withholding tax as long as the income is earned outside the country since the location of the Parent company is irrelevant, as per the US Tax Code.

As per a study conducted by the European Parliamentary Research Service in 2014, the European Union incurs an estimated loss between $54.5 billion - $76.4 billion, during the course of a year.\footnote{European Commission proposes tax transparency rules, European Commission http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-1349_en.htm} 

This was primarily because of the shifting of profits by major companies, incurred in Europe, to countries like Luxembourg, Monaco and Ireland. In early 2014, there were reports of Google shifting approximately $12 billion to its Irish registered subsidiary company, Google Ireland Holdings, costing its parent company ‘Alphabet’ just to pay 6% on its foreign profits.\footnote{“7 Corporate Giants Accused of Evading Billions in Taxes” Fortune, http://fortune.com/2016/03/11/apple-google-taxes-eu/}

It is situations like these that call for a reform in the international standard of taxation and fill the gaps that exist within the system. To achieve this objective, it is pertinent to strike a balance between a country’s domestic tax code with the internationally accepted regulations. In pursuance of this goal, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (hereinafter called as OECD) along with the G20 countries launched the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (hereinafter called as BEPS) project in order to address this lacuna.

**CHALLENGES FACED IN TAXING OF DIGITAL ECONOMY: THE BEPS AGENDA**

The objective of this initiative was to prevent profits from “disappearing” for the purposes of tax and to avoid the “shifting” of such profits to low or no-tax paying countries. Even though the BEPS Agenda does not include challenges faced by the digital economy in particular, the services related to this sector certainly “exacerbate” the already existing exist.\footnote{Centre for Tax Policy and Administration, BEPS, http://www.oecd.org/ctp/bepsfrequentlyaskedquestions.htm} 

The Action plan on BEPS established 15 significant actions that would contribute towards eradication of tax avoidance measures, especially by major businesses, by identifying parity and a level of coherent balance between domestic and international taxation laws.\footnote{Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting, OECD, https://www.oecd.org/ctp/BEPSActionPlan.pdf}

Action plan 1 of the BEPS Agenda specifically focused on the OECD’s establishment of a machinery for the taxation of digital economy. The plan studied the potential challenges that could
be faced by businesses in the digital economical service centre and tried to incorporate a universally balanced mechanism that could help overcome taxation issues, with the help of the task force established by the OECD. The plan tried to shift more importance and focus towards Value Added Tax/Goods and Service Tax categories of taxation.

In its report, the committee suggested three broad opinions through which challenges faced during the course of taxing digital economy could be overcome. First, the traditional concept of “Physical Presence” is no longer applicable when it comes to taxing services related to digital economy. According to the Action Plan, taxation must occur where the consumption of services takes place. For this reason, the definition of Permanent Establishment was amended to mean “Significant Economic Presence.” Under the test laid down to determine the economic presence of a business, the enterprise is required to incur a significant amount of revenue from the “in country customers.” The digital service sector requires the enterprises to have a “substantial interaction with users” of that particular country to be considered as to be having a “taxable presence” in that country.261 Therefore, to ascertain the business’s market jurisdiction, there has to be a technological interaction between the enterprise and the targeted country, be it through the use of a local domain name, local website, etc. This test manages to create a sufficient nexus between such foreign companies and the taxing jurisdiction. Another reason why the concept of a significant digital presence is essential is because in its absence, the market jurisdiction would consider the income incurred from foreign goods and services to be foreign source income but taxing similar services online would still fall under the ambit of the traditional taxing provisions not specifically pertaining to the digital sector.

The task force established under OECD therefore laid down three broad options related to the “Permanent Establishment” concept. a) It proposed for alterations to be made regarding such Permanent Establishment exemption, b) There has to be a “significant digital presence,” and c) there must be a “variety of virtual presence” under the Physical Establishment.
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Another way to tax digital economy could be by introducing withholding tax on every transaction incurred. The third option was the introduction of the concept of Equalization levy which is also known as an “Expenditure Tax.”

The Indian tax authorities took the initiative of adopting and integrating the third option within the Indian taxing legislation, primarily because, in their opinion, the first two options were not feasible in terms of India’s bilateral treaty obligations.

**What is Equalization Levy?**

With the expansion of the digital economy within the Indian subcontinent itself, the evolution of several new and upcoming business models comes with its own set of challenges. They broadly fall under three categories, namely “nexus, characterization and valuation of data and user contribution.”

Since the Agenda gained wide recognition, especially amongst the OECD and G-20 economies, the Central Board of Direct Taxes (hereinafter called as CBDT) published a report in September, 2015. The Finance Minister introduced the levy to be integrated within the budget proposals, in an unexpected move, on 29th February, 2016. A committee on Taxation of e-commerce was constituted by the Central Board of Direct Taxes in order to review the taxation issues related to e-commerce business models. Consequently a report was prepared and several provisions were integrated within the Finance Bill, 2016 in the form of the concept of ‘Equalization Levy.’ As per the report of the committee, the Equalization levy would not be computed to be a tax on income and therefore would not be under purview of the Income Tax Act, 1961. The transactional income upon which the levy is paid is exempted from income tax. Equalization Levy was effected from 1st June, 2016 and it serves the purpose of taxing transactions involved in digital economy, thereby, making our foreign competitors equally liable under direct tax provisions, as much as the rest.

---
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The concept originated from the BEPS Action plan 1, labelled as “Addressing tax Challenges in Digital Economy.” Even though the model originally suggests the “wait and watch approach” which is supposed to be followed, Indian tax authorities have taken a drastic measure to tax digital economy. As per the report issued by the committee, the findings and the conclusions that were reached on the concept of Equalization Levy, were “heavily relied upon” the BEPS Action Plan 1, all the while keeping the Indian context in mind. The primary objective of the report was to establish a “simple, predictable and certain taxation of digital economy.”

As per the provisions, the applicability of Equalization levy would be limited to Business- to-Business transactions (hereinafter called as B2B transactions). The scope of the ‘specified services’ is not necessarily limited to online advertisements and may expand as per the notifications issued by the CBDT in the future. This ‘specified service’ is referred to the “online advertisements any provision for digital advertising space or any other facility or service for the purpose of online advertisement.” Here, ‘Online’ refers to the facility or service or right or benefit or access that is obtained through the internet or any other form of digital or telecommunication network.” Such facilities or services may include “online marketing and advertisements, cloud computing, website designing hosting and maintenance, digital space, digital platforms for sale of goods and services and online use or download of software and applications.” In this regard, the levy’s objective is to make the foreign competitors investing in India, liable. This however is limited to only those e-commerce companies that incur a business of 1 lakh per annum in the previous year.

In the opinion of the committee, subjected to the market response, the levy could even be increased up to an 8% or even more. However, there are certain exemptions that need to be kept in mind.

---
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First, no levy will be charged if the Non-resident has a permanent establishment in India and the specified service that is being provided by the non-resident is in some way or the other related to that permanent establishment. Second, no levy will be charged if the consideration for the specified services is not paid strictly for the objective of carrying out business or profession within India.

**Drawbacks of Equalization Levy**

Even though the Committee on Taxation of e-commerce established that the Equalization Levy would not be considered to be at par with ‘Income Tax’ and therefore formulated a separate chapter based on it in the Finance Bill, 2016, instead of integrating it with the Income Tax Act, 1961, a certain amount of ambiguity still exists as to the nature of this levy.

The Constitution of India provides for the division of legislative power into three categories. Schedule VII read with Article 245 of the constitution gives provisions related to necessary compliance of the power with any one of the three lists, the Union List, the State List or the Concurrent List. The doctrine of Pith and Substance\(^{272}\) helps in determining as to which category of the abovementioned lists does a particular legislation fall under.

According to Section 161(d) of the Finance Act, 2016, Equalization Levy can be defined as “tax leviable on consideration received or receivable for any specified service under the provisions of this Chapter.”\(^{273}\) Since the term ‘Tax’ has not been defined in Chapter VIII of the Act, it is taken to be the same meaning in consonance with ‘Tax’ as has been defined in Income Tax Act, 1961,\(^{274}\) “Tax in relation to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April, 1965, and any subsequent assessment year means income-tax chargeable under the provisions of this Act, and in relation to any other assessment year income-tax and super-tax chargeable under the provisions of this Act prior to the aforesaid date and in relation to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April, 2006, and any subsequent assessment year includes the fringe benefit tax payable under Section 115WA”\(^{275}\)

\(^{272}\) Prafulla Vs. Bank of Commerce, AIR 1946 PC 60

\(^{273}\) Section 161(d), Chapter VIII, Finance Act, 2016

\(^{274}\) Section 161(j), Chapter VIII, Finance Act, 2016

\(^{275}\) Section 2(43), Income Tax Act, 2009
Therefore, the meaning of the term ‘Tax’ in the Finance Act, 2016 has to be borrowed from the Income Tax Act, causing an ambiguity as to whether the Levy is in nature of “Income Tax” or not. As per the literal interpretation of the text, Equalization Levy would be considered to be an “Income Tax”, which goes against what has been stated by the committee in its report. Further, since both Equalization Levy and Income Tax have the same dispute settlement and appellate authorities, the unqualified language used in the Finance Act makes the distinction between the two even more vague.

Further, double taxation is a tax concept which refers to the taxing of the same income twice within the ambit of the same statute. As per the memorandum of the Finance Bill, 2016, “In order to avoid double taxation, it is proposed to provide exemption under Section 10 of the Act for any income arising from providing specified services on which Equalization Levy is chargeable.”

According to section 10(50) of the Finance Act, 2016 “Any income from any specified services and which is chargeable to Equalization Levy is exempt from tax.” This means that if Equalization Levy is charged on any consideration received or receivable for the ‘specified services’ as explained in the previous section, such consideration would only be restricted to the charge of said levy and not be subjected to be charged on Income.

This means that exemption from being charged as ‘Income Tax’ as opposed to the Equalization Levy negates or eliminates the Double Taxation. On one hand they are considered to be “mutually exclusive” and on the other hand, the point that needs to be taken into consideration is that if the nature of both the charges is different, double taxation would not be considered at all. This also makes the line of distinction between Income Tax and Equalization Levy, very vague.

**CONCLUSION**

With the ever expanding digital economy, it has become pertinent for nations to follow an internationally accepted standard of taxation in order to be justifiable and non-discriminatory in their approach. Since the digital economy is growing at an even faster rate than the global economy, there needs to be specific regulations targeting that sector and therefore to overcome

---
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challenges that are sometimes posed by big enterprises and the measures they take to avoid hefty taxes.

India is the first country to adopt and integrate the concept ‘Equalization Levy’ within its domestic tax law provisions. Being termed as ‘Google Tax’, this levy, even though there is still some ambiguity regarding its nature, manages to address the lacuna in the Indian Taxation system by making big foreign companies liable and thereby creating equal opportunities in the digital market. It is not directly taken from the BEPS report since the provisions were formulated keeping the Indian context and market in mind. Equalization Levy may be limited in terms that it only takes into account a limited set of ‘specified services’ and excludes aspects such as online trading of goods, for instance, but this first digital economy legislation of its kind in India, certainly promises to open doors to be more inclusive in the future.

A certain amount of clarity is however required as to the ambiguous distinction between the nature of the Income tax and Equalization Levy to avoid a spur of litigations. The provisions related to Equalization Levy in Chapter VIII still manage to form a protective blanket and promise an unbiased and competitive approach that would be undertaken by the India Taxation Law in the future.
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ONE PERSON COMPANY (OPC)

HAVING GROUP OF PEOPLE TO INITIATE A COMPANY IS NOT MANDATORY

ABSTRACT:

One-person company is a new feature added in the companies’ act of 2013. It is very helpful as it will not step down the passion of the small enterprisers. This paper gives a complete knowledge of the concept ‘One Person Company’. It has showcased the origin and impact of the OPC in India. It has focused on all the provisions of OPC under Indian law. It also gave a picture about how to incorporate One Person Company, how to convert it into private and public companies and also tells about how a private company can get converted into one-person company. It also talks about the features of One Person Company. This paper also comprises of the difference between a one-person company and a sole proprietorship and also tells us how better OPC is, comparing to sole proprietorship. It has conclusion about how helpful this One Person Company is?
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INTRODUCTION

The name ‘one-person company’ itself describes that the company consists only one person. This concept is newly introduced in India under section 2(62) on company act 2013 where it says “One Person Company” means a company which has only one person as a member. The most significant feature of one Person Company is the limited liability. The target behind presenting the idea of OPC was to give a legal regime to small entrepreneurs. OPC are in presence in specific nations. In India this idea has been mooted by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs by permitting One Person Companies in India in accordance with UK, China, USA, Australia, Singapore, Qatar, Pakistan and a few different nations. It is a right thinking in right course by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs. One person Companies have been in presence in UK for quite a long while now. This concept of one Person Company has come into existence from the case of Saloman v. Saloman & co Ltd.

In this case Salomon gave his business of boot making, to an organization (Salomon Ltd.), joined with individuals containing himself and his family. The cost for such exchange was paid to Salomon by method for shares, and debentures having a floating charge (security against obligation) on the advantages of the organization. Later, when the organization’s business fizzled and it went into liquidation, Salomon’s privilege of recuperation (secured through gliding charge) against the debentures stood prior to the cases of unsecured loan bosses, who might, subsequently, have recouped nothing from the liquidation continues. The Court of Appeal, proclaiming the organization to be a myth, contemplated that Salomon had consolidated the organization in opposition to the genuine plan of the then Companies Act, 1862, and that the last had directed the business as an operator of Salomon, who ought to, consequently, be in charge of the obligation brought about over the span of such office. The House of Lords, be that as it may, upon advance, switched the above decision, and consistently held that, as the organization was properly joined, it is a free individual with its rights and liabilities fitting to itself, and that “the thought processes of the individuals who participated in the advancement of the organization are totally unessential in talking about what those rights and liabilities are”. Hence, the lawful fiction of “corporate shroud”
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between the organization and its proprietors/controllers was immovably made by the Salomon case. Hence this became the initiation and a landmark case in the history of company law.

IMPACT OF OPC IN INDIA

The idea of OPC is still in its incipient stages in India and would require some more opportunity to develop and to be completely acknowledged by the business world. With entry of time, the OPC method of business association is good to go to wind up the most favored type of business association extraordinarily for little business visionaries. The advantages radiating from this idea are numerous, to give some examples —

- Minimal printed material and compliances
- Ability to shape a different legitimate substance with only one part
- Provision for change to different sorts of lawful elements by affectation of more individuals and alteration in the Memorandum of Association.

The One Person Company idea holds a splendid future for little dealers, business visionaries with okay taking limit, artisans and other administration suppliers. The OPC would go about as a platform for such business visionaries to showcase their capacities in the worldwide field.

The partners of Indian OPCs in Europe, United States and Australia have brought about further fortifying of the economies in the particular nations. OPCs in India are gone for organized, sorted out specialty units, having a different legitimate substance eventually assuming a urgent part in further reinforcing of the Indian economy.\(^\text{280}\)

LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES:

**United Kingdom**

(1) A company is formed under this Act by one or more persons — (a) subscribing their names to a memorandum of association (see section 8), and (b) complying with the requirements of this Act as to registration (see sections 9 to 13).

(2) A company may not be so formed for an unlawful purpose.\textsuperscript{281}

\textbf{Singapore:} One person company was incorporated\textsuperscript{282}.

\textbf{China:} China included one-person company in 2005

\textbf{Pakistan:} Single Member Company is legal\textsuperscript{283}

\textbf{NOTICE BY MINISTRY OF CORPORATE AFFAIRS - LEGAL DEFINITION}\textsuperscript{284}

\section*{3. One Person Company}

(1) Only a natural person who is an Indian citizen and resident in India

(a) shall be eligible to incorporate a One Person Company;

(b) shall be a nominee for the sole member of a One Person Company. Explanation. - For the purposes of this rule, the term “resident in India” means a person who has stayed in India for a period of not less than one hundred and eighty-two days during the immediately preceding one calendar year.

(2) No person shall be eligible to incorporate more than a One Person Company or become nominee in more than one such company.

(3) Where a natural person, being member in One Person Company in accordance with this rule becomes a member in another such Company by virtue of his being a nominee in that One Person Company, such person shall meet the eligibility criteria specified in sub rule (2) within a period of one hundred and eighty days.

(4) No minor shall become member or nominee of the One Person Company or can hold share with beneficial interest.

(5) Such Company cannot be incorporated or converted into a company under section 8 of the Act.

\textsuperscript{281} Section 7 of UK companies act, 2006
\textsuperscript{282} Companies amendment act, 2004 Singapore
\textsuperscript{283} Single member companies rule 2003, Pakistan
\textsuperscript{284} Section 3 of Companies act, 2013
(6) Such Company cannot carry out Non-Banking Financial Investment activities including investment in securities of any body-corporates.

(7) No such company can convert voluntarily into any kind of company unless two years have expired from the date of incorporation of One Person Company, except threshold limit (paid up share capital) is increased beyond fifty lakh rupees or its average annual turnover during the relevant period exceeds two crore rupees.

**Salient Features of OPC**

The Salient components of an OPC incorporate the accompanying:

- An OPC can be shaped under any of beneath classes:
- Company constrained by guarantee.
- Company constrained by shares.
- An OPC constrained by shares should conform to taking after necessities:
- Shall have least [paid up capital of INR 1 Lakh].
- Restricts the privilege to exchange its shares.
- Prohibits any solicitations to open to subscribe for the securities of the company.

**Provisions:**

- Who can incorporate OPC: Any normally conceived Indian who is additionally an occupant of India (i.e. have stayed in India for no less than 182 days amid the instantly going before FY). Be that as it may, one of such individual can’t frame more than one OPC.

- Section 3(1)(c) of the Act gives that the words ‘One Person Company’ must be said underneath the name of the organization in section wherever it shows up.

- Restrictions: OPC can’t be consolidated or changed over into Section 8 Company (i.e. organization with altruistic articles, and so forth.) or do non-keeping money monetary exercises, incorporating interest in securities of anyone corporate.

---
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Voluntary conversion: A One Person Company can get itself changed over into a Private or Public organization in the wake of expanding the base number of individuals and chiefs to two or least of seven individuals and a few executives all things considered, and by keeping up the base paid up capital according to prerequisites of the Act for such class of organization and by making due consistence of segment 18 of the Act for transformation.\textsuperscript{287}

Exception: Edge limit (paid up offer capital) is expanded past Rs.50 Lakhs or its normal yearly turnover amid the significant period surpasses Rs.2 Crores i.e., if the Paid-up capital of the Company crosses Rs.50 Lakhs or the normal yearly turnover amid the important period surpasses Rs.2 Crores, then the OPC needs to perpetually record frames with the ROC for transformation into a Private or Public Company, with in a time of Six Months on rupturing the above edge limits.

Signatures on Annual Returns – Section 92 of the Companies Act, 2013

It is given in section 92 of The Companies Act, 2013, that the yearly returns on account of One Person Company might be marked by the organization secretary or where there is no organization secretary, then by the chief of the organization.

For the reasons for holding Board Meetings, if there should be an occurrence of a one individual Company which has one and only chief, it might be adequate consistence in the event that all resolutions required to be passed by such a Company at a Board meeting, are entered in the minutes-book, marked and dated by the part and such date should be esteemed to be the date of the Board Meeting for every one of the reasons under this Act. For other One Person Companies, at least one Board Meeting must be held in every 50% of the date-book year and the hole between the two gatherings ought not be under 90 day.

What are the steps to incorporate One-Person Company?

This procedure is to be followed:

- Acquire Digital Signature Certificate [DSC] for the proposed Director(s).
- Acquire Director Identification Number [DIN] for the proposed director(s).

Select reasonable Company Name, and make an application to the Ministry of Corporate Office for accessibility of name.

Draft Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association [MOA and AOA].

Sign and record different archives incorporating MOA and AOA with the Registrar of Companies electronically.

Installment of Requisite expense to Ministry of Corporate Affairs Furthermore Stamp Duty.

Investigation of records at Registrar of Companies [ROC].

Receipt of Certificate of Registration/Incorporation from ROC.

**Nominees in One Person Company**

An OPC must specify one individual as “Chosen one” in case of death, insufficiency, and so on who will-(a) turn into an individual from OPC\(^{288}\); (b) be qualified for all shares of the OPC, and (c) bear all liabilities of OPC. Nonetheless, composed assent of such Nominee to go about as candidate must be gotten and documented with the RoC at the season of consolidation alongside MOA and AOA.\(^{289}\)

A Nominee may, pull back his assent by giving a notification in keeping in touch with the sole part and to the OPC. The sole part then designates someone else as candidate inside 15 days of the receipt of the notification of withdrawal.

Further, the OPC is required to document with RoC: (a) notification of such withdrawal of assent; (b) name of the new individual selected by it (in Form No INC-4 alongside the expense as gave in the Companies (Registration workplaces and charges) Rules, 2014), and (c) composed assent of the new individual so assigned (in Form No. INC.3). The above recording necessity must be satisfied inside 30 days of receipt of the notification of withdrawal of assent from the prior candidate. Additionally, a Nominee can be changed whenever by giving a notification to the ROC.\(^{290}\)

---

\(^{288}\) Section 4(1)(F) of Companies act, 2013

\(^{289}\) Section 3(1)(c) of Companies act, 2013

PROVISIONS OF CONVERTING PRIVATE COMPANY INTO ONE PERSON COMPANY

A Private organization other than an organization enrolled under segment 8 of the Act having paid up offer capital up to Rs. 50 lacks or normal yearly turnover amid the significant period up to Rs. 2 crores may change over itself into One Person Company by passing an exceptional determination when all is said in done meeting.

Before passing such determination the organization might get No Objection in composing from individuals and loan bosses. The one individual organization might record duplicate of the unique determination with the Registrar of organizations (ROC) inside 30 days from the date of passing such determination in Form No. MGT 14. 291

The Company should record an application in Form No. INC. 6 for its change into One Person Company alongside charges indicated, by joining taking after records, specifically:

– the executives of the organization might give a statement by method for affirmation appropriately sworn in affirming that all individuals and banks of the organization have given their assent for transformation, the paid up offer capital of the organization is Rs. 50 lacks or less or normal yearly turnover is not as much as Rs. 2 crore or less, all things considered;

– the rundown of individuals and rundown of banks;

– the most recent Audited Balance Sheet and the Profit and Loss Account; and

– the duplicate of No Objection letter of secured banks.

On being fulfilled and ordered with necessities expressed thus the Registrar should issue the Certificate.

CONTRACT BY ONE PERSON COMPANY (SECTION 193)

(1) Where One Person Company limited by shares or by guarantee enters into a contract with the sole member of the company who is also the director of the company, the company shall, unless the contract is in writing, ensure that the terms of the contract or offer are contained in a
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memorandum or are recorded in the minutes of the first meeting of the Board of Directors of the company held next after entering into contract:

(2) Provided that nothing in this sub-section shall apply to contracts entered into by the company in the ordinary course of its business.

(3) The company shall inform the Registrar about every contract entered into by the company and recorded in the minutes of the meeting of its Board of Directors under sub-section (1) within a period of fifteen days of the date of approval by the Board of Directors.  

**DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OPC AND SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP**

Separate Legal, Limited Liability, Perpetual succession, Loan not the sole responsibility of the owner, Registration required, Finance – credit record of the OPC where as in sole proprietorship it is vice versa and the finance credit record is of the owner.

OPC structure would be like that of a proprietorship worry without the ills for the most part confronted by the proprietors. One most essential component of OPC is that the dangers relieved are constrained to the degree of the estimation of shares held by such individual in the organization. This would empower entrepreneurial minded people to go out on a limb of working together without the botheration of prosecutions and liabilities getting connected to the individual resources.

One Person Company has a different lawful character from its shareholders i.e., the organization and the shareholders are two unique elements for all reasons. Then again proprietorship does not have a different lawful character from its individuals.

The presence of a One Person Company is not needy upon its individuals and subsequently, it has an unending progression i.e., demise of a part does not influence the presence of the organization and the Sole proprietorship is an element whose presence relies on upon the life of its individuals and passing or some other possibility may prompt the disintegration of such an element.

In OPC the business head is the chief, he is not reliant on others for recommendations or execution of proposals and so forth., bringing about faster and less demanding basic leadership. He is the

---
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sole individual who maintains the business and thus, the subject of agreement or lion’s share feeling and so on does not emerge.

**CONCLUSION**

I feel one-person company is the most important and useful features that has come up which will definitely bring up the small enterprisers and also it has got a provision of limited liability. There is less challenge of fraud, misrepresentation, concealment etc in the contracts. This will encourage all the small traders and also give them success as it has been successful in other countries. There will not be any joint liability or partnerships eventually they can have complete freedom over their own company. The difference between One Person Company and sole proprietorship has made it easier and convenient for traders.
ANALYSIS OF GLUTEN-FREE FOOD MARKET IN INDIA

OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT FOR MAX FOODS293

ABSTRACT

The following work details out the market scenario of gluten free food products in India. This market is at a nascent stage here as of now and for the big players like MaxFoods to plan their advent into the field, a thorough analysis of the market drivers as well as restraints and strategic means to get past them is needed. This study details out the challenges that would be faced by the company and also talks about the growth properties of the market in future. A survey has been conducted and results analyzed on the consumer population to provide a better knowledge of the consumer barriers and specific requirements.

Keywords: Gluten-free food, Health consciousness, consumer barriers and market strategies
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INRODUCTION

Gluten - The Protein

Gluten (derived from Latin word meaning ‘glue’) is a complex protein composite found predominantly in wheat and in small quantities in related grains like barley and rice. Gluten is used due to its gluey sticky properties that binds the particles of grains together giving it the condensed structure. Gluten is thus quite vehemently available in food products with wheat being the major constituent. Some examples of gluten rich food products are - Pasta, Bread Flour, Cookies, Cakes, Muffins, Pastries, Cereal, Beer, Oats, Sauces etc. Certain additives used in packaged foods has also been found to contain fair amounts of gluten.

How it affects us

- For the people sensitive to gluten, it affects their immune system adversely. This immune reaction can further lead to intestinal wall degeneration and various nutritional deficiencies might pop up with also chances of various digestive issues and fatigue.
- Studies has shown extreme gluten content in food intake could cause inflammation of the intestine opening the doors to many other serious digestive diseases.
- According to gluten-sensitive idiopathic neuropathy, many causes of neurological illnesses could be initiated or exacerbated by excess gluten consumption.
- Gluten is found to be at the base of many autoimmune diseases with celiac disease being the most common one of them. Patients suffering from celiac disease are strictly kept on a gluten free diet.

Celiac disease - Gluten free the only solution

Celiac disease, also known as celiac sprue or gluten- sensitive enteropathy is a very common autoimmune disease that is hereditary with the chances of getting it being 1 in 10 given the close family has been affected. It occurs as a reaction to ingestion of gluten wherein celiac suffering patients experience problems with digesting gluten. It causes their immune system to attack or act against the body leading to intestinal disorders and in rare cases critical diseases.

Celiac disease can also leave a person highly susceptible to disorders like osteoporosis, seizures, miscarriages and infertility, cancer of the intestines and malnutrition in children. People affected
by this disease can also possess autoimmune diseases like Thyroid, Type 1 diabetes, Lupus, Rheumatoid arthritis etc thus rendering the immune system even weaker. An estimated 1 in 133 Americans that amount to almost 1% of the entire population has been diagnosed with the disease with many others living undiagnosed. Pharmaceutically, there is no known cure for celiac disease. Doctors recommend a 100 percent gluten-free diet to be the only cure as of now.

INDUSTRIAL OVERVIEW

Global Market scene

Globally, the gluten-free products market is experiencing a double digit growth. Statistically speaking, the global gluten-free product market is projected to reach a value of $6,206.2 million, growing at a CAGR of 10.2% by 2018. Gluten-free bakery and confectionery products accounted for the largest volume share of about 46%, followed by gluten-free snacks that contributed about 20% in the gluten-free product market. Demarcating the growth by country, the analyst reported the major chunk of growth coming from the North American market with Europe just behind in 2012. The bakery and confectionery market is expected to be the fastest growing one in Europe. Australia in the Asia-Pacific region and Brazil in the Rest-of-World region are the largest markets expected to grow further by 2018. Companies like The Hain celestial Inc. (U.S.), General Mills Inc. (U.S.), Dr. Schar (Italy), Amy’s Kitchen Inc. (U.S.), and Boulders Brand Inc. (U.S) were involved in market dynamics and proved to be the major cause for the upcoming rise in the market scenario.

Figure 1: Gluten-Free Products Market Share (Value), by Geography, 2013
Another reason for this record breaking growth witnessed here could be the upcoming developments in this field. As the demand grows, the companies involved start striving harder to meet them coming up with newer recipes and ingredients that can render the food manufacturing department completely gluten free. The advent for health consciousness among the people further helped this market to rise. Gluten free products are now not only the demand of celiac suffering patients but certain health conservative and proactive individuals have been including them in their natural dietary plan. Because of this change in people’s choice of living, the gluten-free products market has witnessed a revolution where these products were seen as a specialty niche product, and today, they are known as mainstream products. Millions of Americans are adopting a gluten-free diet and thus expanding the clientele base of the gluten free food services industry.

**Figure 2: Retailer sales of gluten free foods (by segment) at current prices (2011-2013)**

**Indian Market - Growth Analysis**

Research has shown that there had been a breakout of coeliac disease, called the “Coeliac Belt”, affecting north India, Pakistan and Bangladesh in 2012. A study also showed that Asians are less likely to adhere to a strict gluten-free diet, the researchers suggested that strategies need to be developed to change that. Since then, awareness regarding the disease as well as the advantages of a gluten free diet has spread in India with many organizations working towards it. This has led to an upwelling growth in this sector.
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When compared to the global market, the Indian subcontinent hosts certain individualistic features that affect the growth of any market phase. When focusing on the rise of gluten free products in the Indian market, one realizes that as opposed to the condition in US and Europe, the usage of gluten-free products in India is primarily after a person is diagnosed with celiac disease. The awareness about celiac disease and importance of gluten-free products is very low. As the cases of celiac disease pop up more in the northern part of the country, the demand for gluten-free products majorly comes from this region as wheat is a prevalent cereal in North India; rice-based foods contribute for most of the South Indian food consumption. Thus the market no doubt is geographically screwed.

India produces many gluten free grains which are sold at reasonable prices – kuttu, jowar, bajra, makki, ragi, etc. The ingredients needed are all mostly grown locally. Packaged gluten free food products are sold only at premium stores and online. Thus the suppliers in the gluten-free products are typically small and medium-sized companies with their overall product portfolio majorly focused in the gluten-free products and similar health products. Most of these suppliers have their manufacturing and marketing base in Punjab and Delhi region. The market economics generally does not support much credibility for a foreign brand to take hold but this does not deter them as undoubtedly India is a growing market with a huge population that is becoming aware and health conscious by the clock. It has been noticed that food giants such as Nestle, Hershey’s, and ITC are on their way to introduce their gluten-free products in the Indian market.

Thus in a nutshell, India still sees gluten free products as a medicinal entity with its retail being still focused in health stores. Only in certain states like Punjab and Delhi has the product gained its space in viable commercial stores openly accepted by the general public. It has been stated by various market researchers that it will not be long for the advent of commercialized gluten free product marketing with the big players catching their hold here. Later on, we will be discussing the efforts of certain organizations towards the same. But to date, this market has been majorly confined to the online retail but the trend is expected to change in the near future.
COMPANY OVERVIEW

Max Foods is one of the premier Importer and Marketer of globally renowned food and beverage brands in the Indian market. It is among the few such companies which are ISO 9001 certified. Decisively and uniquely positioned as a dominant marketer representing these global companies and their brands in the country; Max foods offer solutions in the areas of logistics and supply chain management, product launch and marketing strategies, consumer behavior analytics, marketing research and market validation etc. The company came into existence in 1997 and has been in this Business for the past 18 Years. It is a family run Enterprise started by Mr. Amit Lohani with the help of his brother Mr. Vinod Lohani after Mr. Amit finished his MBA from the University of Queensland, Australia. Now the Company caters to leading FMCG brands from all over the world. Mr. Amit is also the Convener of Forum of Indian Food Importers (FIFI).

Max foods provide total and encompassing logistics solution, leading to a fully integrated and real-time updated inventory management control module. The system is constantly updated at various set points including stock levels, sales data and delivery operation details of various regional distributors, which is further branched out to their sub-distributors and finally reaching out to the retailers. With the work force of 52 distributors, 42 wholesalers and 18 sales persons, their distribution network is spread across 13 states, 2 union territories. The company has coverage of
more than 10000 retail outlets comprising of supermarkets like Reliance Fresh, Spencer’s, Big Bazaar, Big Apple etc. The company also caters to Hotel chains like Leela, ITC group, Nikko metropolitan, Hyatt group, Sheraton group, Barista Coffee etc. Their present line includes products from international companies like Post Cereal(USA), Starbucks Coffee, Nestle(Malaysia), Kraft foods(UK), Tostitos(USA) etc. The company also caters to export markets in Africa and Caribbean’s Islands for Rice, Juices and edible Oil products.

Having been successful in weaving a comprehensive distribution network for such products in the course of the last few years; the company is continually rationalizing its portfolio, adding even more brands to the product mix and extending the product lines of the existing principals; in the Indian Market. Regular training is imparted to the team to sharpen their skills. The team is headed by a full time professional Chief Executive with a strong marketing and financial Background. The achievements of the business ventures illustrate their vision, business intellect and management capabilities. Their success in building a strong market base for their clients reflects the fact that they would be able to perform with such acclamation with respect to any brand out in the world

**MARKET DYNAMICS – AN ANALYSIS**

**Market Drivers - Why the sudden growth**

The current trend and craze among the individuals of staying fit and healthy has added to the demand of gluten free products and boosted the market. The reasons behind buying a gluten free food items are - digestive health consciousness, weight management and high nutritional need. As the brands like Max Foods, endeavor to add taste to these products, the market further increases.

Keeping in mind the advent of new companies like Max Foods in the gluten-free product market, we wanted to jot down the driving forces that would help the company to establish its stronghold over the market. When it comes to Indian market, one needs to keep in mind the very specific needs and demands of the Indian customers. The clientele base here is very different from the west where the Dr. Schar products have already become vastly popular. Marketing this product in India would require deep understanding of the customer’s mindset and buying needs.
Some of the salient features of the Indian market that are expected to help Max Foods grow:

- High gluten intolerance by the body of the Indian population
- Increase in awareness among the general public regarding good health and fit lifestyle.
- Improvement in standard of living thus increasing the buying power of an individual.
- No big players in the market, hence Max foods has first mover advantage.
- Huge consumption of wheat related products due to agricultural backbone of the nation.
- Gluten free substitutes for raw materials are widely available in India.

**Market Restraints**

Even if there is huge potential in the gluten free market, there are certain hindrances to its growth in the Indian market. Some of them are stated below.

- Most of the existing sales exists on the online platform, with the dire need of improving the accessibility of the product to interested buyers through offline retail and marketing
- Lack of awareness of Gluten free products and their benefits
- Indian people will tend to adopt Gluten free products when specifically asked to and not for precaution, hence limiting majority sales only to those affected by gluten problems.
- India produces naturally occurring gluten free products like bajra that can completely replace wheat domination thus creating roadblocks for penetration of chemically or commercially made gluten free products in the Indian market
- Lack of early adopters in Indian economy leads to low level of acceptance towards any kind of change makes any new business idea a difficult task.

**Future Market Potential**

Research shows that India’s population would be overshooting that of China by the year 2028.

India is estimated to grow from approx. 1.2 billion 2010, 1.35 billion by 2020 and 1.45 billion by 2030. The celiac disease is also registered on huge increase potential in the next 2-3 years. On an average 1 in every 300 people are diagnosed with celiac disease. Apart from this, the poverty rate in India has been estimated to decrease from 22 percent currently to around 15 percent in the future. This means that more and more people are coming above the poverty line and accustomed to a certain standard of living day by day.
Summing all the above facts and figures, analyst report the gluten free market to be the most profitable sector in the food services industry. Even if we consider the patients of celiac disease to be our sole customers, that too amounts to a stark 7 percent of the entire population in North India. In reality, the figures are much more profitable.

**Survey Questions**

- Do you know about Gluten or Celiac disease?
- Do you know about the availability of gluten free foods?
- If told how gluten leads intestinal disorders and is found primarily in wheat, will you buy gluten free products at higher prices?
- Amount of involvement in the daily routine if opted for?
- What do you consume daily for general health purpose only?
- You would prefer Indian or foreign brand?
- What is your first preference (taste, brand, nutrition etc)
- If suffering from intolerance would you mind taking gluten free food daily

**Conclusion**

*Some revelations about the Indian community*

Based on a survey done on a sample in Delhi comprising of audience in the age group of 18-45 years, awareness levels of Gluten free products were recorded. They were targeted as the majority buyer population of Gluten free food in India. Their answers to certain questions provided new insights to the mentality of Indian consumers regarding the purchase of healthy/nutritious food products. The statistics have been diagrammatized below:
Population of the Gluten Free Market: Majority of youth population is unaware of Gluten and its related problem while the term is relatively popular among adults. As can be clearly seen from popularity graph, Indian market as very few early adopters for the costlier Gluten free products. The reason behind this can be attributed to meagre household expenditure on health care in India.

Based on the same survey, Brand Consciousness and different factors a consumer looks for while buying food was also analyzed. Surprisingly, around 62% of the populations prefers to buy products from an India brand or a small co-operative rather than buying from an International manufacturer. Although there were no specific reasons for that but people seem to have a common belief of MNC’s charging premium for similar quality products. For one-third of the population brand consciousness will not play a role and would prefer to buy products on the basis of nutritional value irrespective of the price and company. This market segment does not mind paying a little extra for superior brands. A significant fraction of market also thinks that due to regular consumption of gluten free products, its taste and freshness will also play a deciding role in brand selection. Moreover, Maxfood’s promotional campaigns are primarily based on nutrition value, which deprives them of approximately 40% of the target population in long term. Use of fear marketing can play a critical role in this field for the Gluten free market in India.

Hence, we can say that daily consumers will not mind paying premium for a product that best replaces the current one available.
Figure 5: Brand Consciousness and the Property of Product Differentiation in Indian Consumer
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USE OF FORCE IN CYBER-ATTACKS: DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE

ABSTRACT:

A traditionally established rule of law under international law on prohibition of ‘use of force ’ against another state has emerged with new nuances with the advent of cyber-attacks by way of cybercrimes and cyber warfare. Cyber-attacks on Estonia, Georgia, Sony, etc are all the example of cyber-attacks under modern form of warfare, which has shown great potential of lethal destructions over the years by causing great harm at national and international arena.

Therefore, the applicability of the available legal frameworks/regulations on cyber-attacks is in question; whether cyber-attacks can be equated to traditional kinetic armed attack to establish responsibility of a state for an internationally wrongful act or to held a state internationally liable for an act there is a need for a whole new regulation governing the integrities of cyber-attack in international arena.

As a result, there is an ongoing debate, as to whether the already existing law can govern the new possibilities in cyber space or there is a need for new laws. This research paper focuses on these two aspects and the already existing rules like one enshrined under Tallinn manual, Cyber Space in Peace Time, General Assembly Resolutions on Information & Communication and domestic laws in various countries.

Key words: Internationally Wrongful Act, Use of Force, Sovereignty, Cyber Space, Tallinn Manual.
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INTRODUCTION:

Cyber-attack in its literal sense can be understood as alteration, disruption, or destruction of computer system/systems or network/networks or the information or any programs on it. Though a definite and internationally accepted definition of cyber-attack is yet to coined and consented however, scholars have tried to define cyber-attack by looking into the real life incidents like a viruses disrupting financial records, viruses incapacitating stock market, spam mails shutting off nuclear reactors or opening the dam’s gate and black out of air traffic control causing plane crash, causing huge economic and physical damage. The biggest challenge faced by the scholars and authorities in defining cyber-attack is its vivid nature as its range and scope varies from mere hacking of an account to a large scale infrastructural destruction, resulting in complete breakdown of the nation’s economy and critical infrastructure. Therefore this wide breadth of cyber activities, their consequences and duration makes it very challenging and difficult in applying legal obligations and regulations on the defaulter/defaulting state.

Cyber-attack, as an emerging issue in International Law does not have any exclusive piece of treaty or convention which could govern the vivid scope and ambit of cyber-attacks. However various analogies have been drawn to encompass cyber-attacks within traditional international laws like prohibition of use of force, armed attack and armed conflict and breach of Sovereignty of a nation.

There also exist contradicting views of the authors who believe and argue that, in absence of any customary international law or state practice, cyber-attacks being a new challenge in the
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international arena, must be governed and tackled under new treaties or conventions. Conceptualization of the Tallinn Manual\textsuperscript{304}, which is an attempt to cater the problem of cyber-attack by proposing new law, is a stepping stone in that direction, though it is yet to attain legal sanction, enforceability and acceptability at international level, as it is just a report cum book.

**CYBER ATTACKS CONSTITUTING USE OF FORCE:**

In absence of direct law governing the issue of cyber-attack, different approaches and arguments have been given by various authorities for constituting cyber-attack as Use of force or not a Use of force. The supporters of the former argue that the prohibition of use of force is a *jus cogens* norm and thus any act in violation of prohibited use of force will attract the liability of violation of UN Charter.\textsuperscript{305} Article 2(4) states that any act against territorial integrity or political independence, or is against the purpose of UN charter to maintain peace and security in international arena.\textsuperscript{306} Thus an accurate reflection of customary international law, states that prohibition on the use of force, apply to any use of force, regardless of the weapons employed.\textsuperscript{307} An act to be qualified as a use of force does not require State’s armed forces.\textsuperscript{308}

The scholars have argued that when the effects of cyber operations, direct or indirect, have consequences similar to kinetic attack, regardless of the magnitude and duration of the attack,\textsuperscript{309} such an act would reach the threshold of norm embodied in Article 2(4).\textsuperscript{310} Therefore, cyber-attacks can be put within the ambit of Art 2(4).\textsuperscript{311} ICJ in Nicaraguan\textsuperscript{312} ruled that even arming and training a force, engaged in hostility against another state would qualify as a use of force. So providing assistance in carrying out cyber-attacks would qualify as use of force.\textsuperscript{313}

However, it is pertinent to note that it is neither the designation of a device, nor its normal use, which make it a weapon but the intent with which it is used and its effect. The use of technical
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inputs of cyber space resulting in a considerable destruction of property and loss of critical infrastructure is a reason for concluding it an “armed” attack.\textsuperscript{314} The protection of infrastructures is the key concern of cyber security for a State.\textsuperscript{315} The ICJ has used the scale and effects\textsuperscript{316} to capture the quantitative and qualitative factors to be analyzed in determining whether a cyber-operation qualifies as a use of force.\textsuperscript{317} Prohibition of use of force applies to any use of force, regardless of the weapons employed.\textsuperscript{318}

In the case of Corfu Channel\textsuperscript{319} ICJ ruled that, the ‘overall control’ test was used in order to consider when an act amounts to an ‘armed attack’. The same forum in another case of Nicaragua\textsuperscript{320} found that arming and training a guerrilla force that is engaged in hostilities against another state qualifies as a use of force.\textsuperscript{321} Therefore any act by a state in providing any training to the individuals indulge in cyber-attack would amount to the prohibited use of force by that country. Providing an organized group with the malware and the training necessarily to use it to carry out cyber-attack against another State would also qualify as use of force.\textsuperscript{322} Therefore an act that causes injury, kills people or damage objects are unanimously considered as use of force.\textsuperscript{323}

The authors also advocate a different approach to book cyber-attacks as use of force by using a consequence-based approach.\textsuperscript{324} Under this approach, the cyber-attack must be analogous to the effects of a classic military operation.\textsuperscript{325} Article 2(4) of the UN Charter requires states to refrain from the threat or use of force in their international relations.\textsuperscript{326} This norm finds its place in several international instruments and is an accepted principle of international law.\textsuperscript{327}
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Further it has been described as the ‘corner stone of peace’, and any intrusion in peace is considered as violation of the sovereignty of the state.

Thus, in this changed paradigm, the prohibition of the use of force applies “to any use of force, regardless of the weapons employed”. Consequently, based on a test of ‘scale and effects’, it is the end result of an act that must be considered to ascertain whether an event amounts to a use of force. When the effects of cyber operations, direct or indirect, have consequences similar to kinetic, chemical or biological force, regardless of the magnitude and duration, they would reach the threshold of norm embodied in Article 2(4). Hence, cyber operations are understood to be prohibited under Art 2(4) if an analogy is allowed to be drawn and till the time there is no other piece of legislation available on the issue of cyber-attacks.

**CYBER ATTACK NOT CONSTITUTING USE OF FORCE:**

Cyber Attack, being a new challenge in the realm of cyber space does not have any specific law to govern it and even the existing laws cannot be used explicitly to govern cyber-attacks. The scholars promoting such approach argue that as a general practice, the principles of international law must be interpreted in their original context. The Preamble of the UN Charter restricts the meaning of ‘force’ by stating that armed force should not be used save in common interest. The fact that the term ‘armed’ qualifies the term ‘force’ in the Preamble establishes that ‘force’ in the UN Charter must refer to armed force alone. Article 44 of the UN Charter, in which the word ‘force’ has been held to mean armed force lends further support to the above argument, wherein even the economic force was not accepted as a use of force within the realm of force, as mentioned in the UN Charter.

---
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Article 2(4) and travaux preparatoires of the UN Charter prohibits only military use of force,\textsuperscript{339} does not include prohibition on economic and political pressures, thus clearly differentiating between armed force and the economic and political pressure. In this pretext, cyber-attack does not arise from the conduct of armed forces and therefore cannot be considered threat or use of force within the meaning of Art. 2(4). Pursuant to this prevailing approach no cyber-attacks have been considered armed attack unanimously by the international community.\textsuperscript{340} So many recent cyber-attacks like the one in Estonia in the year 2007, by way of DDoS attacks, i.e. Distributed Denial of Service was not considered to be a use of force though a lot of evidences and the then prevalent political scenario were pointing directly towards Russia and its involvement in the entire episode.

ICJ in the case of Nicaragua\textsuperscript{341}, held that any act to constitutes a use of force within the meaning of Art. 2(4), must fulfill the ‘scale and effect’ required to reach the level of a use of force.\textsuperscript{342} The scale and effect is to be seen in context of each case and is determined by the quantum of physical damage done by injury or death to person or destruction to cyber infrastructure. Thus any form of coercion\textsuperscript{343} other than physical damage does not meet the threshold of use of force.\textsuperscript{344} Further the scale and effect must be grave\textsuperscript{345} resulting in great suffering or death. However, in case of attacks which do not even reach the threshold of use of force, therefore they cannot be said to rise to the level of armed attack and use of force.\textsuperscript{346}

It is further argued by the authors that Cyber-attacks does not violates the purpose of UN Charter to maintain peace and amicable international relations respecting sovereignty of each state, as the cyber-attacks lack ability and intend in any way to violate sovereignty and to overthrow or undermine government, assist armed insurrection, cause domestic unrest or civil strife through acts of terrorism. Furthermore, is cyber space intervention does not constitutes
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coercive conduct below the threshold of use of force, to violate sovereignty by preventing State
to exercising function, activities or making choices entitled under international law.\footnote{Katharina Ziolkowski, \textit{Peace Time Regime}, at 218, 2013.}

\textbf{CONCLUSION:}

After analyzing the act of inter-country cyber-attacks and the established rule of customary
international law, state practice and judicial pronouncement the author concludes that cyber-
attack is the new challenge faced by the international community at large. Due to lack of
established specific laws, there are different opinions of jurists and scholars regarding cyber-
attacks, whether it will fall within the ambit of use of force under traditional law or not. The
author is of the view that since International law is not codified and is influenced by the state
practices; it is high time that the international community should come up with a specific
regulation covering the matters relating to cyber-attack so that there is no ambiguity with
regards to the applicability of the laws. The author advocates this approach for the very simple
reason that use of force defined under UN charter was not drafted in order to include activities
like cyber-attacks. When an attempt to include economic and political threat within the ambit
of use of force was rejected, it was clear that the intention was only to include armed use of
force and no other forces, as use of force.

Therefore, the author believes that a new legislation should be made so that all the nations
must be governed by those set of rules and regulations. Thus in the present context, till the time
there is no specific law governing cyber space at international level no actions can be taken
against any country or any individual causing wide spread cyber-attacks as there is no law to
book such entities under international law. Thus it is now high time that an initiative must be
made to make a binding law and not just a report cum book like Tallinn Manual or Peace Time
Regime which has no binding effect and is only a persuasive piece of work. As it is important
to have better applicable and enforceable laws and rules in order to achieve the objective of
UN charter, which is to provide sovereign equality and peace at international level and maintain
amicable relations between nations.
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RIGHT TO SURROGACY AND THE JUDICIAL APPROACH

INTRODUCTION

The ethical, legal and social complexities surrounding the practice of surrogacy make it one of the most discussed subjects in the country. With the increasing reproductive tourism in the last decade, the Indian surrogate industry has transformed itself into a global industry. Lack of proper laws, cheap medical service and readily available surrogate mothers have made India one of the most sought after nations for people in search of parenthood. Despite the booming market, the legal framework that exists in the country is incomplete and inadequate. Several instances have been recorded where the both the surrogate mother and foster parents had to bear the aftermath of the incompetent laws. At present surrogacy in India is governed by the guidelines laid down by the Indian Council of Medical Research (hereinafter ‘ICMR’) and the only legislation under process is The Assisted Reproductive Technology (Regulation) Bill 2010 (hereinafter referred to as ‘Draft Bill’) has still not been passed by the Parliament. The Draft Bill is flawed in a number of ways and major modifications need to be made regarding issues like ‘nationality’ and ‘parentage’ which have not been addressed comprehensively in the current Draft Bill.

The article has kept the ethical argumentation out of its ambit and has not addressed whether the practice in itself is morally sound or not. Varying opinions exist on the same. While radical feminist factions see the practice as a form medicalization, commodification, and technological colonization of the female body, contemporary scholars view it on lines of cultural impact the practice has in the present society. The author believes in the liberty of people to act and provide the services of surrogacy. However, the article focuses on the existing laws and judicial decisions surrounding the practice and keeps the moral responses surrounding the same out of its scope.

The assignment has been divided into four sections. The first section deals with the definition and medical aspects of the practice. It further elaborates upon the present laws that deal with surrogacy. The second section is about the landmark cases and approach used by the judiciary and the fourth section deals with link of the topic with the theme allotted along with the author’s
analysis. It is to be noted that the surrogate child is the stakeholder in the entire practice and the rights and welfare of the child is of utmost importance. If the laws and statutes in a country fall short of providing this rudimentary form of protection it becomes an issue of grave concern.

SECTION I

With medical advancements and technology, surrogacy has turned out to be the easiest alternative to adoption. It can be defined as a method of reproduction whereby a woman agrees to become pregnant for the purpose of gestating and giving birth to a child which she will not raise but hand over to the contracted party. The mother agreeing to procedure is called the ‘surrogate mother.’ The child born is eventually passed over to the foster parents who have the legal rights of parenthood over the child. In medical terms it is referred to as Assisted Reproductive technology. Surrogacy can be broadly classified into two forms:

1. **Traditional Surrogacy**: The form where the female gametes are that of the surrogate other and the child is conceived with intention of relinquishing the child to be raised by others.

2. **Gestational Surrogacy**: In this case the embryo is directly implanted in the surrogate mother and the surrogate is not biologically related to the child conceived. The ovum does not belong to the surrogate mother and she is only the carrier.

The traditional form of surrogacy is relatively low cost owing to artificial insemination. The insemination is directly into the reproductive organs of the surrogate mothers does not involve any medical technology which reduces the cost. These pregnancies are achieved using artificial insemination, typically with sperm provided by the commissioning husband. On the other hand, in gestational surrogacy the implantation takes place through In-vitro Fertilization which comparatively a much expensive exercise because of the medical complexities involved. Since an implantation is involved, the process involves the embryo to kept and medically examined. The key that makes gestational surrogacy a more preferred form of surrogacy, in spite of being an expensive exercise is primarily because of the surrogate mother is not genetically related

---

which makes her only the gestational carrier for the period of pregnancy. The clichéd expression of ‘wombs for rent’ was coined when it became possible for fertilized eggs to be implanted and, thus, grow to a full term baby in any womb, sometimes with the help of cross-border surrogacy mothers.\(^\text{352}\)

**SECTION II**

The practice of surrogacy in India is majorly governed by the guidelines laid down by the ICMR.\(^\text{353}\) Apart from this the other legislation in process is the **Assisted Reproductive Bill, 2010**.\(^\text{354}\) The major reason for the lack of development of legal mechanisms in India has been the friction between different governments and judiciary. The Government’s recent attempt to prohibit commercial surrogacy in India and make altruistic form of surrogacy available only to Indian citizens served severe blow to the progress made in the legislations regulating surrogacy.\(^\text{355}\) It is important that the surrogacy laws are not politicized and the Government’s conclusion should be based on neutral point of view. Though the ICMR guidelines continue to be the backbone, the guidelines are inherently non statutory in nature and therefore are not legally binding. The problems with lack of laws on surrogacy can be traced back to several cases.

Apart from the ICMR guidelines the surrogacy agreements are not separately categorized and the Indian Contract Act, 1872 has a complete control over the agreements. The author believes that surrogacy agreements in nature cannot be equated to that social contracts and the State needs to realize that he people involved in the contracts are of varying backgrounds. We know that the majority of the surrogate mothers involved are part to the practice because of the economic incentive of it. It is necessary that every contract undergoes some form of legal scrutiny. It is important that no party to the contract is dictated with unjustified terms and


\(^{354}\) The Assisted Reproductive Technologies (Regulation) Bill 2010.

controlled by the other party. There have been several instances where either the surrogate mother or the foster parents were coerced with unjustified terms.

The first of cases was the Baby Manji Yamada case. In the following case one Japanese couple was involved, travelled to India to hire a surrogate child and bear a child for them. While the sperms were that of the husband, the egg was harvested from an anonymous Indian woman. The embryo was eventually implanted in the surrogate mother’s womb and child was conceived. However due to some matrimonial dispute, the couple ended in divorce. The husband wanted to raise the child, while the wife disowned the child. The husband wanted to raise the child. A situation of crisis came after child born had practically three mothers but legally had none. The crisis left the child in a problematic situation as the existing Japanese laws did not give citizenship to surrogate child with an independent parent. The child had to eventually bear the aftermath of the lack of laws as it could neither get the Indian citizenship or Japanese citizenship. The child’s grandmother filed a suit in Supreme Court, and the question of the child’s citizenship became extremely intricate. The situation was even more problematic as the judiciary didn’t have any laws to base its decision on. It directed the case to National Commission for Protection of Child Rights and the body finally decided in giving judgment in favour of the grandmother, on 29th September, 2009. The nature of this case shows the problems with lack of laws as it took several years for surrogate child to passed over to the foster parent. A careful analysis of the case and its issues would make us that surrogacy legislations are imperative and mere preceding judgements or Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) guidelines are not enough to address such a broad issue. However, a critique regarding that has been elucidated meticulously in later part of the assignment.

Apart from this with regards to the nationality of the child, the standard guidelines are that that babies born in India to gestational surrogates are Indian citizens and are entitled to Indian passports. The Supreme Court in the case of Jan Balaz v. Union of India, made an exception and allowed the two surrogate twins to be taken by the German foster parents. The court

358 Jan Balaz v. Union of India,1362 Supreme Court, 2009.
recognized that the long standing problem with existing laws continues to create impediments for all the parties involved in the surrogate contract.

The other problem faced in the surrogacy is the medical visas available to the people. The absence of laws on surrogacy has become a major impediment for people to access the visas. The New India Medical Visa Regulations which became effective from 15th November, 2012. These were popularly known as ‘Medical Visas’. The Medical Visa regulations it was made two mandatory requirements –

a) For the foster parents travelling for the purpose of surrogacy would have to apply for same and not fulfilling the condition would lead to Visa rejection.

b) It also mandated a letter from the embassy or Foreign Ministry of the country of the foster parents. The letter should clarify the legal position of surrogacy in the country. It should clarify that the country recognizes surrogacy and that the child born would be permitted entry in the country and would be awarded the legal status as that of the biological child of the couple.

c) The authenticity of the ART clinics was also mandated where the concerned surrogacy needs to be performed is also imperative and should be one which is recognized by the ICMR.359

d) The regulations mandated that the surrogate child could only take after issuance of certificate of the ART clinic from Indian Foreigners Regional Registration Office (FRRO).

The Bill has been framed but still remains to be passed by the Parliament of our country. The Bill has a number of shortcomings which need to be addressed. To analyze the Bill, certain points have been enumerated below:

1. It talks about the custody of a surrogate child and the waiver of the rights of the surrogate mother.

2. It has included guidelines to stop the exploitation of surrogate mothers.

3. It addresses the custodial rights of single / gay / unmarried / divorce parents.

4. Establishing the genetic constitution of the surrogate child.

---

5. The establishment of National and Advisory Boards.\(^{360}\)

The key points have only been mentioned above. So what the Bill fails to analyze are issues which are more grave and intricate. For e.g. The issue of nationality is one which needs to be addressed without any ambiguity. But the Draft Bill fails to address the issues of nationality of the surrogate keeping in mind that a majority of customers are the ones who come from abroad. The issue has though not completely but to a great extent has been addressed by the ‘Medical Visa’ but what is needed is a uniform policy. The problem is when different regulations address the same issue they at times contradict each other which leads to complex situations.

Secondly, the absence of any Court or judicial forum to resolve issues and disputes regarding surrogacy creates the biggest vacuum in relation to surrogacy. The national and State Advisory Boards created by the Bill will not serve the purpose to determine issues of parentage, nationality, issuance of passports, grant of visas and problems of disputed parentage. In light of these shortcomings the Legislature should amend the Draft Bill and form legislations which encompass the imperative issues more profoundly. Unless we have standardized legislation the disputes would continue leading to the exploitation of the weaker party.

There have been numerous instances where the judiciary has made attempts to change the societal perception of the practice. In K. Kalaiselvi v. Chennai Port of Trust\(^{361}\) the Gujarat High Court decided that a surrogate child would be entitled to all the rights that a biological or adopted child is entitled to. Subsequently, the Gujarat High Court awarded the judgement in favour of the mother who acquired a surrogate child and petitioned for paternity leave from the Chennai Port.

Since most of the times the practice is availed by foreign couples, the problem with foreign couples remains same. In Shihabeldin v Union of India,\(^{362}\) a Sudanese national had filed a petition against the discriminatory laws and problems that existed for foreign national in matters of surrogacy. The petition was rejected as no comprehensive laws existed that dealt with the same. The judiciary had given the verdict as per the Ministry of Home Affairs guidelines. The guidelines restrict surrogacy to foreign nationals who were married for two


\(^{361}\) Kalaiselvi v. Chennai Port Trust,2013 (2) KLT

\(^{362}\) Shihabeldin v. Union of India, (2014), Punjab and Haryana HC,
years and only after they were required to have the medical visa. This has become extremely problematic for a number of other foreign nationals that wish to have surrogate children. Such problems continue to exist and there is great need to replace with better laws and a more effective framework.

**SECTION III**

In this section the author analyses the standing problems with the surrogacy framework in the country. In the status quo the following problems can be listed down:

1. **Health Issues of the surrogate mother**

   The health issues of the surrogate mother remain completely unaddressed. Firstly, there needs to be an establishment of a Public agency that would bring every kind of surrogacy – traditional or gestational on one platform. This agency would act as body for filtering and reviewing contracts. This makes it the first filter to any exploitative clauses in the contract. Secondly, strict guidelines need to be laid down with regards to the mother following a pattern during her pregnancy. There has been critique to same as being pattern or routines being restrictive to the surrogate mother. But the pattern or health routines should be set by this agency which would work as a neutral party. Thirdly, the counselling of the surrogate mother needs to be made a mandatory part of the contract. It has been reported in a recent survey that psychological and emotional breakdowns are common. Routine counselling should be made a part of the surrogate mother. For this Israel’s model can be used as a framework. The State – appointed Committee, composed of seven member: two physicians specializing in gynecology and obstetrics, a physician specializing in internal medicine, a clinical psychologist, social worker, public representative who is a jurist by training and a person of the clergy of the parties’ religion with a mandate of having three males and three females in the Committee.  

2. **Price disparities that run throughout the country**

---

Price is undoubtedly a subjective factor that may differ in different contracts. There can be no fixed parameter to decide the prices. Since no fixed parameter exist in the present scenario price disparities occur commonly. With no body existing to address the same there have numerous cases of exploitation of both the surrogate mother and the foster parents. The problem with current surrogacy system is the prevalence of a system which creates room for under the table transactions. Uneducated, illiterate surrogate mothers are often deceived and not paid the amount that they rightly deserve.\(^\text{365}\) At the same time foster parents who are desperately looking for surrogate mother end up paying more than what they should. There needs to be some set parameter that could act against the exploitative nature of contractual terms. It creates a win – win situation for all safeguarding and protecting the two parties.

3. **Surrogacy stages and the compensation the surrogate mother is to receive.**

With issue of price disparity what needs to be addressed is that regardless of the fact it is a contract between two parties but the prices should have a fixed parameter. One of the problems with existing contract is that the Bill fails to comprehensively contemplate a situation when the procedure of surrogacy fails before the surrogate mother becomes pregnant. It addresses the issue by providing only 5% of the total amount agreed upon. In case of the surrogacy failing in the second attempt only then the surrogate mother receives 50% of the agreed amount. The author believes that five percent is far less and needs to increase to 15 – 20 % of the amount. The health and social aftermath of the same needs to be contemplated and compensation should be substantial for the surrogate mother. Further it has become a convention for the foster parents to look for another surrogate mother in case of one failure. In such scenario the second clause becomes redundant and fails to be even distantly relevant for the safeguards of the surrogate mother.

4. **Question of autonomy (issue of informed consent)**

With India context the question of autonomy is a very important one. The Draft Bill makes it mandatory for the surrogate mother to enter in to the surrogacy agreement of only after the

---

consent of her husband. The Bill fails completely on defining consent and further creating a mechanism for safeguarding the freedom of choice of the surrogate mother. There have been numerous instances where surrogate mothers have been forced in to such professions by their families. There are two ways to go about this problem. First, by prior extensive counselling of the surrogate mother and ensuring that the mother is aware of the procedure, the pros and cons of the same. The author believes that the element of counselling is the most important which works for the benefit of all. Second, penal provisions for the same need to be made stricter and awareness programs regarding the same are run extensively. The author believes that it is one of the most effective ways to address the issue of freedom of choice and bring true consent in to the picture.

5. **Question of accountability**

Question of accountability is also one which has to be comprehensively dealt with. Again the Israeli model becomes exemplary. First of all, notice regarding the actual birth of the child must be given no later than 24 hrs. after its occurrence. The intended parents must initiate proceedings for a decree called a Parenthood Order within seven days of the birth; otherwise the welfare agent will initiate such a procedure. A decree is granted unless the child’s best interests demand otherwise. The decree is final unless the there comes a situation where the surrogate mother is not ready to deliver the child and got emotionally attached to the child. However, the facts of the case at hand need to be reviewed by the Committee and reimbursements and payments need to be made accordingly. The author believes that mid-way to such contracts is not a way out and keeping a position where the surrogate mother or the foster parents cannot unilaterally put an end to the contract.

**CONCLUSION**

In the entire agreement of surrogacy, the concerns of three parties need to be kept in mind and thereafter the legislations be made accordingly. The first is the surrogate child, second the foster parents and third the surrogate mother. It is to be made sure that the surrogate child does not become a centre of controversy and would have to bear the repercussions of the dispute

---

between the surrogate mother and foster child. Thereafter it is also important to make sure that both the foster parents and the surrogate are not exploited and their rights remain preserved.

An essential way to combat this apart from making legislations is creating awareness. The social stigma attached to the practice affects the life of all the parties involved and it is important that there is a form of social acceptance which would one of the best form of panacea as far as the problems related to surrogacy are concerned.
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ABSTRACT

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) which was earlier perceived as philanthropy had gained social as well as somewhat corporate acceptance in the past decade and keeping in view the changing role of corporates in the society, it was made compulsory in India in the year 2013. After, being mandated, a good proportion of the Corporate fraternity didn’t welcome it with open hands but looked it as a new form of tax being imposed and ‘responsibilities’ being shifted on them by the government. But, the recent surveys and researches have proved that CSR is beneficial for the businesses too in the longer run. This article aims to delve into the goals and legal nuances of CSR and also at the same time the researcher intends to look into the way CSR has been implemented after the Company’s Act, 2013. The article further aims to discover the future prospects of CSR in India.

Keywords: CSR, Companies Act 2013, Mandatory, Present Scenario, Prospects.
INTRODUCTION

“Creating a strong business and building a better world are not conflicting goals – they are both essential ingredients for long-term success”.

-William Clay Ford Jr.

To understand the notion of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), it would be better to understand the term ‘Corporate Social Responsibility’ in fragments. According to the Oxford dictionary;

**Corporate** means an organized business,

**Social** means relating to society,

**Responsibility** means the state or fact of being accountable.

Therefore, it can be stated that, CSR means the accountability of business organizations towards the society.

There is no universally accepted definition of CSR, going with the definition given by United Nation Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), “Corporate Social Responsibility is a management concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in their business operations and interactions with their stakeholders.”

Understanding the definition, it can be said that CSR is a way or means a company achieves a balance or integration of economic, environmental and social requirements while at the same time addressing shareholders and stakeholders. This balance is also required because of the reason that if the society and environment will itself cease to exist, where the business will be? The same was the opinion of renowned theorist **Keith Davis**. According to him, social responsibility is often referred to as having risen from an *Enlightened Self Interest* where organization realizes that it is in their own best interest to act in ways that the community considers socially responsible. He also states about the “Iron Law of Responsibility” in which, in the long run, those who do not use power in a way society considers responsible will tend to lose it.
CONCEPT OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

The concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) flows from the idea of Corporate Governance and business ethics. As a famous saying goes – “With great power comes great responsibility”. Fine, ‘responsibility’ is OK, but the question may arise as to what or why is need there to serve the community? The answer is that the purpose of the business enterprise is to create wealth, create market, and to take proper care of their shareholders ‘health’. For this, the business takes resources such as raw materials, human resource, infrastructure, etc. from the society and also depends wholly on society to provide proper environment in which the enterprise can peacefully function. Hence, morally (now legally in India), it becomes responsibility of the corporates to give something back to the society in one or other form. In this way, there is corporate responsibility towards the society, thus, known as Corporate Social Responsibility.

There is no standardized definition of Corporate Social Responsibility, but, following the US-UK tradition, it can be defined as:

“Corporate Social Responsibility is operating a business in a manner which meets or excels ethical, legal, commercial or public expectations that a society has from a business.”

Explaining the definition and understanding it in an easier way, it can be sated that, Corporate Social Responsibility is nothing but giving back something to society in the form of beautification of locality or city, building of hospitals or library, preservation of environment and cultural heritage, development of community relationship, etc. The philosophy is basically to render back to society which the enterprises are using in their quest of wealth.

Historical Background

The elements of CSR can be traced down from the history. In the year 1916, J.M. Clark writing in The Journal of Political Economy, noted that, “if men are responsible for known results of their actions, business responsibilities must include the known results of business dealings, whether these have been recognized by law or not.” The traces of CSR go even back to the nineteenth century, a notable example is the Cadbury chocolate makers in the UK that prospered in the 1870s and moved in 1879 to a green field site which came to be called

Bournville village for the benefit of its workforce. The Cadbury family introduced social responsibility practices including works committees, a medical department, pension funds and education and training for employees. In the 1900s they built "a successful business in a successful community".  

In India, CSR has its origin since ages. The famous, Kural, the great book of Tiru Valluvar’s verses is a treatise par excellence on the art of living. Kural has attracted the best of minds of the world down the ages. Raja Gopalachari’s English version of Kural stipulates the following moral verses for discharge of social responsibilities. These also apply to corporate citizens, apart from human beings.

- What good did the creatures of the earth do to the clouds that pour the rain? So indeed you should serve society, seeking no return;
- Good men put forth industry and produce wealth, not for themselves but for the society.

According to Vedas, man can live individually but can survive only collectively. Since, corporates need to survive, they should try to preserve this society so that they can flourish. Hence, concluding the above statements, it can be said that the corporates should work towards the maximum benefit of maximum people.

"Samasta Janaanaam Sukhino Bhavantu"

Evolution of CSR in India

Moving on to modern era, it can be stated that CSR has evolved in five different phases which may overlap. The phases are as follows:

- In the first phase, CSR was mainly driven by the forces such as charity and philanthropy. During the era of pre-industrialization, which lasted till 1850, wealthy merchants were used to build temples and religious places as well as they also provided the necessities during the times of floods, drought and epidemics.
The second phase came during the period of independence movement in which the industrialist and wealthy persons had the stress to show their dedication towards the benefit of society. It was the time when Mahatma Gandhi introduced the concept of ‘trusteeship’. According to this concept, the industrialists were required to manage their opulence in such a manner, that it benefits the common man.

In the third phase, the public sector saw an enormous growth but at the same time, it was understood that the public sector is alone not enough for the growth of the society and participation of private sector is also crucial. In 1965, Indian academicians, politicians and businessmen set up a national workshop on CSR aimed at reconciliation.

The fourth stage can be referred as period from 1980-2013 in which the economy went through plethora of changes such as globalization and liberalization which helped CSR in gaining momentum.

The fifth stage or the current stage is period afterwards 2013 when CSR was made mandatory by the legislation and thus becoming the first nation in the world to compel CSR by the corporates. It is the period, when CSR is growing rapidly and thus transforming the society.

GOALS OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Determining the goal or objective of any phenomenon is very significant. The management studies also state that objective of the Corporates define the success of corporates. The relevance of CSR is very pertinent from different angles. The goals of CSR can be understood by understanding the goals of its stakeholders from CSR, i.e., Business, Government and Society. Analysing all these three standpoints, we find that, if business and social objective is accomplished then Government’s objective is automatically fulfilled. To get accumulative success over these three objectives of CSR, coordination among them is essential.

Corporate’s Goal

The importance of CSR is very strategic for the business organisation. This era is very competitive and social activist. To sustain in this, the organisation cannot only focus on profit but it should also be concerned with the society. This will help in the sustainability of the

---

M.Vasan, Corporate Social Responsibility, at 52 (1st ed. 2015).
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business in the competitive market. There are various objectives (benefits) of business through CSR and some significant ones are as follows:

*Enhancement in Brand’s image and its Goodwill:* - Consumers are drawn to brands and companies with good reputation in CSR-related activities.\(^{373}\)

*Access to Capital:* - If the reputation of company in terms of social responsibility is good in front of the society, it helps in easy access to capital.

*Fascination and Retaining of Employees:* - Corporates having strict implantation of CSR policies are able to easily recruit or retain employees which results in reduced turnover and training cost.

**Government’s Goal**

The main aim of the government behind CSR is social prosperity of lower sector of the society. It is true that proper execution or implementation of social welfare schemes and programs is not possible without active support of people (here it refers to Corporate). The idea behind mandatory CSR is not imposing a tax in a new form but intention of the Government is to regularise the behaviour of the corporates towards the social obligation in the form of legal compulsion. Government has set only benchmark (i.e. 2% of average profit) but it is totally up to the organisation how to get competitive edge. This government initiative has increased the healthy competition between organizations which ultimately results in the development of the society.

**Society’s Goal**

The term CSR itself denotes responsibility towards the society. The aim of CSR toward social world is to accomplish the requirement as well as desire of the society from the Corporates. Social objective determines the framework or core structure of CSR policy of any organisation. It is true that no CSR policy can be frame in absence of Social Objective.

\(^{373}\) Supra Note 4, p.6.
LEGAL ASPECTS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF CSR

The following is the chronological phases of events that led to Companies Bill, 2011 which aims to substantially amend the Companies Act of 1956.

- **2004** Ministry readies concept paper on revised Company Law.
- **2005** J J Irani Committee submits its report on concept paper, new law.
- **2008** Cabinet approves new law, lapses due to resolution of Lok Sabha.
- **2009** Re-introduced as a Bill 2009, goes to Parliamentary Panel for scrutiny.
- **2010** Parliamentary Panel submits report on Bill.
- **2011** Cabinet approves Company Bill 2011.
- **2012** Introduction and Passage of Bill by Lok Sabha.
- **2013** Introduction and passage of bill by Rajya Sabha and Receipt of President assent on the Bill.

After being made mandatory in India, the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility is governed by Clause 135 of Companies Act, 2013, which got the President’s assent on 29th of August, 2013 after being passed by both the houses of Parliament. The provisions of CSR enumerated in the Act is applicable to companies with an annual turnover of 1,000 crore INR and more, or a net worth of 500 crore INR and more, or a net profit of five crore INR and more.374 The new rules and regulations, which has been applicable from the fiscal year 2014-15, mandates the company to set up a committee consisting of board members, including at least one independent director375.

The Act encourages companies to spend at least 2% of their average net profit in the previous three years on CSR activities. The ministry’s draft rules, define net profit as the profit before tax as per the books of accounts, excluding profits arising from branches outside India.376 The Act makes a list of the activities that are eligible under CSR. These activities may be implemented by the companies by taking into account the local conditions after seeking board approval.

---

374 Section 135(1), The Companies Act, 2013.
375 Sc. 149(6) of The Companies Act, 2013.
The activities that can be undertaken by the companies to fulfil the obligations of CSR includes eradication of extreme hunger and poverty, promotion of education, promotion of gender equality and empowering women and reduction of child morality and improvisation of maternal health. The activities like combating diseases such as AIDS, malaria, etc. can also be taken up by the companies. The other activities that fall under the ambit of CSR are setting up homes for women, orphans and the senior citizens, measures for reducing inequalities faced by socially and economically backward groups, ensuring environmental sustainability and ecological balance, animal welfare, protection of national heritage and art and culture, measures for the benefit of armed forces veterans, war widows and their dependents, training to promote rural, nationally recognized, Paralympic or Olympic sports, contribution to the prime minister’s national relief fund or any other fund set up by the Central Government for socio economic development and relief and welfare of SC, ST, OBCs, minorities and women, contributions or funds provided to technology incubators located within academic institutions approved by the Central Government and rural development projects.

A company can implement its activities of CSR through its own, through its registered trust or society, subsidiary or associate company, a company established by its holding or otherwise, provided that the company has mentioned the activities to be undertaken, the ways for utilization of funds as well as monitoring and reporting process. If the entity through which the CSR activities are being undertaken is not established by the company or its holding, subsidiary or associate company, such entity would need to have an established track record of three years undertaking similar activities. The significant point that needs to be mentioned here is that only those activities will be taken into consideration for CSR which will be undertaken in India and the activities meant exclusively for employees or their families will not qualify.
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Reporting

The new Act requires that the board of the company shall, after taking into account the recommendations made by the CSR committee, approve the CSR policy for the company and disclose its contents in their report and also publish the details on the company’s official website, if any, in such manner as may be prescribed. If the company fails to spend the prescribed amount, the board, in its report, shall specify the reasons.\(^{381}\)

Results after the Implementation of the Act

After, almost three years of mandating CSR, the results are clearly visible. The companies have taken a positive approach towards the implementation of CSR. Some companies have done it in the form of women empowerment\(^{382}\), some in the form of upliftment of mentally challenged persons\(^{383}\) whereas others in the form of development of infrastructure near the operational areas of the organization\(^{384}\). Hence, in the light of the above, it can be said that the objective behind mandating CSR has taken a positive approach towards its fulfilment.

THE WAY CSR HAS TRANSFORMED AND ITS POSSIBLE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

India is a country of innumerable opacity. On one hand it has grown as one of the largest economy in the world and evolved as a global leader in the business community. On the other hand, the major portion of the Indian population still survives in absolute poverty. As the development of the society is directly influenced by the business that flourish in its environment. In the same manner the success of the business is to be determined by the stability of that society. Therefore, the corporate needs to concentrate on their role not only towards the profit but also towards their social responsibilities. The corporates are required to do beyond the government initiatives towards social welfare. They have to come forward and initiate programs for improvement of health, sanitation and living standard of the society. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is “the commitment of business to contribute to sustainable

\(^{381}\) Supra Note 9 p. 13.
\(^{384}\) Corporate Social Responsibility, Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited (Aug. 10, 2016, 6:48 p.m.), http://www.ongcindia.com/wps/wcm/connect/ongcindia/home/csr
economic development, working with employees, their families, and the local communities.”

If we talk in global perspective, then CSR tactic is holistic and cohesive with core business strategy for social and environmental impacts of businesses. It needs to address the well-being of all stakeholders and not just the company’s shareholders. Philanthropic activities are only a part of CSR, which otherwise create a much larger set of activities entailing strategic business benefits. United Nation secretary general Ban Ki- Moon speaking on UN Global Compact’s schemes states that “We need business to give practical meaning and reach to the values and principles that connect culture and people everywhere”. In Indian context the concept of CSR originated from “Helping the poor and Disadvantaged” as mention in ancient literature. The oldest form of CSR in India can be seen in the form of philanthropy and charity, which later converted into corporate or business strategy to earn society’s faith or to get competitive edge. With the passage of time, it was observed that Corporates became only profit oriented and forgot their responsibility towards the society. In fact, they became stranger towards the society, which provide them better environment for their better existence. It seems that corporates have forget the famous saying that, “With great power comes great responsibility”.

After decades of slow growth, India is now consistently hitting economic growth rates well above its historical average since becoming an independent nation. Overs the last twenty years, India’s per capita income level has leapt from $355 to $1,499 in 2013. On the contrary India’s economic modernisation remains demoted to small portion of the population. The rank of India in Human Development Index, which is released by United Nation Development
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Programme (UNDP) was 136 (out of the 187 countries).\textsuperscript{389} Despite of relatively high economic growth rate, the country has only been able to move a single step in the last seven years. From this we can easily analyze the disparity between rich and poor. One who is rich becoming richer and one who is poor becoming poorer. The government takes extensive growth initiative through a series of programmes and policies. But we all know that it is not only the work of government but corporate sector is also needed to come forward and take responsibility of the place or society where they operates. There is noteworthy variation in reference to social, economic, ecological, legal and political environment, from nineteenth century to twentieth century. In nineteenth century the corporates were required to distillate on only profit maximization objective. But the circumstances were changed in twentieth century, here the corporates have social, legal, environmental, economic, political responsibilities which they must have to fulfil with greater responsibility. In the preview of above mentioned situation, now Corporate Social Responsibility has been made mandatory for the corporates by the Companies Act 2013. With this legislation India become the only country in the world with legislated Corporate Social Responsibility.

**Future Growth of CSR**

Coming straight forward to the point, currently, most of the Companies in India are viewing CSR as a tax imposed by the Government on them and are of the view that Government is trying to shift its responsibility on them. CSR has been done in the past two years, but more out of compulsion and less out of impulsion. As it is well understood that something which is done out of compulsion does not thrive in the longer run. Hence, to make CSR eternal, it is necessary to inculcate it in the minds and nerves of the Organisation. For this, there is a strong need that the market or business leaders step up forward for the inculcation of these values in their respective organizations and put an example before the business fraternity and subsequently it will be followed. In this way, there exists a brighter future for CSR in India.

CONCLUSION

CSR holds a vital spot in the improvement scenario of the world today, and can act like an apparatus for feasible improvement. As CSR is an always advancing idea, it has numerous definitions and elucidations. CSR might be characterized as different exercises embraced by the firm reflecting its responsiveness towards different partners such as representatives, clients, society everywhere and so forth. CSR can be considered as ‘viaduct’ to synthesize and integrate the different interests of society and corporations.

The benefits of CSR may not be viewed in a short run but it definitely has a long term effect. Customers, too, have an acceptance towards the company which is responsible as well as ethical in nature. The amount spend on the CSR is actually not expenditure but an investment, which the company will realize in the coming years in the form of retaining of employees, increased customer loyalty, etc.

Many of the corporates were often critical on the question whether CSR is pro company. This also has the answer and it can be said that air is now almost cleared. As per global survey by Ernst and Young, 94 % of organizations trust that advancement of a CSR system can convey genuine business advantages. Research found that organization’s CSR programs impact 70 % of all consumer buying choices. Keeping in view the benefits of CSR for the society as well as organization, the Government of India has made CSR mandatory and thereby becoming the first country in the history to mandate it. Hence, the compulsory CSR may seem like a burden to the corporates like the taxes but it is just a matter of understanding the responsibility and willing to change. As stated earlier, the corporates are necessitated to imbibe the value of CSR and move forward and hence build a healthy and sustainable world.
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ABSTRACT

In the globalised era, antitrust regulator plays a crucial role in the growth of the competitive market with utmost fairness and transparency. It basically prevents monopolization and practices having adverse effect on the fair competition. In India, the Competition Commission of India (CCI or Commission), a body established under the Competition Act, 2002 is empowered to take cognizance of such anti-competitive effects in the Indian market. CCI is considered as one of the most active regulator in the country. Recently, there is significant increase in the number of cases before the Commission due to globalization and opening of the economies. Further, with the recent positive change in the economic climate and spate of regulatory changes in the pipeline, India is poised for a new era of globalized activity. The article analyses the activeness of the CCI in passing various decisions and their impact on the Competition in the Indian market. It will also help in better understanding of the role paying by the CCI in present and of course the future prospect of CCI with respect to the growth in the economy and changes in the regulatory factors.

Keywords: Competition, Commission, Economy and Market
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INTRODUCTION

Globalisation, characterized by trade liberalisation, relaxation and reduction of restrictions on finance and investment, regional and national integration, deregulation and to some extent privatization, saw the world being reduced to one geographic market. From 1991, the industrial policy changes has ushered an era of liberal trade and transactions in industrial and financial sectors of the economy. Globalization of trade and commerce has transformed the outlook of global economy and legal systems.

In the last two decades, India witnessed substantial rise in the good level of the competition in the market. In fact, over the last two years, the government came out with several initiatives towards reviving the economy and providing the business friendlier environment. Currently, India has become more competitive and prosperous relative to the rest of the world. Now, the competition in the Indian market can be considered as on advanced level as compared to earlier times. Competition is the function of confidence in the market, global economic situations and increased competition. It is the engine of free enterprises.

Indian competition law regime has grown considerably in the last six years ever since the Act became operational in 2009. In Recent time, the CCI was considered as the most active regulator in India. In the short span of time, it has prima facie raised concerns on several transactions, major being in the pharmaceutical and cement sectors. CCI has given immense power under the law to deal with the anti-competitive deal. Till 2015, CCI addressed issues of anti-competitive behavior in real estate, infrastructure, power, media and entertainment, automobiles sector including couple of e-commerce cases where CCI examined online and offline transactions. The provisions of anti competitive agreements and abuse of dominance are very important as seen by the judgments given by the Court in various decisions concerning Competition Law.

392 In 2012, CCI fined 11 cement firms Rs. 6300 crores for cartelisation in India
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CCI is a developing and evolving body in itself, but its journey is often imbalance with the cases of procedural lapse or on other grounds. The recent trend of reversal or remand of decisions of Commission by the Competition Appellate Tribunal (COMPAT or Appellate tribunal) has given a questionable view on the CCI. Most of the penalties imposed by CCI in various cases are over ruled on procedural issues like rules of fairness and natural justice but not on merits. Moreover, the Commission has only one judicial member where the probability of error in the orders of CCI on the judicial point is more. Therefore, the need has aroused to have more efficiency in the CCI through some reformation. It is to be kept in mind that the healthy Competition Law policy will go a long way in promoting efficiency and encouraging new entrepreneurs and businesses.

**Evolution of Competition Law in India**

In India, the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 1969 (MRTP Act) was the operative competition law until it was repealed in the year 2009. Though the Competition Act was enacted in the year 2002, but it is fully effective from 15th May 2009. The MRTP Act was a forerunner to the Competition Act and sought to legislate over issues relating to restrictive and monopolistic trade practices. The replacement of the MRTP Act with the Competition Act was a natural corollary to economic liberalisation and opening to competition. The provisions of the MRTP Act and judicial pronouncements thereof are not useful in the changing economic scenario of India. Therefore, the need was felt for a change in approach towards fostering competition. Considering the need of the economic and social environment in India, a high level committee is constituted, called ‘Raghavan Committee’, which ultimately advised for the enacting of new Competition law.

The thrust of the Competition Act is to promote competition and the objective of the MRTP Act was to prevent economic concentration and restrictive trade practices. The Combine objective of both the law led to the enactment of the Competition Act, 2002.

**CCI: An Anti-trust Regulator in India**

Antitrust and competition laws lie at the nexus of international law and business.\textsuperscript{395} In India, the Competition Act, 2002 is fair legislation and vital to the economic growth of the country. The Act provides for fair competition in the interest of the consumers and freedom of the trade carried on by the participants in the market. The mission of the CCI is to eliminate anti-competitive practices\textsuperscript{396}, such as cartels and abuse of dominance\textsuperscript{397}, as well as check anti-competitive mergers and takeovers\textsuperscript{398} to protect the interest of consumers and achieve economic efficiency.

The authority entrusted to achieve the objects of the Act is the Competition Commission of India (CCI)\textsuperscript{399} and orders passed by the CCI may be appealed before the Competition Appellate Tribunal (COMPAT).\textsuperscript{400} Further the order of the COMPAT can be appealed before the Supreme Court of India under Section 53T of the Competition Act, 2002.

CCI also have the power to extend its jurisdiction beyond the Indian shores. CCI can exercise its power by way of entering into arrangements and memorandum of understandings with the regulatory bodies of other countries in order to achieve its objective. Even CCI can recall or review its order subject to certain restrictions and the same should be done sparingly and not in every case where an investigation has been ordered without proper hearing.\textsuperscript{401} CCI can begin inquiry of the alleged anti-competitive practice either on the basis of information received from private parties or on reference received from the Central or the State Government or by taking suo moto cognizance.\textsuperscript{402}

In 2014 and 2015 (till May), several cases decided by CCI have reached to the Supreme Court, where approximately 72 cases where filed and interestingly in only 8 cases, CCI has approached the Supreme Court. This would seem to indicate that in a fairly high percentage of cases, COMPAT is upholding rulings of CCI.\textsuperscript{403} In a relatively short period of time, CCI and

\textsuperscript{395} American antitrust law is synonymous with competition law in the rest of the world.
\textsuperscript{396} S.3, The Competition Act, 2002
\textsuperscript{397} S.4, The Competition Act, 2002
\textsuperscript{398} Ss. 5 & 6, The Competition Act, 2002
\textsuperscript{399} T. Ramappa, \textit{Competition Law in India} (2\textsuperscript{nd} edn, Oxford India Paperbacks 2009) 42
\textsuperscript{400} S. 53B, The Competition Act, 2002
\textsuperscript{401} Google Inc. v. CCI, MANU/DE/1271/2015
\textsuperscript{402} S. 19, The Competition Act, 2002
\textsuperscript{403} Nishith Desai Associates, \textit{Competition Law in India – A Report on Jurisdictional Trends}, June 2015, p. 8
COMPAT have shown their ability to handle litigation and going forward, both institutions may require additional infrastructure to handle litigation. But presently, the COMPAT is not upholding the decisions of the Commission, mostly in the cases where penalty is imposed, due to lack in the clarity of orders or violations of principles of natural justice. Keeping in mind the need and recognizing the constitutionality of specialized tribunals, the Supreme Court reiterated the well-settled principle that quasi-judicial tribunals were bound to comply with principles of rule of law and principles of natural justice.  

As India integrates at a fast pace with the global economy there is a need to ensure international cooperation with other competition regulator across the globe, to tackle cross border challenges. Competition law has to be tacked in an international perspective and cannot be looked into in isolation. The domestic jurisprudence of the competition law should be in aligning with the international jurisprudence concerning the competition law.

CCI: INQUIRY, ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTY BY THE CCI

CCI is considered as one of the active regulators in the nation. It has passed several orders providing for ‘cease and desist’ along with orders imposing heavy penalty. CCI has imposed billions of rupees of penalty in various cases. CCI has levied penalties of a little over Rs. 14,000 crore on companies since its inception in 2009. But it has been able to recover only Rs. 82 crore. While in some cases, appellate courts have granted stay, pending disposal of the appeal, in other cases, the appellate court has refused stay on recovery of penalty. But, such interventions by COMPAT do not diminish importance of CCI as its orders lead to deterrence in the market. The Commission has created the fear among the companies or organisations for the consequences of non-compliances of the provisions of Competition Act, 2002. Where the consequences of non-compliances will give rise to the heavy penalties by CCI. Further, to ensure compliance speedily and efficiently, it was thought fit to confer more powers on the
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Direct General. However, the Competition Bill has lapsed and it remains to be seen if it is reintroduced or any further action is taken by the Central Government.\textsuperscript{406}

Currently, it seems that the commission lacks something while deciding the cases. CCI’s adjudication lacks clarity while imposition of penalties. As a quasi-judicial body, the Commission is bound by certain constitutional principles and is bound to disclose reasons for its rulings\textsuperscript{407} and consequently, the opinion expressed by the Commission under Section 26 (1) of the Act, should not take into account merits of the contentions, should be based on a preliminary review of material on record and finally, the order passed, should have reasons. CCI orders imposing penalty do not have a discernible rationale which provides a legal or economic basis for imposition of a particular percentage of penalty.\textsuperscript{408} While imposing penalties, the authorities like CCI should apply the legal principles not mechanically or blindly but after carefully considering the factual aspects. And such factual aspects depend upon companies to companies and it could include the financial ability of the company, the necessity of the product, the likelihood of the company being failure on account of unreasonable harsh penalty etc. This list is certainly not exhaustive and the authority can and should consider all the relevant factors while imposing the penalty. It should also be reiterated at this stage that there should be proportionality in the award of penalty, which principle has been enshrined in several judgments of the Apex Court.\textsuperscript{409}

Further, CCI has immense power under the Act, so it can also impose penalty for delay in furnishing of the information or failure to furnish information\textsuperscript{410} or non-compliance with the

\textsuperscript{407} Seimens Engineering & Manufacturing Co. of India Limited v. Union of India & Anr, (1976) 2 SCC 981.
\textsuperscript{408} M/s. Excel Crop Care Limited v. Competition Commission of India & Ors, 2013 CompLR799 (CompAT)
\textsuperscript{409} Ibid
\textsuperscript{410} Consumer Unity & Trust Society (CUTS) v. Google Inc., USA and Google India Private Limited, (Google Case)
orders of CCI and others. Companies should bear in mind consequences of non-compliance while engaging with CCI.

**COMPAT: A SUPERIOR COMPETITION WATCHDOG**

Competition Appellate Tribunal (COMPAT) is an appellate tribunal established under the Competition Act, 2002. The appeal from the Commission lies to the COMPAT under Section 53B of the Competition Act, 2002. Under the Competition law, Commission has expert and administrative functions whereas the tribunal has the adjudicatory functions which are judicial in nature.

In the recent time, CCI has decided several cases where it seems that it is developing towards achieving its objective concerning the competition law. Most of the cases decided by CCI are on merit based. It has addressed lots of important issues since its inception in 2009. Even, COMPAT is upholding the rulings of CCI. The cases in which heavy penalty is imposed are appealed to the COMPAT and presently, it seems that mostly every order of decisions of the CCI where heavy penalty is imposed is set aside or over ruled by COMPAT.

CCI has imposed penalties of several billion rupees for violating the provisions of the Competition law. The orders and decisions of the Commission lacks clarity in terms of abiding principles of natural justice and providing a reason based judgment. Therefore, COMPAT has started looking into the finer economic and legal analyses of orders passed by CCI. Some of the recent cases, where commission has imposed heavy penalties and the same are set aside by the COMPAT on several grounds.

- **Coal India Limited and Ors v. CCI (Coal Case)**

  COMPAT quashed a 2013 decision of the antitrust regulator which imposed a Rs.1,773 crore fine on Coal India Ltd (CIL) and three of its subsidiaries for misusing their monopoly to supply poor quality coal and fixing prices. CCI’s order against CIL set aside as all members’ of CCI didn’t have benefit of hearing arguments. In the case, all members of commission who signed orders imposing penalty upon CIL and its subsidiaries did not have
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benefit of hearing arguments as they not present during hearings of parties but mechanically signed orders, orders so passed had to set aside on ground of violation of principles of natural justice. The Tribunal said that the CCI, being a quasi-judicial body, had to comply with principles of natural justice that is ‘he who heard the case, must decide’.

- **Interglobe Aviation Ltd v. Secretary, CCI**
  Here, CCI violated principles of natural justice by passing order without giving an opportunity of being heard to appellants. The Commission passed impugned order without giving an action-oriented notice to appellants and an effective opportunity to controvert what commission had perceived as contrary to section 3, commission had violated principles of natural justice which it was duty bound to comply with in view of mandate of section 36 of the Competition Act.

- **Indian Jute Mills Association v. Secretary, CCI**
  COMPAT quashed penalty imposed by CCI on ‘Indian Jute Mills Association’ and ‘Gunny Trade Association’. The investigation by CCI revealed that both the associations were engaged in anti-competitive practices and penalty was imposed upon association and its office-bearers and members of Executive Committee. But in the absence of a determination by the Commission that appellants had abused their dominant position in the relevant market, CCI could not have imposed penalty upon appellants holding them guilty of anti-competitive conduct.

- **India Trade promotion organisation v. CCI**
  COMPAT quashes CCI’s penalty order of Rs. 6.75 crore on India Trade Promotion Organisation. It was found that the time gap restriction for holding exhibitions/ fair and other events at Pragati Maidan had substantially been reduced and 3 day’s time gap did not appear to have adverse.

- **Shib Sankar nag Sarkar v. CCI**
  In this case, COMPAT quashed penalty imposed by CCI on members of Druggists Association. The investigations by commission revealed that BCDA, a chemist and druggist
association, was engaged in anti-competitive practice and penalty was imposed upon appellants, being office-bearers and members of Executive Committee of BCDA, in absence of any evidence of show that appellants were in-charge of and responsible to BCDA for conduct of its business, penalty could not have been imposed upon appellants holding them guilty of anti-competitive conduct.

- **Hyderabad Cylinders (P) Ltd. V. CCI**
  Here, COMPAT held that CCI couldn’t impose penalty arbitrarily on basis of net-profit instead of average turnover. Section 27(b) of the Act provides for imposition of penalty on average of turnover of preceding three financial years and, therefore, it was legally impermissible for commission to apply different yardsticks for imposing penalty on appellant merely because it did not file financial statement.

- **Alkem laboratories ltd v. CCI 2016**
  COMPAT sets aside penalty on ‘kerala drug union’ as complainant had suppressed facts.

- **Shree cement ltd. V. Builders’ Association of India**
  In this case, COMPAT set aside Rs. 397.15 crore penalty against Shree cement. The penalty was imposed upon appellant cement manufactures on basis of findings of another order in related matters, when said order had been set aside, order imposing penalty in instant case was also to be set aside.

- **Cement Case**
  COMPAT quashed the penalty of Rs. 6,300 crore imposed on cement industries. The CCI, through an order dated 20 June 2012, had penalised 10 cement manufacturers in India for having engaged in cartel to fix prices of cement and earn super-normal profits. This has been the highest penalty ever imposed by the CCI in a cartel case. COMPAT set aside the matter on the ground of violation of principle that 'only one who hears can decide', and has directed the CCI to hear the matter afresh.

From the above cases, it seems that COMPAT came out heavily on this approach of the Commission and set asides the orders. The majority of the decisions of Commission are being
over-ruled on procedural issues like rules of fairness and natural justice but not on merits. One may be tempted to argue that the COMPAT is impeding competition concern by giving undue importance to hyper-technicalities. The rule of natural justice is likely to haunt the Commission.

In any particular industry, position taken by the anti-trust regulator i.e. Commission and the eventual response of the Appellate forum shapes the future course of jurisprudence in the competition law. But right now, the Commission is not even able to make its way through the litmus test of principles of natural justice. The role playing by the CCI seems to be on different track where immediate corrective measures are required.

One of the reasons for the lack of clarity in the decisions of the CCI may be the presence of only a single judicial member in the Commission. The preponderance of members in the Commission from administrative services has a visible influence on the procedures and protocol followed. There have been instances of differences in approach, amongst different members, in the orders passed by the CCI. Out of seven members, there is only one judicial member. The Competition Act does not impose restriction on having more than one judicial member and looking at the present trend, the Commission should contemplate this option and it will definitely give positive result which will ultimately enhance the jurisprudence of the competition law.

**CONCLUSION**

International economic factors will have a strong impact on the Indian Market where now India is considered as the best market for the investment. Further with improvement in ease of doing business will contribute towards more efficiency and effectively the entrant of new foreign players which will definitely make the market more competitive. In the era of globalisation, the commission is pro-active in dealing with evaluation of cases relating to adverse effect on the competition in the market, but better environment in terms of the efficiency and effectiveness in evaluation the cases is necessary.

Perhaps the most important area for CCI to address is evolving principles on imposing penalty. From a jurisprudential perspective, it is also important for CCI to set out principles for determining relevant market since the implications from a relevant market are quite severe. CCI’s approach on analyzing terms of a contract is quite pragmatic and the principles should
help companies manage their affairs. However, for their part, it is very important that companies be alive to their obligations under the Act and should also vigilant about its rights.

A heartening and encouraging aspect about CCI rulings are CCI’s generally cautious approach to laying down principles. generally each ruling serves as an order in respect in only that case. With passage of time and adjudication of appeals by COMPAT and the Supreme Court, jurisprudence will also strengthen and with it, the institution itself. In the globalised era, effective competition policy is necessary to suit the rapidly growing business environment. It is the need of hour to develop the jurisprudence of completion law. Currently, there is need for increase in the efficiency of the commission concerning the jurisprudence of the competition law in the Indian market. The Infusion of resources from Judiciary into CCI will definitely increase its efficiency in terms of the qualitative decisions and it will also reduce the burden of COMPAT. Currently, the competition regulator is at evolving stage and its future prospects seem to be bright concerning the competition law in the Indian market.
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